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INTRODUCTION

Two-year colleges can play a pivotal role in improy mg ow nation's in oducti;it.
Recognizing this fact, the Tennessee Valley AutInn ity and The Seal s-Roehtu. k Foundation
funded a national forum that was sponsored by the American Assoc cation of Community and
.Junior Colleges and the Centel for Occopatunial Reseal( h and Hey elopment. The purpose of
this coalition was to investigate ways in which two y cal colleges can help foster lnoductrvity
and economic development.

Prior to the Roundtable meeting, four authors wrote three companion papers that
pros ided a springboard to the group discussion (but did not limit discussion pai ann. ters). All
four authors, Pat Choate, J.K. Linger, Stuart Rosenfeld, and Han Hun, raised issues and
concerns. Choate and Linger painted the big picture in terms of national movements, trends,
and indicators. Rosenfeld focused on regional, state, and local initiatives in work force
education and training. Hull's impel spotlighted the needs for a holistic model training
strategy that addressed the interdisciplinary skills needed by tumor' ow's technicians.

Each author offered solutions and or recommendations to some' of the nation's future'
human resource challenges. Roundtable participants reacted to issues raised in the impels as
well as other pertinent issues. The Roundtable was comprised of national leaders fi om
government, the private sector, laboi , and education Roundtable partrc. wece encouraged
to draw upon their exper ience and expertise as they examined critical issues and fin mulated
solutions and recommendations.

This document contains the three papers used to spark Roundtable discitssion, an
overview of the Roundtable highlights, and the recommendations from the Roundtable
participants. The information and ideas generated at the' Roundtable w ill be featured at an
AACJC national Yule() teleconference on September 29, 1987 Additionally, the final report will
be distributed to map' economic development and education institutions througLout the
nation.

\V. Carroll Marsalis
'Tennessee Valiey Authority

James i McKenney

Amer wan Association
of Community and Junior Colleges

June 1987
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PREPARING FOR CHANGE

Pat Choate, Senior Economic Analyst
and

J . K . Linger
TRW, Inc.

Arlington , Virginia

This paper points out the need to adopt a U. S Comprehensive adjustment training strategy

Vocational educators are being called upon to define a comprehensive approach that will expand

training policies to encompass the needs of the entire work forcethe disadvantaged and impaired

worker, the new worker, the displaced worker, and all workers who will be needing lifetime skills

improvement. To assist in this effort, a greater financial investment by employers is required.

Choate and Linger suggest that it is time to clearly define who is responsible for training and the

resources necessary to fuifill this obligation.
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Executive Summary "Preparing For Change" by I'. Choate and J. K. Linger

The future of the U. S. labor sector will feel the impact of (1) the accelerating influence of
technology on work and jobs, (2) America's deepening involvement in the global economy, and (3)

irreversible global demographic shifts. Technological change is having its most dramatic impact un
the automation of production.

Foreign countries, such as Japan, Korea, Taiwan, etc., have presented a competitive challenge
the S business, financial, educational, government and labor sectors This challenge is directly

.:Tecting the U. S worker The appropriate response to this challenge is a better educated, trained,
and more productive work force.

Demographic factors involved include. (11 the post-World War 11 baby boom is maturing, (2)

older workers are choosing early retirement, (3) the growth of the work force is slowing as the average
age of workers is increasing (25 54), (4) approximately one million women per year will be added to
the work force for the balance of this decade, and (5) there is a shifting distribution of younger and
older workers.

Specific impacts that will be felt because of these demographic factors are (1) an increased
importance on retraining and adjustment for adult workers, (2) a greater demand for worker skills to
keep abreast of individual job demands, (3) the role of women in lifetime careers, (4) shortages in the
military and civilian labor force due to the decline in number of young people, (5) competition
between business and the armed services for entry-level workers, (6) the growing F essure for people
to continue working past retirement age, and (7) necessary attitude changes and employment
policies.

Older workers face several unique p oblems, (1) job discrimination, (2) inadequate preparation
to find work ur meet the challenges of new jobs, and (3) an inability to adequately handle the rejection
that accompanies their plight. In addition, few employers adequately educate their executives on
how to best manage workers as they move through their forties, the legal age to be considered a
displaced person, their fifties, sixties, and beyond.

The keys to economic change rest with the creation of enough jobs for all who wish to work and

if these people can be prepared for these jobs. If this can be accomplished, new technologies can be
quickly introduced and U. S. involvement in the global economy can be expanded To accomplish this,
workers must be able to secure lifetime education and training All sectors involved must be able to
flexibly provide financing and creative ways to bring about this training

One place to start is with small firms and entrepreneurs. They wilt provide 70% of the new
jobs and are noted for looking outside for their education, and training needs. All workes will need
"booster shots" of education and training throughout their careers. It is certain that many workers
already face the prospect of occupational obsolescence and displacement Other workers can expect to
change occupations three times and jobs six to seven times during their careers.
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The ultimate goal should be to adopt a U S. comprehensive adjustment and training strategy
Vocational educators can a 3sume a pivotal role in this quest by defining a comprehensive approach

Training policies must expand to encompass the needs of the entire work force of (1) disadvantaged
and impaired workers, (2) new workers, (3) workers needing lifetime skills improvement, and (4)

displaced workers To assist in this effort, a greater financial investment by employers is required.
Most of all, a clear allocation of who is responsible for training is required. Only then will the

obligations and resources reside with those who are best prepared to meet this challenge.
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PREPARING FOR CHANGE

Pat Choate and J. K. Linger*
TRW, Inc.

From the vantage point of the 1980s, the sweeping changes wrought by the Industrial
Revolution are obvious. But even a century ago, knowledgeable Victorians were able to anticipate
much of what was to come.

Jules Verne predicted submarines and trips to the moon. Edward Bellamy, the nineteenth-
century futurist and author of Looking Backward 2000 1887, foresaw in 1886 a twentieth-century
America radically transformed by credit cards, supermarkets, occupational safety, a short work week,
assured pensions, early retirement, Walkman-like listening devices, free education for the masses,
and women working outside the home on an equal basis with men.

Just as discerning Victorians could anticipate many of the realities of the twentieth century, so
too we can foresee many of the economic, political, and social shifts that will shape people's lives in
the twenty-first century. In fact, three of the most powerful forces that will shape our future are
already apparent. the accelerating influence of technology on work and jobs, America's deepening
involvement in the global economy, and irreversible global demographic shifts.

Individually and collectively, these are the economic, social, and political equivalents of
icebergs on the moveonly partially visible, yet enormously powerful and capable of altering or
destroying all that lies in their path.

The convergence of these forces has far-reaching implications for business, unions and

government, for financial institutions, and most important, for the people who are doing the work and
the educational institutions that must prepare them for that work.

THE TECHNOLOGY FACTOR

Technology is the wild card of the future. At an accelerating pace, it is creating dazzling
improvements in goods and services, generating millions of new jobs, revitalizing old industrieE, and
spawning entirely new ones. It is rendering established products and processes obsolete, eliminating
millions of existing jobs, and rapidly transforming millions of others.

*Pat Choate and J. K. Linger are authors of the new Look, The I I igh-Plex Society Shaping
America's Economic Future (Alfred A Knopf, Inc , 1986), from which this article is adapted
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Improvements in optical fibers, for instance, have created a communications cable that can
carry ten thousand times more information than one made of copper, eliminate almost all noise, and
make unnoticed monitoring virtually impossibleall at a reduced cost Advances in space-based
telecommunications have also produced better, less costly service In 1965, a single satellite carried
only 240 telephone circuits at a cost of $22,000 per circuit, today's satellite carries more than twelve
thousand circuits at a cost of less than $800 per circuit.

Technological change is having its most dramatic impact on the automation of production. It is
bringing remarkab'e improvements in quality and immense savings in labor costs. on average, one
robot can replace six workers, and every $1 dollar invested in robots saves $3 in other production costs
by improving product quality and by increasing output, material savings and flexibility.

The widespread availability of technology is also shirting competitive advantage among
industries, firms and locations worldwide. When the Yamazaki Machinery Works in Japan
introduced its highly automated flexible management and manufacturing system in 1983, for
example, its Minokamo plant was already one of the world's most advanced machine tool factories.
With less than one-tenth of the nearly 3,000 workers needed in comparable conventional facilities in
the United States, the plant could turn out a compact numerically controlled lathe in two weeks,
compared with three to four months for Yamazaki's foreign competitors.

Using the new super automatic system, however, the Minokamo plant can now match its
previous output with only one-fifth the personnel (39 employees compared with 195 using the old

system), less than half the equipment (43 pieces compared with 90), two fifths of the floor space (6,600
square meters compared with 16,500), and one-third the process time (30 days compared with 91).
The new plant requires no engineering drawings, moreover, because the new production system is
connected to the CAD/CAM Center at Yamazaki headquarters nearby

If American manufacturing operations are to regain their competitiveness, they too must have
the cost savings, flexibility, and qualitative improvements that automation makes possible Many
workers will lose their jobs in the process and require retrainin for other work. At the same time,
millions of other workers will require new and improved skill. to build and operate the factories of the
future.

THE TRADE FACTOR

During the past 25 years, the United States has shifted from relative economic isolation to
global interdependence By the mid-1980s, trade accounted for 20 percent of the U S GNP, up from
10 percent in 1960

As a result, work in America has become increasingly dependent on world trade American
farmers, for instance, sell 30 percent of their grain production overseas American industry exports

8



more than 20 percent of its manufacturing output, and the job of one of ever, six manufacturing
workers depends on foreign sales

At the same time, a fifth of all goods sold in the United States comes from abroad. Americans
buy 36 percent ofJapan's exports and 33 percent of Latin America's. They also purchase 60 percent of
the manufactures that Singapore, Hong Kong, South Korea, and Taiwan export to the industrialized
countries. Any significant reduction of U. S. trade would create havoc in the American economy and
pitch our trading partners into economic, political and foreign-policy upheavals.

America's trade competitors ale competent and sophisticated. Most have mounted aggressive
efforts that represent nothing less than a new form of societal competition in which a nation's full
economic resources are marshalled in the global economic sweepstakes Japan, Korea, Taiwan,
Brazil, France, West Germany, and other industrial and developing nations haae created national
economic combines of government, business and labor. They select a few key industries which will be
favored, reduce the risks of investing in these enterprises by giving them infant industry protection,
and facilitate large-scale economies of research, development and production.

Virtually no national effort is spared. Promising foreign technologies are identified and
secured. Basic research is cosponsored and shared A leading foreign company such as U. S Steel,
Texas Instruments, General Motors, or IBM is selected as a model and economic pace horse. Nati final
cartels are formed. Generous long-term capital subsidies are provided Workers are trained and
retrained, often with government subsidies. Product prices, specifications and standards are jointly
determined. Aggressive export drives are launched when the industry achieves world-class
competitiveness.

The U. S. Department of Commerce reports that while only 20 percent of America's goods-

producing industries were subject to foreign competition two decades ago, more than 70 percent are
today. American business, government and workers have failed to recognize this competitive
challenge and make appropriate responses.

Consequently, one U. S. industry after another now finds itself with its back to the wall. Most
of the losses are in sectors where the United States has long been dominantmanufacturing, services
and high-tech goods. Foreign firms have captured more than half the U. S domestic sales of
computer-controlled machine tools. Since 1960, foreign manufacturers have been able to reduce U. S
world market share in auto production from 48 percent to 26 percent, in chemicals, from 66 to 35
percent, in pharmaceuticals, from 62 to 35 percent, and in metal products, from 67 to 43 percent.

For American companies and workers, the growing importance of trade and the rise of strong

foreign competitors creates both problems and opportunities The problems are centered around the
fact that both America's basic and its neweiJ., inost advanced and most productive industries are

targeted in the 1980s and 1990s by the cooperative government-industry labor combines of other
industrial nations. Thus, many American companies and jobs are at risk.

9
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Yet deepening involvement in the world economy also offers numerous opportunities for
generating new wealth, income and jobs, but only if American business can become more competitive
and workers better educated and trained and more productive

THE DEMOGRAPHIC ['ACTOR

Although the future of work, here and abroad, remains largely unclear, much is known about a
key component of the future, the demography of the work force

We know that because the post-World War 11 baby boom is maturing at the same time that
many older workers are choosing early retirement, the growth of the American work force is slowing

dramatically This means that today's workers will constitute more than 85 percent of the work force
in the year 2000 Although the aging of the work force will alleviate some of the pi oblems of youth

unemployment, it will increase the importance of retraining and adjustment for adult workers.
Indeed, for at least the next two decades, employers will be forced to draw primarily from today's pool
of workers to fill pressing job vacancies

We also know that the average age of workers is increasing. Specifically, the portion of the
population aged 25 54considered the high productive core of the wo k forceis growing. This vital
segment of the population, which constituted 61 percent of the work force in 1970 and 66 percent in
1984, is projected to constitute 74 percent by 1990. This unique demographic advantage creates a

rare national opportunity for greater productivity, but only if the skills of American workers are kept
abreast of the demands of their jobs.

Another key demographic fact that we now know is that women will be the major source of new
workers in the American economy fur the next ten years Almost °tit, million additional women will
enter the work force each year for the balance of this decade. Until 1995, they will comprise two of
every three entrants.

Moreover, women are prepared for much more than traditional low-paying "women's work"

such as retail sales or clerical jobs. Increasingly, women are as well trained for work as their male
counterparts, or better trained Since the late 1970s, more women than men have enrolled in college
Women are now awarded half of undergraduate degrees, and the overwhelming majority of female
college graduates enter the labor force.

Equally significant, a growing number of women are rejecting traditional areas of study, such
as literature, social sciences, and elementary and secondary education Instead, many are earning
degrees in areas once almost totally dominated by men. Between 1970 and the mid 1980s, the portion
of engineeringdegrees earned by women increased from less than 1 percent to almost 11 percent, the
share of women medical school graduates leaped from 8 to 25 percent, and the portion of law degrees
awarded to women rose from 5 to 33 percent These shifts indicate that women are deeply committed

10



to their careers and are likely to remain in the work force for must of their lives. This is a new reality

for employers and educators alike.

Perhaps the most far-reaching co ,equences of demographic change will be found in the
shifting distribution of younger and older workers. The decline in the number of young people
portends shortages not only in the military but in the civilian labor force as well. In fact, many
businesses are sure to find thems&ves competing with the armed services for entry level workers,

and educators will be forced to concentrate increasingly en adult education

But the aging of America will have its most dramaticand potentially most disruptive
effects as workers retire in the early twenty-first century Already, for the first time in history, there
are more Americans over sixty-five than teenagers.

As the number of young people entering the work force declines and the number of elderly

Americans increases, there will be growing pressure for people to continue working once they reach
retirement age. However, this will require a major reversal of attitudes and policies by employers.

The American Society for Training and Development reports that few employers adequately
educate their executives on how to best manage workers as they move tin ough their forties, fifties,

sixties, and beyond

Faced with discrimination and inadequately prepared to find work or meet the challenges of
new jobs, older workers are more than twice as likely as younger ones to give up searching for a job

In 1984, nearly 330,06u older displaced workers had stopped looking and were no longer counted as

unemployed

For these and other reasons, older workers are retiring early. While 33 percent of men aged
sixty-five and over were working in 1960, only 16 percent were employed by 1984.

Almost half of these workers retire voluntarily, they are neither in failing health nor being

forced out of their jobs because of mandatory age requirements. Some are retiring because of limited
opportunities, others to escape dehumanizing work environments, and still others because their skills

are limited or they no longer find work satisfying.

Yet the Labor Department reports that workers over fortythose legally defined as older
under the Age Discrimination in Employment Actare as productive as their younger counterparts,
and even more so in most occupations. Enticing older workers to stay on the job and assuring that
they are equipped with state-of-art skills is a major means to meet the nation's long -term

employment needs.

11



THE ARITHMETIC OF CHANGE

Jobs and worker flexibility are the keys to the great economic change that is transforming
work and life in the United States. If ee.ough jobs can be created for all who wish to work and if all
who wish to work can be prepared for these positions, then new technologies can be introduced
quickly and U. S. involvement in the global economycan be expanded But if the nation cannot meet
the challenge of job creation or cannot help workers secure the lifetime education and training they
will require, trade protectionism and resistance to change are certain to escalate, regardless of long-
term personal, national, or global consequences.

This turbulent economic metamorphosis, therefore, is likely to be dominated by two pivotal
questions. Can the U. S. economy produce enough jobs for all Americans who wish to work? Can
today's workers be prepared for tomorrow's jobs?

The answer to both questions is yes. Whether there are enough jobs depends on how many
people want them and the ability of the economy to produce them. We can now see that because of the
maturation of the baby boom generation, the job-creation challenge will be far less formidable in the
future than it was during the past quarter century, when the U. S. economy produced more than forty
mill ion new jobs.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics, using a set of moderate assumptions, predicts that between
1984 and 1995 the American economy will create almost 16 millionnew jobs, enough for virtually all
who wish to work.

What will be different in the future is that most of these new jobs will come from small business
and entrepreneurs. In the 1950s and 1960s, big business and expandinggovernment generated 75
percent of all new employment. But the surge of entrepreneurship, coupled with a slowdown in the
growth of government, has changed this pattern. David Birch of MIT estimates that small business is
now creating more than 70 percent of all new jobs.

This fundamental shift in the economy is critical to educators since large business conducts
most of its own training, while small firms and entrepreneurs have traditionally looked outside their
organizations when they need to educate and train their workers.

Another important consequence of these shifts in the economy is that workers face the prospect
of occupational obsolescence and displacement. Workers can already expect to change occupations
three times and jobs six to seven times during their careers. This high rate of occupational and job
mobility will increase as the speed of change accelerates and its scope widens.

12



IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS

The United States faces a future in which the shift to the technologies, production processes,
and management styles of the twenty -first century will proceed with few certainties and in an

environment of fierce, often predatory, global competition. The mo:,t, practical way to confront the

challenges of rapid, uncertain, unrelenting change is to improve the nation's ability to adapt to the
future, whatever it brings.

If America is to adjust successfully in the years ahead, it requires workers who can secure
training, find jobs, be productive, advance and shift between jobs and occupations with ea..ie and
confidence.

Improving the flexibility of American workers requires many actionscreating personal,
portable pensions; eliminating work-related discrimination, and providing safe, convenient,
affordable child care services.

Equally important. virtually all workers will need "booster shots" of education and training
throughout their careers. The United States requires a comprehensive adjustment and training
strategy to boost Lhe skills of its workers, preparing them for a lifetime of change in the workplace.
There must be ways and means to provide remedial education and pre-entry level training for
disadvantaged and impaired workers, entry-level training for more than a million new workers
coming into the labor folce each year, continuing training and education for the vast majority of
workers who will need a lifetime of skills improvement, and retraining and adjustment assistance for
the 2 million people who are displaced from their jobs each year.

Just as American educators played a pivotal role in helping the nation shift from an
agricultural to an industrial economy, they now are key participants in helping American workers
shift from today's to tomorrow's economy.

If education, particularly vocational educators, are to play this role, special attention is
required to several pivotal issues.

The first is the need for a comprehensive approach. Today education and training programs
are heavily concentrated on a small portion of the population, most of whom are young or

disadvantaged. While attention to these groups is unquestionably needed, most adults and employed
workers will also require additional education and training Thus, training policies must be
expanded to encompass the needs of the entire American work force.

Financing is another issue In the present era of limited financial resources, greater
investment by employers is required Today, public policy discourages such investment. Although
there are three principal factors of productioncapital, technology, and work force perform-
ancethe federal government pros ides incentives for investment in only capital and R&D. The lack
of comparable incentives for investment in worker performance reinforces the bias of most firms

13



against training and retraining Investment in technology and modern machines becomes the
property of the firm, while improved worker skills do not. Gi cote' employer investment in training
skills can be stimulated by either eliminating the incentives for capital and R&D or establishing
comparable incentives for worker training.

Finally, a clear allocation of responsibilities is required. Today, responsibility for training is
haphazardly allocated among public institutions, business, labor unions, government agencies, and
private community o-rganizations. This needs to be sorted out so that obligationsand
resourcesreside with those who are best prepared to meet them

In sum, Am3rica's success in meeting the challenges of swift, far reaching, uncertain change
depends primarily on how well we develop and apply the knowledge, skills, wisdom, enthusiasm, and
versatility of the nation's prime resource, the American people.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1 Strengthen the customized training programs of states through. (a) new tax incentives to
stimulate m. re private-sector donations of monies and training equipment, (b) state-owned
and operated pools of training equipment that can be moved from school to school,

(c) cooperative equipment-sharing arrangements with private firms, (d) incentive pay plans to
encourage faculty upgrading, and (e) public training programs that are linked to identified
needs of employers.

2 Create a Block Investment Credit (BIC) that would equalize federal tax treatment of
investments in machinery, R&D, and worker training.

3 Create Individual Training Accounts for displaced workersa venture-based displaced worker
training program modeled on the GI 13111 with self-financed, savings-and-equity-based
financing analogous to the Individual Retirement Accounts (IRA).

4 Reform the unemployment insurance system so firms that give advanced notification of plant

closings pay lower payroll taxes than those that close with little or no notice.

5 Reform the unemployment insurance system so tax collections are based on a company's record
in contributing to unemployment

14



Release the one billion dollars of payroll taxes the federal government levies on employers to
operate the state job service and use these monies to. (a) modernize testing and counseling
services, and (b) computerize data exchange so the job service can better match workers
seeking employment with employers seeking workers.

Establish local child-care information and referral services and provide federally funded child-
care vouchers for low- and moderate-income families with mothers who work.

15



TECHNICAL AND COMMUNITY
COLLEGES: CATALYSTS FOR

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

Stuart A. Rosenfeld
Director of Research & Programs
Southern Growth Policies Board

Research Triangle Park, North Carolina

This paper identifies the two-year college emerging as the institution best suited to bridge the gaps
between theory and practice, research and commerce. Change is in order to bridge the gapa change
in the curricula and internal structure of the educational programs of two-year colleges A new
mission is in ordera mission that addresses not just human resource development but economic
development. Rosenfeld thinks it is time for states to re-examine the ways their schools are organized
and funded to see if they have the flexibility needed to effectively serve their communities, states, and
regions.
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Executive Summary "Technical and Community Colleges: Catalysts for Technology
Development" by Stuart A. Rosenfeld

State and local officials are beginning t,0 comprehend the growing importance of technology,
education, and information to job ft. - motion, increased productivity, and economic development.

They are depending on two-year colleges to pros ide technical skills for the growing number of

occupations that require more than the basics but less than a baccalaumate. More and more, they are
depending on them for technical assistance to small businesses The two-year college emerging as
the educational institution best suited to bridge the gaps between theory and practice, research, and
commerce.

Two-year colleges are aware that they must redesign their curricula and the internal structure
of their educational programs to better fit anticipated changes in the workplace. By so doing, they
will create a new mission that provides the economic context for high quality technical education and
addresses not just human resource development but economic development

The number of schools taking on this new mission is still quite small and the number doing it
effectively is still smaller. This paper presents a legislative history of the development of two-year

colleges and examines some innovative ways that they are contributing to the development,
application, and use of new technologies

As far back as 1961, the vocational education system was charged with meeting both industrial
and military needs. It was concluded, at that time, that advancing technology was causing many jobs
to require more technical proficiency and a greater knowledge of mathematics and science Also, jobs
often required a more mature person than high school age youth In 1963, postsecondary schools
became unequal partners in vocational education as the elementary and secondary school education
agencies retained control of the federal funds and programs The postsecondary schools' curricula
became more vocational but not necessarily more technical

In the 1960s and '70s, state economic development efforts were predominantly industrial

recruitment. Customized training for industry became the goal The ultimate measure of success
was value to the employer, not the employee Critics called this effort a zero sum strategy because it
was based on recruiting jobs rather than creating jobs

It took a rapid contraction of labor- intensive manufacturing in the 1980s due to foreign
competition to bring about changes in the structure and mission of technical colleges. Employers in
emerging industries demanded higher and more flexible skills than those that could be provided in
short-term, customized training.

As two-year colleges have always been the first educational institution to be called on to react
to technological change, they have become more responsive to changing labor market needs than any
other public educational institution. Their mission already includes economic development allowing
them to focus their efforts on meeting and balancing the employment needs of the individual and the
development needs of the local economy

Today the technical colleges are becoming a catalyst for economic development and growth.
Their principal function is still to prov ide individuals with marketable skills but much of their



activity centers on the application of new technology. Community colleges and technical institutes
are becoming holistic technology resource centers who educate, facilitate, and broker technology
transfer They are becoming independent of other educational agencies, obtaining increasing support
from economic development agencies, economic development legislation, and the private sector for
their financial resources and organizational strength. They are evolving from vocationally oriented
postsecondary schools to comprehensive technical resource centers.

The rapid pace of technological change and rising costs of keeping up with the latest advances
in equipment and methods are causing technical colleges to become more selective about programs for
which they can maintain high standards. A college has to identify its technology niches and
concentrate its resources At the same time, potential and expanding businesses expect more help at
each stage of the new business of the product development cycle planning, research and
development, funding, marketing, and training.

This paper explains and illustrates current models being used by two-year colleges that allow
them to provide a more diverse and extensive array of services for new and expanding businesses as
well as continue a technology focus. Models and services discussed are. (1) technology resource
centers; (2) partnerships; (3) technology transfer, (4) technical assistance, (5) brokning, (6) new
business incubators, (7) research, development, and testing, and (8) high-tech learning environments.

To assist the facilitation of technology transfer, colleges are revising and revitalizing their
(a) technical associate degree programs, (b) skill upgrading programs, which include but go beyond
customized training; and (c) continuing education, which ranges from adult literacy to management
seminars and highly technical courses for graduate engineers.

The technical associate degree program had to be revised as potential technicians can no longer
acquire what they will need in twelve years of formal schooling. Skill upgrading programs were
revitalized to promote technology advances and economic development. The best antidote to technical
obsolescence is continuing education, and the colleges and universities, which are able to stay abreast
of technological changes are best prepared to be providers. Continuing education for other faculty
and instructors from other schools as well as for local businesses is a high priority of the technical
colleges.

Recommendations suggested for future deliberation were. (1) states should reexamine the
ways their schools are organized and funded to see if they have the flexibility needed to effectively

serve their communities, states, and regions, (2) pinpoint opportunities that lie in bridging the
chasms that still exist between education and economic development, particularly in ruralareas that
lack sophisticated technological infrastructures, (3) continue to review existing programs to be sure
that the balance between the educational mission and that of the new economic development goal:
stays in check, (4) determine if anything can be done to encourage the passage of Part D of the Carl I)
Perkins Vocational Education Act of 1984 that is explicitly intended to support the kinds of

technology transfer activities technical colleges are undertaking, (5) study the need for target
programs for women, (6) continue to review programs for remedial training, and (7) discuss the
possible need to enroll and educate the increasing number of nontraditional students. The
implications for vocational education are immense. There is little doubt that technical colleges will
play a larger role in technology-based development in the future.
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TECHNICAL AND COMMITNITY COLLEGES:
CATALYSTS FOR TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

Stuart A. Rosenfeld

Southern Growth Policies Board

In November 1986, more than 11,600 people came to the convention center in Greenville,

South Carolina, to see and discuss the most advanced manufacturing technologies. Vendors,
manufacturers, college faculty, and students from Florida to California mingled about 224
exhibits that represented the latest advances in automated equipment for the factory floor,
exchanging ideas, information, and business cards Ray Marshall, Lester Thurow, and Governor
Dick Riley were only a few of the featured speakers. The event, AM86: Man and Machine, The
New Partnership, was sponsored, arranged, and hosted by four of the state's technical colleges,
part of their growing efforts to introduce the latest technologies to the states' industries, to make
sure that there are people educated to use them effectively, and to showcase South Carolina's
technology transfer capabilities. Some might be surprised to find two-year colleges putting
together a program as technically sophisticated as AM86. Not only did AM86 happen, even
more successfully than anticipated, but equally sophisticated programs by two-year colleges to
encourage technology transfer are taking shape in all parts of the country.

INTRODUCTION

A decade or more ago state economic development policy generally meant industrial parks,
revenue bonds, and tax abatements. Technology was known to be important to growth but was
considered outside of the purview of state government Today, however, state policies are rapidly
being redesigned as economic development policy as state and local officials begin to comprehend the
growing importance of technology, education, and information to job formation, increased
productivity, and economic development. These officials realize that public policies can he used to
facilitate technology advances and transfers, but they are still exploring their options and searching
for the most promising programs.

Most new state efforts to build on technology depend in one way or another on education and

educational institutions. States look to their research universities to provide scientific and technical
expertise and i esearch, to their public schools to provide youth with the knowledge and attitudes that
later will allow them to produce and use technology, and to their two year colleges to provide both
technical skills for the growing number of occupations that require more than the basics but less than
a baccalaureate, and technical assistance to small businesses.
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Each tier plays a critical role in technological growth. There are constraints, I hough, on just
how much priority educational institutions can and ought to give to economic goals., when contrasted
to their basic mission of education Further, there are structural barriers. Public high schools are
unable to adapt very quickly to changes in local labor marketneeds caused by technology,
universities are accessible to too few communities and often too removed from the needs of small
businesses (although there is growing support among four-year colleges for involvement in local
development) The two-year college, however, as the new kid on the block" may be the institution
least constrained and best positioned to bridge the gaps between theory and practice, research, and
commerce With more flexibility in faculty hiring decisions than either high schools or universities,
two-year colleges may be best able to respond quickly to changes in occupational demand and
advances in technology.

Most col leges in the nation are not yet taking full advantage of their opportunities to stimulate
growth And many may not wish to rearrange their priorities to include economic development. But
in other places the technical college already has become both the major conduit for technological
advances and the glue that binds together the various components of a comprehensive technology-
based development program the research and development that leads to new products and processes,
the employers who will invest in and apply the technologies, and the employees who must be able to
use and understand them 1 Dr Karl Jacobs, president of Rock Valley Technical College in Illinois,
has succinctly stated the newest position of the colleges.

Community colleges can make a major contribution to the transfer of technology by
bringing together area businesses and outside resources We have the infrastructure to
provide the arena and the networking systems to bring puople together This is
especially important for smaller manufacturing operations because they cannot
leverage the informatiGn on their own.2

The full extent to which the technical college can become an instrument for technological
progress is only now emerging Across the country, technical colleges are experimenting with new
and innovative programs to discover just how they can best contribute to technology-based growth

A 1986 survey of technology transfer activities at 254 institutions of higher education
conducted for the Appalachian Regional Commission illustrates the extent to which technical
colleges are becoming involved in technology transfer 3 Fifty-one of the 103 responses to the survey

1 To avoid confusion, two-year postsecondary institutions will be called "technical colleges"
throughout the paper u.iess reference is made to a particular school

2 Laura Taxe I, "Community colleges taking a major role in shaping region's economic renewal,"
mid American Outlook, 8 (Spring 1985).

3 Analysis of data by Louis Blair, Falls Church, Virginia, based on his report prepared for the
Appalachian Regional Commission, Strategies and Approaches for Appalachian High
Educational Institutions to Diffuse Technology for Regional Economic Development,
December 1986.
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were from two-year colleges The results showed not only that the two year colleges are pros iding <A

wide range of services but that they are actually providing a greater array of services than the four

year colleges. For example,

84% of the two-year schools solve technical problems,

67% train managers to use technology;
65% have partnerships with industry to diffuse technology;
47% provide special assistance to entrepreneurs to use technology; and
43% provide some type of infrastructure support, such as incubators or innovation centers.

When asked how important technology diffusion is to their mission

62% believe that clearly defined roles and missions ;n technology diffusion are "essential",
55% replied that an office or center dedicated to technology diffusion is "essential", and
52% believe that funds to subsidize technology diffusion services to small firms are

"essential."

Although there are no comparative data for an earlier time, it is safe to say that the activities
mentioned are relatively new activities at technical colleges.

Technical colleges also are redesigning their curricula and internal structures of their
educational programs to better fit anticipated changes in the workplace As Robert Reich asserts in
his latest book, Tales of a New America, "To compete on the basis of rapid improvements in product

and process, rather than on the basis of the scale economies of miss production, means a new
emphasis on the innovative skills of workersthe productive services they deliverand en the
organizational structure of production."4

The reorientation of the technical college to actively encourage and support technology-based
growth rather than react to change may well prove to be its most important new mission, one that
provides the economic context for high quality technical educati3n and addresses not just human
resource development but also economic development. The number of schools taking on this new
mission, however, is still quite small and the number doing it effectively is still smaller.

There are valuable lessons to be learned, which generally can be replicated elsewhere, from
those colleges that have successfully integrated their new mission with their educational goals.
These lessons are particularly important to rural areas, which may have few other sources
of technical nonagricultural education, expertise, and information.

4 Robert B. Reich, Tales of a New America (New York: Times Books, 1987).
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This paper examines innovative ways in which states' public techn;cal colleges
contribute to the development, application, and use of new technologies. There is still a great
deal of "hype and hope" concerning the true effectiveness of any institutions in technology transfer,
in .luding the technical colleges Descriptions of programs reported in tills paper were impression-
istic. Becauqe they are still so newu their succcs.; as have been accepted a priori and their true
value can only be measured over ,ime But even if the innovative programs yield half of what they
promise, they portend to be wise investments in economic development

THE ROAD TO UNIVERSAL POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION:
THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE TECHNICAL COLLEGE

The history of the two-year postsecondary school, the latest of the nation's public education
institutions to reach maturity, is a story of a search for an identity. Even the name of the institutions
has been a source of confusion, two-year schools are called community colleges, junior colleges,
technical colleges, technical institutes, vocational-technical centers,or simply colleges.

For the first half of this century, the goal of public two-year colleges was to make community-
based postsecondary education, "people's colleges," available to the large share of the youth
population who were not pursuing a baccalaureate degree.5 The first surge of growth occurred during
the Depression when, for financial reasons, students had to remain nearer their homes an i attend
less expensive schools. Two-year colleges were both terminal institutions of higher education,
providing a credential for semiprofessional or paraprofessional occupations, and transitional
institutions providing an entry into baccalaureate programs for students not rich enough or not well-

epared enough to directly go to a university from high school.

Critics, however, have labeled two-year junior colleges pale imitations of four-year colleges,
failing to live up to their claims of prcviding increased semiprofessional job opportunities for low-

income students. They became a safety valve on pressures to educate lower-achieving students.6 In
1941, 75 percent of a large sample of educators and administrators believed that the Let ninal
function of the two-year college was much greater than its preparatory (for college) function.?

Sputnik, more than any other single event since World Wu II, piqued public interest in
technology and in improving technical education, and it eventually reshaped the nation's two-year
colleges Public policy moved swiftly to alleviate the nation's shortage of technicians and Congress

5 Charles R Monroe, Profile of the Community College (Washington DC. Jossey-I3ass, Inc ,

1972).

6 Fred L Pincus, "The False Promises of Community Colleges. Class Conflict and Vocational
Education," Harvard Educational Review, 50 (3, 1980)

7 David 0 Levine, The American College and the Culture of Aspirations, 1918-1940 (Ithaca.
Cornell University Press, 1986)
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passed the National Defense Education Act of 1957 That bill included an amendment to the federal
vocational education legislation that authut ized funds for at ea Nocational centers to &IR el technical

education. Vocational education up until that time was a high school program, and technical
education was offered either in the high school or in the growing number of proprietary programs,

often found advertised on bus panels, matchbook covers, and the back pages of popular magazines

The two-year colleges had lobbied for federal vocational education funds and legitimacy as vocational
educators since 1937 without success.

In 1961, President Kennedy convened a Panel of Consultants on Vocational Education and
charged it with recommending changes in the vocational education system to better meet both
industrial and military needs One of the conclusions of that Panel was that

Because of advancing technology, many jobs require more technical proficiency and
greater knowledge of mathematics and science. These jobs also often require more
mature persons than youth of high school age As a result, attention is increasingly
focused on postsecondary vocational and technical educations

As a result of the Panel's report, new federal legislation passed in 1963, providing a second
wave that radically altered the structure of vocational education. The result was that postsecondary
schools became partners, though not equal partners, in vocational education In most states,
elementary and secondary school education agencies retained control of the federal funds and
programs, doling out the prescribed set asides to postsecondary schools

The law also established new occupational areas including one called Technical Occupations,
which was offered almost exclusively in postsecondary institutions The postsecondary schools'
curricula did become much more vocational, but not necessarily more technical In 1979, only 15 5

percent of all postsecondary students were enrolled in technical occupations and less than one in five
of those was female Tile greatest occupational demand, however, was still for nontechnical
occupations and that's where most postsecondary institutions put their resources In 1982-83, the
last school year for which the U. S. Department of Education released the information collected in the
Vocational Education System, only 11 percent of all postsecondary enrollments wet e in the technical

ogram areas that arc most explicitly technology related. Communical ions Technology, Computer
and Information Sciences, Engineering and Related Technologies, and Science Technology Further,
only eight percent of all postsecondary completers were in those four categories

As technical colleges became more vocational any of the complaints that were lodged against
high school vocational education were transferred to the colleges, including the charge that
postsecondary vocational education represented tracking mechanisms to "cool out" the aspirations of

8 Panel of Consultants on Vocational Education, Education for a Changing World (Wushington
DC. Government Printing Office, U S Department of I lealth, Education, and Welfare, 1963) p,

230.
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lower class youth The fact that the two-year schools were pu.a.secondary simply made the tracking
seem all the more Insidious Youth believed the} :% ere getting a "college" Cihleci L:0 il that would open

doors in the labor market, but in reality there was little to distinguish many of the postsecondary

programs from high school vocational education programs, and their graduates did not fare much
better in the job markets An analysis of program enrollments in southern states prepared in 1980 for
the Southern Growth Policies Board9 showed that the majority of postsecondary enrollments were in
programs that are also considered high school programssecretarial occupations, auto mechanics,
and typing.

With the success of the U.S. space program and fading fear of Russian space superiority, and
with automation arriving more slowly than predicted, postsecondary vocational education turned its
attention to industrial growth State economic development efforts in the late 1960s and 1970s were
predominantly industrial recruitment, and states, particularly in the South, began to use their two-
year college systems to deliver customized training for industry

Some states, e.g , North and South Carolina and Oklahoma, began early in the 1960s to tailor
programs to the specific needs of new plants These programs were short-term, explicitly aimed at

facilitating economic development, and they usually led to employment. The goal of customized
training, however, was to minimize industry's start-up costs, not necessarily to provide individuals
with transferable and marketable technical skills The ultimate measure of success was value to the
employer, not the employee The technical college became part of an industrial recruiting strategy,
but one which critics called a zero-sum strategy because its goal was to recruit jobs rather than create
jobs There were high quality technical programs in the nation, but they were not abundant.

It took a rapid contraction of labor-intensive manufacturing in the 1980s due to foreign
competition to bring about changes in the structure .cud mission of technical colleges Employers in
the emerging industries demanded higher and more flexible skills thar. those that could be provided
in short-term, customized training.

Technical colleges have undergone many changes in structure, curriculum, and mission since
the early part of the century. As mentioned previously, the weakness of their historical grounding,
and school culture, and entrenched vested interests also are its strengths. These factors enable
technical colleges to be more responsive to changing labor market needs than any other public
educational institution And because the missions of the technical colleges include economic
development, they can focus their efforts on meeting and balancing the employment needs of the
individual and the development needs of the local economy

9 Southern Growth Policies Board, Setting Goals for Vocational Education, Report prepared
for Executive Committee Meeting, Atlanta, Georgia, Governor George Nigh, Oklahoma,
presiding, June 1,1984
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THE THIRD WAVE: NEW ROLES IN TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

Today the technical college is entering a third phase, moving from serving as an important
but passive ingredient of economic development to becoming a catalyst for economic
development and growth. The principal function of the school is still to provide individuals with
marketable skills, but schools are adding an impressive variety of new and innovative functions to

revitalize businesses and expand the number of jobs. Much of this activity centers on the applications
of new technology. Community colleges and technical institutes are becoming holistic technology
resource centers, not only educating individuals to use and understand technology in the workplace
and to make decisions regarding its use but facilitating and brokering technology transfer in ways
that are as innovative as the technological advances themselves.

New Partnerships: Governance and Structure

As the purposes and functions of the technical colleges have changed, so have governance and
structure. Technical colleges are becomir.g independent of other education agencies in more states
and are obtaining increasing support from economic development agencies, economic development
legislation, and the private sector for their financial resources and organizational strength. The
institutions themselves are evolving from vocationally oriented postsecondary schools to
comprehensive technical resource centers.

State Organizations

The organization of technical colleges at the state level varies considerably from state to state.
If there is a trend, however, it is toward greater autonomy, more fiscal independence, and more
collaboration among colleges.

Both policy and administrative authority in most states rest with the agencies responsible for
higher education. In eight other states, however, the Board of Education or Department of Public
Instruction runs the technical colleges and five states have Boards of Vocational Education or their
equivalent with responsibility for two -year schools. Five states have set up independent Boards of
Community Colleges to set policy for the schocls, and eight states have Boards of Community
Colleges to administer schools' programs.

Despite the growing recognition of these colleges' roles in technical education, they still have
trouble competing for educational funds. In North Carolina between 1973 and 1983, technical college
enrollment increased 89% while state per pupil funding declined 27% in constant dollars. Half of the
states in the country depend in part on local taxes to support their technical colleges, and technical
colleges have been left behind in many states' education budgets. Consequently, some have had to
rely on innovative fundingwhich may have been a blessint, in disguise because it opened doors to
new economic development functions. In many states, technical colleges look to departments of
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economic development to support program improvements In Iowa, fur instancy,, the Department of
Economic Development established a network of Regional Satellite Centers and designated the

technical colleges as those centers Most of the customized training programs and many of the new
technology resource centers are funded through state economic development programs.

States with formal technology programs generally include their technical colleges In Ohio,
the technical colleges are part of the state's Thomas Edison Program, and in Pennsylvania, the
colleges are an integral component of the Ben Franklin Partnership Programs. Pennsylvania's four
advanced technology centers collaborated with community colleges on 23 separate technology
development projects in 1986-87.

Technical colleges are also increasingly willing to collaborate with each other--even across
state bordersto be able to provide high quality programs or services in support of technology
development. For example:

four colleges in South Carolina jointly organized a regional automated manufacturing
show, AM86;

a consortium of four colleges conduct training under Western Pennsylvania's Advanced
Technology Center,

your different colleges in New Jersey support a sophisticated Computer Integrated
Manufacturing Center; and
ten colleges located in Iowa, Wisconsin, Illinois, Michigan, and Ohio form the Mid-America

Technology Training Group, a systematic network for comprehensive technical training
and information exchange

Technology Resource Centers

Technical colleges are rearranging themselves internally as well as externally, in ways that at
first blush may seem inconsistent The rapid pace of technological change and rising costs of keeping

up with the latest advances in equipment and methods are causing techniL.il colleges to become more
selective about programs for which they can maintain high standards To be a source of technical
knowledge, expertise, and innovation, a college has to identify its technology niches and concentrate
its resources At the same tame, potential and expanding businesses expect more help at each stage of
the new business or product development cycle. planning, research and development, funding,
marketing, and ,raining. Thus colleges must provide a more diverse and extensive array of services
for new and expanding businesses at the same time that they are expected to be more focused
technologically.

An increasingly popular model is the technology resource center, which operates within the
structui .2 of the technical college but may actually be administered and run as a separate operation.

It draws students from outside the normal attendance area, attracts private sector dollars, is highly
sought by business and industry as a source of information and applied technology, conducts applied
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research and development for business, and generally provides skill upgrading as well as awarding
associate degrees The centers feature state of the al t equipment, maintain close ties to univei it
research centers, have support from industry and have cio links to employers, who use the facility
to retrain their own employees, to train new technicians, and as a laboratory to test new processes
and procedures

These technology resource centers are to the technician what the top-rate universities
ta, to the scientist or engineer. South Carolina has taken the most systematic and comprehensive
approach. The state has established eight major centers. the Robotics Resource Center at Piedmont
Technical College, Advanced Machine Tool Technology Center at Greenville Technical College, a
Microelectronics Resource Center at Tri-County Technical Institute, Computer Applications at York
Technical College, Office Automation at Midlands Technical College; Electronic Mechanical

Maintenance at Orangeburg-Calhoun Tech, Tourism at I lorry Georgetown Tech; and the
Environmental Training Center (and Water Quality Institute) at Sumter Technical College While
serving a local multi county area, as the resources and reputations of the resource centers grow, they
attract students from across and outside of the state

The second attribute of the technical resource center is the comprehensiveness and diversity of
the services provided. Technical colleges no longer end their responsibility for economic development
with education and training. Schools such as Moraine Valley Community College in Palos Hills,
Illinois, and College of DuPage outside of Chicago serve as one stop resource centers for prospective
entrepreneurs and expanding businesses

The result of this new internal structure is that the technical colleges provide stronger support
for local development but by specializing they also serve a much wider economic area The stronger
the program, the greater the distance students will come to enroll. Of the 30 associate degree
students admitted to the automated manufacturing programs at the Robotics Center at Piedmont
Technical College in South Carolina last year, ten were local, ten were from the state but not the
counties served by the center, and ten were from out-of-state

Partnersl. 1

Partnerships are perhaps the most highly publicized strengths of technical colleges. Virtually
all of the schools that have successfully stimulated economic development have strong ties to the
private sector and to other educational institutions. The list is too long to present in this paper and
the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges has an on going program called
Putting America Back to Work, which highlights the most innovative and successful programs in
the nation

One state-wide program that merits mentioning, however, is Florida's Centers of
Electronics Emphasis and Specialization. Electronics is both one of the state's fastest growing
industries and central to many of the state's other industries, such as aerospace. In 1983 the state
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had more than 100,000 people employed in the electronics field, but industrial recruiters were

dissatisfied enough with the quality of the electronics technicians gi aduating ft um the state's
vocational programs to look out of state for technicians In response, Florida's I I igh Technology and
Industry Council and the postsecondary vocational education system collaborated to establish ten
Centers of Excellencefive in community colleges and five in vocational technical centersthat are
intended not just to meet the stated needs of industry but to achieve excellence. The ten schools,
which work together as a consortium under the coordination of the University of Florida, are expected
to provide leadership and technical expertise to electronics education programs throughout the state
and to encourage high-tech companies to locate and expand within the state.

SOMETHING OLD, SOMETHING NEW: INNOVATIVE FUNCTIONS
OF TECHNICAL COLLEGES

Technical colleges are both doing new things and doing old things better They are supporting
technology advances in ways that historically were not part of their missions while continuing to
provide technical education and training. Their new agenda includes:

facilitating technology transfer and providing technical assi,tance to entrepreneurs and
existing businesses;

operating technology business incubators;
supporting research, development, and testing, and

providing a learning laboratory that simulates the most technologically advanced work
environment.

Old or traditional roles that are being revised and rethought, include.
revamping the technical associate degree program in light of technological advances and
new organizational styles,
upgrading the skills of the present and new work force; and

providing continuing education and professional development for supervisors and
management.

The following are examples of some of the more innovative approaches that technical college:,
are using to enhance both human resource and community economic development.
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Technology Transfer, Technical Assistance, and Brokering

In 1985, two local people brought a concept to the technology transfer agent at the

Cuyahoga Community College in northern Ohio. They found that fish are attracted to a hook
by a luminescent chemical materiala high-tech fishing lure. The material could be inserted in
any lure, but had a finite life and had to be replaced on a regular basis, creating a potentially
high volume business. The technology transfer office of the college worked with the prospective

business people to develop the compound they needed, to solve a contamination problem that had
been plaguing them, to perfect the production process, and to put together an investment
package. They used the resources of NASA, SBA, and private investors to get the business
underway.

One of the most vexing problems facing American industry is the need to move new products
and processes developed in the labs to the firm that can use them commercially. This tecnnology
transfer function has not been carried out very effeaively in the past by any institutions or agencies
Critical ingredients of a technology transfer system include an inventory of innovations, knowledge
of the needs of business, and close ties to the community. The first is a technical problem that is
quickly being solved with more accessible and more comprehensive databases. The second and third,
however, require strong working relationships with businesses and the community.

Technical colleges have in many ways modeled themselves after the cooperative extension
service, a federally supported county-level program that has served American agriculture so well for
eighty years. The services that technical colleges are providing include formal networks of
technology transfer agents who (a) maintain or have access to databases of technical information, (b)
provide technical assistance on request, particularly to small businesses, and (c) broker agreements
among agencies to solve technical problems.

Technology Transfer

South Carolina's State Board of Technical and Comprehensive Education (TCE) has
made technology transfer one of its top priorities. According to a working document from the Board,
"The reason community colleges have not assumed this role (technology transfer) has been their
perception of their role in education." Taking on the responsibility for technology transfer would
"expand our role to education in the broadest sense as purveyors of information, skills, knowledge,
and techniques." The state uses the technical colleges to market the services of the Southern
Technology Application Center (STAC) out of the University of Florida. The system contains over

1250 computerized databases, access to the Federal Laboratory Consortium and to NASA's field
centers, and to , _ nsulting services through the University of Florida system
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The state of Ohio also turned technology transfer into a statewide se v ice by creating the Ohio
Technology Transfer Organization (OTTO). Technology transfer agents are assigned to 28 sites,
including 24 technical colleges In 1986, 32 0'19`0 agents working in the two-year schools helped
start 118 new businesses and assisted 935 businesses in bringing new products to the market.
Approximately 70 percent of the program's clients last year were businesses of fewer than 20
employees, 32 percent are manufacturing businesses, and 31 percent oldie requests are for
engineering or scientific assistance,

Virginia's Center for Innovative Technology is establishing a Technology Transfer Agent
Pilot Program, funded by the Genera! Assembly, in eight technical colleges Theprogram objective is
to deliver "specific technology transfer services to local business and industry by selected community

colleges that contribute significantly to the economic stability and growth of the local area." The
sites were selected on the basis of the concentration of businesses with advanced technologies or
mature industries that could benefit from technological innovations, lack of access to a research
university, and the college's commitment to exploring new and innovative roles

Technical Assistance

The technical college, which is the main source of technical expertise in many communities, is
frequently called on for technical assistance by local planners and local business people. Last year,
for example, South Carolina's eight technology resource centers responded to 351 requests for

assistance from business and industry and 190 requests from other technical colleges, The Fox

Valley Technical Institute in Appleton, Wisconsin, had 684 contracts with business last year and
25 percent of them were for direct technical assistance Cuyahoga Community College in Ohio
handled 4,139 different requests from 2,790 companies in 1985.

One model for providing technical assistance through the technical college is the small

business development center (SBI)C) Though not limited to working with technology dependent
businesses, many of the most promising clients do use or market new technologies. The state of North
Carolina has set up SBDCs in 35 of its 58 community colleges and alIocated $50,000 to each to provide
for a director The SBDC at Guilford Technical and Community College is an example of the
extent to which the colleges can encourage and support new business start-ups The center has
provided assistance to a high tech manufacturer of aircraft blades, a word processing business, a
programming ser iic2 business, a firm that manufactures electronics hoards to enhance x-rays, and a
firm that builds electronic autoclaves used in medicine Services include developing business plans,
linking business people to Small Business limo% ation Research gi ants, export marketing firms, and
sales representatives, training employees, and providing workshops for the business owners
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The state of Illinois is trying a technical assistance model with a somewhat different emphasis
at a small number of its colleges. These colleges are primarily brokers of services in addition to
providing education and training. The Technology Commercialization Center works with the
prospective business to identify its needs and then bring management together with those who can
provide the services, either inside or outside of the school. Although most of the centers are in
universities or federal laboratories, the state has funded two in technical colleges. The center at the
College of DuPage in Glen Ellyn provides one-stop technical assistance for technology related
businesses that includes research assistance, feasibility studies, prototype development and product
testing, patent applications, technical education, identifications of funding sources, and marketing
assistance. By the end of January 1987, the new Center had served 17 clients, including developing
six prototypes, applying for two patents, and working with six businesses in the early stages of an
invention. One of the college's successes was a company that developed a technically advanced
rewinding system for rappelling equipment used in mountain climbing. The College linked the
potential business with the small business development center, research labs at the university to
perfect the mechanism, and sources of funding to get the business off the ground.

The New Business Incubator

Three years ago the Fantus Company, after analyzing the economy of Wausau, Wisconsin,

concluded that one of the area's major untapped economic assets was a two-year associate degree
program in Laser Technology at the North Central Technical Institute. That technology, the
company reported, could prove a valuable resource to new businesses if offered in conjunction
with a supportive environment. The Institute, the city, the county economic development
councils, the area regional "tanning office, the chamber of commerce, and a number of local
businesses began plans to convert a vacant industrial building into an incubator for businesses
that could use or benefit from laser technology. In spring of 1987 the incubator received a
$775,000 grant. from EDA to supplement the funds raised locally and the incubator was off the

ground ..udents from the laser technology programs and the small business management
program will work with the new businesses wherever appropriate.

North Central Technical Institute is an example of a technical college working with the
community for local development. The school modified an innovative and still experimental policy,
the business incubator, to fit the structure of the technical college. A new business incubator provides
a protective environment in which a new or expanding business can establish itself in the market at
minimum expense, receive technical assistance, and in the case of new technologies, work out some of
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the bugs before going into full production. It is one of the latest programs created to respond to the
realization that small businesses, not large corporations, ai e the nation's lin gest soul cc of new jobs

The Noble Center for Advancing Technology at Oklahoma State University's Technical
Branch has developed a similar specialized incubator around technology in waterjet cutting, a
computer positioned, abrasive, high-pressure stream of water Though not limited to that particular
technology, the Center is trying to use the new technology to solve special needs of industry for
cutting hard materials with minimal distortion. It is, for example, experimenting with the
technology on various materials for several corporations, includiog evaluating the use of waterjet
cutting to bore high tolerance holes for GM's Saturn plant.

The advantage of locating the incubator within a technical college, particularly for high-tech
businesses, is that businesses have access to faculty trained to work with small businesses and
familiar with new technologies, to advanced equipment, and to a technically trained work force It
gives the students the exposure to the problems associated with technological change, new business
start-ups, and provides opportunities for future employment. And it serves the community by
supporting budding entrepreneurs or existing businesses that are embarking on expansions.

A number of other technical colleges have set up incubators in recent years Des Moines Area
Community College in Iowa created the "Golden Circle Incubator" as a not-for-profit company for
new or expanding businesses. The incubator is one of three in the state but the only one at a technical
college: the other two are at state universities. Monthly overhead expenses for businesses in the
incubator are less than half of what they would be in the private sector, and businesses are eligible to
remain in the incubator for up to two years. The incubator gives priority to the most innovative
applicants and two of three manufacturing businessls currently in the facility are what the director
calls high-tech businesses

Niagara County Community College in Niagara, New York, also has opened a new
incubator Its first client will produce a circuit board once manufactured by a large corporation but
recently discontinued The company, .started by one of the corporation's engineers, will combine the
expertise of a Canadian company and an American company in Ohio to produce the board and market
it both to the corporation that once produced it but still needs it, and to others The firm will use the
electronics laboratories of the school for its R&D, the incubator as its plant, and students as staff to
help develop a prototype of the production process. The Technical Assistance Center of the school,
which has special state funding, will help the fledgling company find funding and markets

Rarely is an incubator an isolated activity within a college, those that provide incubators
nearly always do it in combination with a broad range of services. The Des Moines Area
Community College, for example, also provides consulting to businesses, a quality of work life
institute, a computer literacy institute, a conference center, as well as technical training, the
incubator in Wausau is part of the college's Technological Innovation Center, which pi vides an
array of services to local businesses, and the incubator in Niagara is under its Technical Assistance
Center
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Research, Development, and Testing

In 1984, Southwestern College in Chula Vista, California, entet ed into an agreement
with San Diego Gas and Electric Utility to serve as a test site for solar heating and a photo voltaic
cells power supply. Students assembled, installed, and maintained the experimental units and
recorded and analyzed data They discovered, among other things, that one solar panel was more
efficient than two.

Nothing demonstrates the new scientific sophistication of the technical colleges and their
students more than the willingness of industry to enter into agreements with two year colleges to
experiment and test new processes and products At the same time that colleges contribute directly to
technological advances, students learn first hand how to tackle technical problems and how to use
their skills and knowledge in innovative ways The research generally responds directly to the
practical problems associated with new or different production methods

Southwestern College's agreement with San Diego Gas & Electric to experiment with a new
product is not an isolated example Students at a ceramics technology program at Hocking Tech in
Ohio test and evaluate material ,submitted by industry on $500,000 worth of advanced equipment
donated by industry. At the Fox Valley Technical Institute in Appleton, Wisconsin, Miller Electric
has an on going arrangement with the automated manufacturing program to try out ne N processes,
test equipment, and work on special projects For this, the company has pi Os ided equipment

The Noble Center for Advancing Technology at Oklahoma State University, Technical
Branch in Okmulgee, Oklahoma, opened the doors of its multi million dollar facility in 1985 As the
reputation of its programs and resources spread, businesses increasingly looked to the Center for
assistance Recently one of a small number of companies that "re-manufactures" automotis e pal is
asked the Center for help in solving some of the technical problems associated with icbuilding
computerized automobile components The school will work with the firm to design a prototype
testing procedure and develop standards In addition, the Center is using its waterjet cutting
technology for expel intents with a number of clients, including General Dy mimics, General Motors,

and the U.S. Navy.

Moraine Valley Community College in Palos I !ills, Illinois, has a slightly different
arrangement for contributing to industrial research. Rather than provide the R&D at the school,
they link businesses that have technical problems to the scientific expo tise of the At gonne National
Laboratories. The school helps businesses establish cooperative R&D arrangement,, get inventions
or patents evaluated, and it provides consulting services to small businesses
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High-Tec h Learning Environment

In March 1984, Chattanooga State Technical College in Tenne.isee dedicated what was

then believed to be the most sophisticated automation training center in any two-year college
The three million dollar Center for Productivity, Innovation, and Technology housed advanced

equipment that included flexible manufacturing cells, robots, CAI) /CAM, and automated quality

control units. The investment was expected to both revitalize local businesses and attract

businesses that need help in staying on the cutting edge of new technologies. The Center's three-

pronged mission, according to its director, is to educate associate degree students in state-of-the-

art technology, retrain workers whose skills are being made obsolete by technology, and provide a

laboratory for industry to help them solve technological problems

Applied laboratories that simulate advanced technical workplaces are proving to be invaluable
to technical education and to the technologically advanced manufacturer This environment, once

prohibitively costly, now is affordable because the private sector and the state increasingly recogniz.

its value as an investment. Nearly every state of the-art college laboratory has equipment or funds
for the purchase of equipment donated by the private sector and some special funding from state
legislatures. In return, the school may provide the company with access to the facility for
develr, ment and training and provide the state with jobs. Each of the eight centers in South
Carolina described earlier has a technologically advanced lab that simulates an advanced workplace
but is designed for learning.

The Camden County College ii.New Jersey, with support from the state's Jobs, Science, and
Technology Bond Act of 1984, is constructing a $4 3 million facility to house an advanced Computer
Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) program The three objectives of the center, accordingto director
John D'Alessandro, are to educate a technical work force, conduct research on industries' needs for
advanced manufacturing, and provide non credit continuing education to upg,, ade manufacturing
skills When complete, the facility will include six automated manufacturing centers and serve six
technical colleges in the state Students can pursue technical associate degrees by taking the III Si
year of courses in their home schools and taking the second year at the Camden County College

As the centers begin to pay off, states become more willing to im est The state of Ohio pr ovided
$5 4 million for the construction and equipment of an Adl, anced Technologies Center at the Lorain
County Community College outside of Cleveland It is intended to provide an advanced LI dining
facility, serve as a technology transfer center, and provide a library of technical information
Industry already is taking advantage of the facility and pros iding equipment. Cincinnati Milacron,
one of the nation's largest producers of industrial robots, uses the Center to dermyrstrate its pr oducts
to customers, while at the same time training students.
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ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS

ROBERT W. SCOTT, Co-Chair, former Governor ot North Carolina, is State President, Department ot
Community Colleg-s, Raleigh North Carolina. His distinguished careei in
public service includes Lieutenant Governor of the State of North Carolina;
Federal Co-Chair Appalachian Regional Commission, Chair, Education
Commission of the States, Chair, Southern Regional Educational Board, and
member, Ad% isury Council, Regional Project, ACE Commission on Highei
Education and the Adult Learner (Southeastern Atlantic Coastal States
Regional Project).

WILLIAM FORREST WINTER, Co-Chair, former Governor of Mississippi, is senior partner in the law

1111' firm of Watkins, Ludlam & Stennis in Jackson, Mississippi.
His distinguished political service career includes three terms in the
Mississippi House of Representatives, State Treasurer, and Lieutenant Governor.
A leading spokesman for economic development in the South, Mr. Winter served
as past Chair of the Southern Growth Policies Board, the Appalachian
Regional Commission, and is current Chair for the Commission on the Future of
he South. He is also a member of the Board of Trustees for Belhaven College,

Columbia Seminary, Rhodes College, Mississippi Foundation of Independent
Colleges, and the Kettering Foundation.

JAMES R. ADAMS has served as President of Southwestern Bell Telephone Company's largest state
operation, the Texas Division, since 1984. As Co-Chair of the Texas Business
Development and Jobs Creation Task Force, he was instrumental in the
development of programs to stimulate the creation of new jobs in Texas. In
addition, Mr. Adams serves as Co-Chair of the Economic Development
Committee of the Dallas Partnership, organized to retain and attract new
business to the state. He also chairs the Corporate Partnership Program of the
Texas Association of Mexican Arrerican Chambers of Commerce, and is Chair of
the State Advisory Council for Communities in Schools.

JOHN A. DiBIACGIO is President of Michigan State University and a national advocate for public
higher education. He is Chair of the National Association of State Universities
and Land Grant Colleges. Following a brief career as a practicing dentist, he
served as assistant to the dean and chair of the Department of Community
Dentistry; Assistant Dean for Student Affairs and Advanced Education; Dean of
the School of Dentistry, Virginia Commonwealth University, and Vice
President for Health Affairs and Executive Director of the Medical Center,
University of Connecticut.

RALPH T. DOSHER, JR., is currently Corporate Education Manager at Texas Inst:uinents, Inc.
Responsibilities over his 35-year career at TI have included engineer'. g,
strategic planning, general management, and training and education. He is a
member of the Texas State Technical Institute Board of Regents, a member of the
National Issues Committee of the American Society of Training and
Development, and a founding member of the Technical Education Consortium.



FLORA MANCUSO EDWARDS, President of Nliddlesex Count} College, has published widely on access
and quality in education. Prior experience includes: President, Hostos
Community College, City University of New York; Professor and Associate Dean
of Faculty, LaGuaidia Community College. Dr. Edwards currently serves as
Trustee of lona College, and is a member of die Commission on Global Education,
the Go\ erner's Commission en Criminal lustice, the Middles States Commission
on Higher Education. She is Vice Chair, Board Committee on Federal Relations,
American Association of Community and Junior Colleges.

NOLEN M. ELLISON, president of Cuyahoga Community College, has been identified by the U.S.
Department of Education and the U.S. Department of Justice
as an educational expert dealing with broad urban education issues as well as
those relating to desegiegation of American higher education. He currently
serves on the wards of AmeriTrust Bank Corp., the College Entrance
Examination Board, the National Institute of Education, and the Council on
World Affairs. He is a member of the Keeping America Working (KAW) Task
Force, and has also served for three years on the President's National Advisory
Committee on Black Higher Education and Black Colleges and Universities.

CHESTER A. FRANCKE, General Director of Joint Education Activities on General Motors Industrial
Relations Staff, is responsible for GM's inNok ement with various joint programs
I.-2ing administered by the UAW GM Human Resource Center. Prior positions
with GM include. Supervisor of Research and Development, Director of
Training, and Director of Placement and College Relations. Dr. Francke is
former Chair of the Board of the National Institute for the Advancement of

ai Career Education and the Business Advisory Committee for the Michigan State
Management Education Center. Other committee memberships include the
National Action Council for Minorities in Engineering, the Society for Hispanic
Professional Engineers, and the American Society for Engineering Educators.

PHILO K. HOLLAND, JR., is Director of Corporate Public Affairs, Sears, Roebuck and Co. and Vice
President and Executive Director, The Sears-Roebuck Foundation. Prior positions
include Executive Director, Sears-Roebuck Foundation (Midwestern Territory),
Director of Public Relations (Mid-Pacific Region), Group Personnel Manager
(Mid-California Region), and Director of Public Affairs and Vice President of
The Sears-Roebuck Foundation (Western Territory).

ROBERTS T. JONES

sew

is U.S Deputy Assistant Secr.2tary, Department of Labor. He oversees the
administration of all Employment and Training Administration programs,
including the Job Training Partnership Act, Unemployment Insurance programs,
United States Employment Service, Job Corps, Trade Adjustment Assistance, and
the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training. Previously, Mr. Jones served in a
variety of executive positions in the Department of Labor where he has been
instrumental in shaping training and employment legislation and administering
programs.

R. JAN LeCROY is Chancellor, Da County Community College District, and1986-87 Chair, Board of
Directors, American Association of Community and Junior Colleges. Other
previous positions include Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs, Dallas County
Community College District; President, Eastfield College; and Executive Dean,
Northeast Campus, Tarrant County Junior College District. He was selected by
the University of Texas as Outstanding Administrator in 1982 and served as
President, Association of 'ILis Colleges and Universities, 1984-85.



ALBERT L. LORENZO is President of Macomb Communit% Collegc.Under his leadership, Macomb has
become one of the ten largest multi-campus community colleges and the fourth
largest grantor of associate degrees in the United States. His innovative
approaches to leadei ship and educational issues ha' c been the focus of a number
of publicatik . , and national speaking engagements. He has SCI %Cd On more than
a dozen corporate boards and national panels.

MONTY MULTANEN is Associate Superintendent, Vocational Education, Oregon Department of
Education. He has been instrumental in the developnicnt of career education and
vocational concepts for secondary school vocational programs and has worked in
the de' elopment of postsecondary programs in Oregon's community college
system. Prior positions include Assistant State Director for Secondary and
Community College Programs, and State Director for Career and Vocational
Education. He is immediate past President of the National Association of State
Directors of Vocational Education.

M.E. NICHOLS is in his third to m as Executi c Vice President, Communications Workers of America. He
is a T ustec of the Joseph Anthony Beirne Foundation, and CWA's Labor
Nlanx;ement Pension Fund. Mr. Nichols serves on the executive boards and
committees of a large number of charitable and civic organizations including the
Urban League's Labor Advisory Council, National Advisory Committee of the
Work in America Institute, United Way's Government Relations Council,
National Conference of ChristiaLs and Jews, and the Keeping America Working
Task Force.

LEE W. RIVERS is the lVashington, D C., representative for the Federal Laboratory Consortium. Mr.
Rivers recently retired as Director of Corporate Planning for Allied-Signal, Inc., where he ser% ed in many
research and development, commercial de% clopment, and general management positions 1-le is a Director
of the Industrial Research Institute (1P1), ser%ed As Chair of its Research -on- Research Committee, and is
a past President of the Commercial De% elopment Association. Most recently, he was an 1R1 Fellow at the
Office of Science and Technology Policy in the Executive Office of the President.

EDWARD 'SANDY' SANDERS is Nlanager of Co%einment Relations ond Training for the Fort Smith
Division of Whirlpool Corpoiation. Ile has been deeply involved in efforts to
improve technical education and training and currently serves on the Board of
Tiustees for Westark Community College, and as a member of the Board of
Directors for the Association of Community College Trustees. He is a member of
the Keeping America Working Task Fora!, and has served as a member of the
Governor's Apprenticeship Coordination Steering Committee, the Arkansas
Quality Higher Education Study Committee, and the Southern States
Apprenticeship Conference.
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ESTHER FRIEDMAN SCHAEFFER is Vice President for Policy of the National 4lliance for Business
(NAB) and responsible for identifying key emerging is,ues in job training and
education, and recommending approaches and programs to respond to those
issues. Other positions include: Chief of the Section of Performance Review,
Interstate Commerce Commission; and the U.S. Department of Labor,
Employment and Training Administration, where as Executive Assistant to the

ilk Assistant Secretary; she helped develop and implement a variety of
employment and training programs.
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WILLIAM F. WILLIS is General Manager of the Tennessee Valley Authority. Before assuming that
position in 1979, he worked in various engineering capacities, and in 1976, was
appointed Assistant to the Manager of Engineering Design and Construction. Mr.
Willis graduated from Mississippi State University with a degree in civil
engineering and worked for a private construction firm before joining TVA. He
serve,' on the Board of the Tennessee Technology Foundation and is deeply
involved in efforts to improve technical education and promote research and
development in the Tennessee Valley region and across the country.

WRITERS

PAT CHOATE is Director of TRW's Office of Policy Analysis where he studies long-term U.S.
competitiveness. A specialist in economic development and public policy, Dr.
Choate has been a Fellow at the Battelle Memorial Institute's public policy
research arm, the Academy for Contemporary Problems. His wide experience in
government includes service as a senior economist on the President's

..._
, Reorganization Project; Director of the Office of Economic Research; and

Regional Director for Appalachia and the Southern United States. Dr. Choate
is the author of numerous reports and books on economic competitiveness,
management, and public administration.

DANIEL M. HULL is President, Center for Occupational Research and Development (CORD), a
private non-profit corporation. Under his leadership CORD has provided
assistance to the education departments of many states and to technical
institutes and colleges in development and implementation of advanced
technology curricula. Prior experience includes work for Westinghouse Electric
Corp., Sandia Corp., the Atomic Energy Commission, and Lockheed Electronics
Corp. as an engineer and supervisor for development of laser equipment and for
operation of NASA radar range, laser laboratories, and optical tunnel.

STU/V,T A. ROSENFELD is the Director of Research and Programs for the Southern Grow th Policies
46 Board and the Acting Director for the Southern Technology Council in Research

Triangle Park, North Carolina. Dr. Rosenfeld has written extensively on
education, economic development, and technology policy. He is principal author
of After the Factories and editor of Technology the Economy,, and Vocational
EdNcation, Dr Rosenfeld represented the United States in two international
studies on education and local development for the aganization for Economic
Cooperation and Development.



TRADITIONAL MISSIONS AND NONTRADITIONA L METHODS

As the colleges act to facilitate technology transfer, they provide a source of and environment
for educational opportunities that improve the technical education of the students Colleges ha
revised and revitalized their (a) technical associate degree programs, (b) skill upgrading programs,
which include but go beyond customized training, and (c) continuing education, which ranges from
adult literacy to management seminars and highly technical courses for graduate engineers

Educating the Renaissance Technician

At the Robotics Center at Piedmont Technical College in South Carolina, students in
the Automated Manufacturing Program take courses in Sensor and Systems Interface, Workcell
Design, Robotics System Operation, and Numerical Control Manufacturing in addition to the
more basic courses in scientific and mathematical conceots. The latter must include at least one
unit of calculus, two of algebra and geometry, three of physics or chemistry, and writing and
communications The program was designed on the assumption that the industrial workplace is
changing and that individuals need strong communications and problem solving skills and must
be prepared for interdisciplinary work, all of which require stronger fundamental skills.

One of the major forces driving changes in the technical colleges is the demand for technically
trained workers who have not only the skills to use new equipment but the ability to understand the
equipment and its place in the total manufactut ing operation They must be able to respond swiftly
and independently to the inevitable problems that occur whenever programmed technologies replace
craft and experience With modern technology and management methods and more fully integrated
production sy items, business relies more on its nonprofessional staff than ever before

This is a departure from the past when the title, technician, implied a high level of

specialization. Modern businesses seek the individual who, in addition to technical competence, is
able to understand how the entire production and business systems fit together, can tackle complex
technical, systemic, and interpersonal problems, can contribute to more effective use of new
technology, and is able to adapt to change In other words, businesses that depend on technology
want the modern equivalent of the Renaissance Man or Woman 10 Unlike the Renaissance Man of

10 Stuart A Rosenfeld, "The Education of the Renaissance Technician Postsecondary Vocational
Technical Education in the South," Foresight (Fall, 198(3), Research Triangle Park
Southern Growth Policies Board
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the (ifxenth and sixteenth centuries who could acquit c a wide iange of skills and diverse knowledge
because the world was simpler. the Renan,,,,,ince Technician of t oday tomorrow ,,, ,,,, CqUire

broader-based skills and knowledge because the world is more complex and changing more quickly
To the original Renaissance Man, diversity and adaptability were luxur ies, to thc Renaissance
Technician they are necessities, critical to the modernization of the economy

The implications for vocational education arc immense. Potential technicians can no longer
act-Niro what they will need in just twelve years of formal schooling As high schools concentrate
more on providing the fundamentals needed just to become technically competent, the technical
colleges will have to complete the education of the Renaissance Technician

The best way to do that is by providing a less specialized curriculum in an environment that
challenges the ingenuity and problem-solving ability of the student. A number of technical colleges
are revamping their programs to pi ide just those opportunities for students. A recent proposal for
curriculum reform submitted by the Technical Branch of Oklahoma State University at
Okmulgee states.

To accurc inn,-,;,,,;ft.i! employ ment ()pi tunity and w insure against early occupational
obsolescence graduates from all technical programs need to possess a broader
understanding of the applied sciences and technologies relating to their specialization
At the very least., they need an awareness that assures an understanding of the concepts,
technical vernacular, and relationship (past and potential) to their technology And
tlese graduates while students must have been challenged to listen, read, interpret,
analyze, synthesize, al d communicate their findings and conclusions in logical,
meaningful terms ldLally, they will also possess a business-economic acumen and
"people skills" to enhance their success as supervisors, and in managerial positions 11

One of the consequences of increased skill and knowledge requirements of the workplace is
improved coordination with both lower and higher educational institutions. The term "2+ 2," which
refers to a program in which the last two years of high school are designed to prepare students for two-
year associate degree programs, is becoming more popular and more common But the natural
extension, the "2 + 2+ 2," with the technical college curriculum articulated with a bachelor's degree
program is now beginning to gain sonic support Williamsport Area Community College in
Pennsylvania has such a.. agreement with Rochester Institute of Technology giving students the
option of transferring into a four-year program after receiving an associate degree Southwestern
College has a similar arrangement with San Diego State University in California,and Oklahoma
State's Technical Branch is recommending the same

" Oklahoma State University Technical Branch, Proposal for Curriculum Reform, Februai y
16,1987
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Retraining and Upgrading Skills

As automation transforms manufactur ing in the South, !nor:: and more of the workers will

be required to understand the microprocessors that control the equipment The Applied
Microelectronics Center for Innovation at Tri-County Technical College in Pendleton,

South Carolina, offers short courses on programmable controllers, essential to automated

industries, to upgrade the abilities of industry technicians and engineers enough W program

equipment and to be able to solve system problems that occur Courses are both customized to the

needs of specific clients such as Michelin and General Elect! ic, at much lower costs than they

would incur if conducted internally, and are offered to the general public as well About 200

people will go through the 25-30 different 22 1/2 hour programs this year

With all of the new and innovative things technical colleges at e doing to promote technology

advances and economic development, customized training remains the bread and butte of many

schools Technical colleges still exist in part to serve the training needs of new and expanding

businesses, a relic of economic development incentives rooted in the past but still very much ali% e and

at times very successful Where the occupations require technical skills, however, the technical

capacity and capabilities of the program and staff take on added importance

Skill upgrading, even when company-specific, however, is not quite the same as traditional

customized training Although most skill upgrading is a joint cnture witl- industry, courses are
intended to improve the skills of the individual rather than acclimate him or her to a par Licular fir m's

style Skill upgrading of displaced workers may require beginning with basic skills, which
means that technical colleges must have the capacity to provide adult basic education prior
to any technical education.

Digital Equipment Corporation worked with Southwestern College in Chula Vista,

California, to set up a minicomputer training IA ugrann The state eventually matched the value of

Digital's donated equipment with a grant of $135,000 The Biomedical Equipment Technology

Program at Stanly Technical College in Albemarle, Nor th Cal olina, operates a program fur

Sunlicalth, a leading hospital engineering firm.

The large influx of foreign owned companies in the South also is beginning to affect the

education offered in the colleges Durham Technical and Community College in I) Alum, North
Carolina, trains skilled workers for industries in the Research Triangle Par k area, including General

Electric and Mitsubishi With a growing number ofJapanese companies moving into the area, the

school has had to add courses in Japanese history, culture, and management style.
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Continuing Education

The Lintner Center at Portland Community College in Oregon was dedicated in 1985
to provide advanced education to the state's technical industries It represents a collaborative
arrangement with the state's universities and high-tech businesses The center providesa

convenient site for continuing educationall the way through graduate programsto employees
of high tech business It acts as broker for educational services that arc provided by the state's

Lpublic
and private universities

Technological change and continuing education are inseparable and critically important to a

growing economy The best antidote to technical obsolescence is continuing education, and the
colleges and universities, which are able to stay abr east of technological changes, are best prepared to
be providers Continuing education for other faculty and instructors from other schools as well as fur
local businesses is a high priority of the technical colleges The Technology Resource Centers in
South Carolina ran 164 programs for faculty and staff of the state's technical schools between July
1985 and July 1986

The advantage that, technical colleges have over universities, which also have continuing
education programs, is that they are within commuting distance of must businesses Many technical
colleges, however, attempt to provide the best of both worldsthe expertise of the universities and
the proximity of the collegeby using technical experts from the universities to conduct courses in
person and over telecommunications networks

Some technical colleges are able to provide both on-site courses and conferences and inter active
telecommunications The 1). J. Bordini Technical Innovation Center in Appleton, Wisconsin,
conducts professional seminars and conferences that can accommodate 225 persons and has a full
multimedia center with satellite teleconferencing capabilities. The school has just begun operating
Tech NET television, which brings live interactive training to businesses in the state on a regular, 35
hour per week, basis

COMMENTARY

Most new initiatives of technical colleges for promoting technology development are in their
early stages The schools are still testing the waters to see what they can do well and how extensive a

role they can and should play in local development Their greatest opportunities lie in bridging the
chasms that still exist between education and economic de velopmcni, par ticular ly in tural areas that
lack sophisticated technological infrastructure Many (Stile colleges that have taken initiatives to
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spur technology development have become major ..,11, es uf technology and expertise But 1 hey face a
number of challenges as well.

Despite rapid growth in enrollments and expansion of activities, funding has been a problem
The federal government has not yet discovered the economic value of the technical colleges and
federal funds still go predominantly to the high schools in most states. The fact that until 1984
federal legislation had to include a 15% set aside for postsecondary institutions attests to their
second-class citizen status. In 1984, new vocational education legislation was enacted that
eliminated that set aside and added a set aside for retraining of adults Yet the last time the
government released data, postsecondary schools received little more than the targeted amount in
many states. Part D of the Carl D Perkins Vocational Education Act of 1984, Industry-Education
Partnerships for Training in Nigh- Technology Occupations, which is explicitly intended to support
the kinds of technology transfer activities technical colleges are undertaking, has yet to be funded.
States and schools that are willing to invest in their technical colleges are finding that compared to
other levels of education, the payoffs are quick and measurable

14' v.n though the technic,o. colleges ha,lthetr :,tart students without the wherewithal tv
attend four-year schools, enrollments of minorities and women remain low in technical programs
There are few examples of programs that are targeted to women, such as Women in Technology at
Durham Tech in North Carolina.12 Most special efforts are highly depenJent on federal funds, and as
federal funding diminishes, the programs tend to disappear The projected decline of high school
graduates and increasing proportion of minority students suggest future skill shortages. Technical
colleges may soon find that they have to make greater efforts to enroll and educate nontraditional
students to meet the demand In addition, two-year colleges have to devote more resources to adult
basic education for those displaced workers lacking the basic skills to be retrained for technical work
The U S Department of Labor estimates that three-fourths of all displaced workers need bask
education prior to retraining

Another challenge that technical colleges may face is ensuring that strong support of economic
development does not displace their educational missions The balance between educational and
economic development goals, or between meeting the needs of the individual and the economy, is
tenuous There will undoubtedly be critics of the new roles of technical colleges if they do not retain .t
liberal arts curriculum, even in vocational institutions, and an academic environment that supports
free inquiry Although economic development is a more prominent goal in the two-year college than
in any other educational institution, it must remain subordinate to the intellectual development of
the individual

12 Stuart A Rosenfeld, "Expanding Options for Women in the Southern Work Vorce," Foresight 2
(July, 1984).
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There is little doubt that technical colleges will play a larger role in technology based
development in the future and that they will continue to !ear n from successes as well as failures

Based on what is known thus far, the full technology development potential of the technical college:,

has riot been approached and most programs are still in the embryo stage States ought to re examine
the ways their colleges are organized, governed, and funded to see if they have the flexibility and
resources they need to effectively serve their students, communities, states, and regions

RECOMMENDATIONS

Each two-year college ought to meet with !yeal or area econoraic development agencies,

chamber of commerce, and civi.- and labor organizations to reassess its mission and
establish the extent to which it wants to be involved in economic development

Each two-year college that wants to play a larger role in economic development ought to
prepare a long-range plan for how it can best achieve its goals, including what resources
it will reqnire, how it will h.lAn,P its liberal irtc progr.m, with i f ,, nrr, ipqinn,l prig-r--n,-,
and how it will respond to the needs of those segments of the population that have not fully

benefited from technical programs in the past.

States ought to recognize the unique features, needs, and contributions of two year colleges
and develop appropriate legislation that combines educational and economic
development goals.

Each state should examine its budgets to see if allocations to two year colleges have kept
pace with increases in enrollments and with expanded responsibilities

State agencies responsible for two year colleges ought to be included along with the boards
of higher education in all technology development programs.

States ought to evaluate 2 +2 +2 programs, looking at how the last two years of high
school, two-year programs, and bachelor degree programs can be linked to pr °vide both

employment and further educational opportunities for youth.

With increasing basic skills needs, two year colleges ought to coordinate adult basic
education as well as technical educa' on Though not necessai ily the most effective
delivery system for adult education, the college system could coordinate, administer, and
fund state-wide programs to seek out adults who Lick skills for technical work

Selected two year colleges should establish demonstration laboratories for businesses
to become acquainted with and experiment with the latest manufacturing
technologies, much as the vocational technical colleges of West Germany do Thu two
year colleges could do for industry what demonsti allot) far ins once did for far mink
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PREPARING TECHNICIANS FOR
A COMPETITIVE WORKFORCE

Daniel M . Null, President
The Center for Occupational Research and Development

Waco , Texas

This paper focuses on the role of the advanced level technicians as a key factor to higher productivity
and quality. Hull implies that most of our public institutions are inadequately prepared to
educate/train and retrain these new technicians. lie describes a model training strategy and
encourages two-year colleges to cooperate with high schools in a "two -plus -two" articulated

curriculum Hull tells us of the "Retraining for Technology" model being implemented in Tennessee.
Most of all, Hull reemphasizes what Choate and Linger point out and Rosenfeld confirms. the
competitiveness of America depends on the availability of a well trained work force who depend on an
effective, multifaceted, educational system.
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Executive Summary "Preparing Technicians For a Competitive Work Force"
by Daniel M. Hull

The competitiveness of America depends on the availability of a well-trained work force who
depend on an effective, multifaceted, educational system. To understand what the role of secondary
and postsecondary schools should be in their support of industry, we must (1) identify the abilities
needed in technical workers, (2) examine how technicians are prepared and updated by formal or
informal training; and (3) make recommendations thatensure the optimum use of our educational
system.

U. S. workers are not being properly prepared for the competitive challenges of a world
economy. Educational forces must help industry develop and maintain a competitive edge. We must
restructure our work force to be (1) diversified, (2) focused on quality, (3) problem-solvers, (4)
productive; (5) responsive to change; and (6) retrainable.

Currently, a production team is composed of (1) assemblers who are being replaced by robots or

workers from developing countries, (2) craftspersons who are being replaced by computer-controlled
machines, (3) operators whose need is increasing, and (4) technicians who will fill the void between
engineers and other production workers and machines.

The role of public education in preparing these groups should be reexamined Public education
and training institutions should deemphasize or eliminate training for assemblers or operators. Craft
training should be evaluated frequently to determine the supply-and-demand ratio. If a need is valid,
students should be taught basic scientific principles, as well as tools and procedures.

It is the training role for the new technician that requires the most scrutiny. We know
technicians are needed to build, modify, install, maintain, repair, and calibrate today's new, complex
equipment in fields such as, (1) manufacturing plants, (2) processing plants, (3) hospitals/clinics, (4)

communication systems, (5) power generating plants, (6) modern buildings, and (7) automobiles/
transportation. We have identified nine tasks that we know technicians must be trained to perform.
We also kaow that most of our public institutions are inadequately prepared to educate and train the
numbers or the quality of technicians needs.

Recommendations to solve these problems include. (1) technical education and training should
be focused at the two -year postseco.-.?.ary level, (2) technician education/training curricula shout be

restructured with statewide models developed, tested, and required, 3) high school students should
be counselled and persuaded to begin preparation for technician education/training in the eleventh

grade through 2+2 articulated curricula, (4) postsecondary institutions should test students and
place those who need it in remedial "tech-prep" curricula, (5) training programs designed to train
displaced workers should use adapted versions of the "Retraining for Technology" model, (6) short-
term retraining/upgrading courses should be offered by technical institutions, and (6) a cooperative,
statewide, computerized network for sharing curriculum and teacher resources should be established.
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PREPARING TECHNICIANS FOR A COMPETITIVE WORKFORCE

Daniel M Hull, President
The Center for Occupational Research and Development

INTRODUCTION

Economic health in a world market requires that business and industry develop and maintain
a competitive edge Succinctly stated, this means that desirable products and services must be
developed and delivered at attractive prices. Thanks to the ingenuity of scientists, engineers, and
other specialists, the U.S generates an abundance of ideas for and about new products, we lead the
world in the number of new inventions each year. The people who think up and design new products,

however, are not the ones who make them in mass quantities. This task falls to another group of
people: the production team.

If members of the production team do their jobs well, sound management and marketing
practices may parlay the products into national and international successes. If the production team
does its job poorly, they probably turn out products that are overpriced or that under-performor
maybe both Consumers, who are becoming increasingly disci :.oinating, are likely to reject what
they are offered, and competitiveness becomes a goal still to be achieved rather than a milestone of
success.

Since the nation's production teams play a critical role in determining the degree to which
competitiveness is realized, they are an important consideration in national planning for economic
development. Their training and education, therefore, are national concerns.

Who are these people who make up production teams? What do they do? How are they trained?
How can their performance be improved? Above all, what training and education issues does this
group raise, and how are these issues addressed? These are the questions that this paper explores,
with a particular emphasis upon one group of the production team. the technicians. They, among all
workers, are most able to leverage the talent and knowledge of scientists, engineers, designers, and
business strategists for they combine a knowledge of technical principles with hands-on skills How
we manage our educational resources to meet their training needs is a matter of utmost importance.

THE PRODUCTION TEAM

Products are produced by a team made up of four groups. assemblers, craftspersons, opet ators,
and technicians
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Assemblers are unskilled or semiskilled workers who are usually engaged in routine i,-ks
that require l i t t l e training I n man) cases. assembly work now is done by robots Whet e manual
labor still is required, employers look to workers from developing countries, at much lower wages.
Examples of such employers include manufacturers of shoes, clothing, furniture and electronic

equipment Assemblers are very susceptible to becoming displaced workers.

Craftspersons are highly skilled workers, trained in the use of tools and techniques for

specific processes and operations Craftspersons include machinists, drafters, welders, elect icians
and carpenters When an industry changes tools or techniques, its craftsperson:, may become obsolete
and require retraining The need for craftspersons is declining in areas where computer controlled
machines and processes are becoming more widely used

Operators provide the man-machine interface for tasks like word processing, laser cutting,
electric power generation, truck driving, and robotics Operators interpret manuals and
specifications to make a machine work properly. Generally speaking, they work with devices such as
buttons, knobs, and displays on the "outside" of the equipment. When necessary, they make
"external adjustments " In some fields. the need for operators is increasing

Technicians, the fourth group on the production team, are the most critically important
members In the broadest sense of ti._ word, a technician may be thought ofas a paraprofessional who
is educated and trained to extend the thoughts and hands of a professional in any one of a variety of
fields such as medicine, law, accounting, and engineering The focus here, however, ison engineering
techniciansthose technicians who build, modify, instr.II, maintain, repair and calibrate today's
complex new equipment that is found in places as diverse as manufacturing plants, intelligent

'gs, communication systems, hospitals, and power- generating plants Some technicians are
production workers and some are service workers.

In contrast to the operator, who works on the "outside" of equipment, the technician works on
the "inside" of the equipment, where gears, computer chips, motors, hoer optics, hydraulic actuators,
lasers, ultrasonic sensors and vision systems are found To build, install, operate, and keep
equipment working efficiently, technicians must know about all the different devices of a machine
and how they work together. The types of tasks that technicians perform are shown in Table 1

To be competitive in the world economy, production teams arc needed that may be
characterized as

* Diversified

* Focused on quality

* Oriented toward problem-solving

* Productive

* Responsive to change

* Retrainable
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Table 1. Tasks Performed by Engineering Technicians

Perform tests of mechanical, optical, hydraulic, pneumatic, electrical, thermal

and electronic/digital components or systems, prepare appropriate technical

reports covering the tests.

Obtain, select, compile and use technical information from computer-controlled

measuring, recording and display instruments

Use computers to analyze and interpret information

Prepare or interpret engineering drawings and sketches Write reports, working

procedures and detailed specifications of equipment

Design, help develop, or modify products, techniques, and applications in

laboratory and industrial settings

Plan, supervise or assist in the installation and inspection of complex technical

apparatus, computer equipment, and control systems

Operate, maintain and repair apparatus and equipment with computer-

controlled systems

Advise, plan and estimate costs as representatives of manufacturers or

distributors of technical apparatus, equipment, services and/or products

Apply knowledge of science and mathematics to data analyses while providing

direct technical assistance to scientists or engineers engaged in research,

experimentation and design.

All members of the production team must be trained to focus on quality and to be productive It
falls more to technicians than to other groups, howi.ver, to be diversified, (A ientd toward problem

solving, and responsive to change Also, technician:, are more retrainable than other groups on the

production team.

THE ROLE OF PUBLIC EDUCATION IN TRAINING THE PRODUCTION TEAM

Each group within the production team requires training, The support of public education ur

providing this training, however, should not be equal for all groups

Training Assemblers and Operators

The role of public educational institutions in pit:employ Inuit training of assemble' s and most

operators should be limited or nonexistent Since 1981, hundred, of public institutions developed

programs for training robot operators This is an example of a cost ly mistake Simi the ti dining
period is relatively short and the training content is specific to a company's equipment/process, the
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training provided by the employer is effective and adequate Many of the jobs for assemblers and
operators will likely be filled by dislocated workers.

Training Craftspersons

Craft training for youth and adults has been and probably will continue to be conducted in
secondary and postsecondary vocational programs I3ut craft training programs are changing, and
increasingly they are coming under scrutiny There's a growing recognition that students should
learn why, as well as how, something works, that they should know the principles as well as the tools
and procedures of their jobs So equipped, they become potential problem-solvers and, therefore, more
valuable workers In addition, they are more easily retrained when the job requires it.

Craft training programs also should be evaluated continually against the criterion of "supply-
versus-demand" to determine whether a program should continue and how large the enrollment
should be In the past five years, for instance, dozens of schools have created or upgraded welding labs
(typically costing approximately $300,000), while reports indicate that in the next few years
thousands of journeyman welders will lose their jobs, the result of implementing automated welding
processes

Training Technicians

Technicians require more than a high school educk lion, but less than that provided by four-
year postsecondary institutions They must be trained in a well-designed curriculum that is
comprehensive and, probably, demanding. In the past, many technicians have entered industry after
having been trained in the military. In the future, however, most of our technicians for advanced-
technology industries will come from two sources.

Postsecondary programs in community colleges and technical institutes

2 Special Retraining programs designed for workers from industi ial jobs that have becomeor
soon will become -- obsolete.

Stunts who enter public postsecondary technical programs typically fall into two groups
students eighteen to nineteen years old who enter immediately after high school graduation and older
adults who return to school because they are attempting to make a significant career change. The
public education programs that most successfully meet the needs of its students offer remedial
courses to those who are not sufficiently prepared eithet technically or academically

In cooperation with two-year postsecondary institutions, public high schools also serve a role m
training technicians through two plus two articulation programs Simply stated, two-plus-two
articulation is an agreement between a high school and a postsecondary institution that enables a
student to begin an associate degree or its equivalent while still in high school, beginning with the
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eleventh grade Under prescribed conditions, credit for certain high school courses is given by the
postsecondary, degree-granting institution.

TECHNICIAN TRAINING PROGRAMS

If today's technicians are to support the national competitive edge by being diversified,
problem solving workers who focus on quality and productivity and who remain retrainable and
responsive to change, they are being asked to assume roles with new significance and responsibilities
in business and industry. Consequantly, the curricula that train them need to be reconsidered and,
in many cases, redesigned.

Characteristics Employers Want in Technicians

The reports of hundreds of ernpl&yers have confirmed that they want technician.; wilt,

understand how systems and subsystems are interrelated.

possess a combination of knowledge/skills in mechanical, electrical, fluid, thermal, optical
and microprocessing devices.

have a strong base in applied math and science and are capable of learning new specialties
as the technology changes.

are adept in the use of computers for data acquisition, storage, manipulation and display,
for automated control of machines; for use in design.

have the ability to read, write, listen, speak and work with other peoplein technical
teams, with others in the organization, and with customers.

Curriculum Changes Needed

The characteristics that employers require in their technicians call for three fundamental
changes in technical curricula

1 Increase the interdisciplinary content of curriculum materials If we examine what's inside
most modern technological equipment, we find combinations of deviceselectronic circuits,
gears, belts, mechanical linkages, motors, hydraulic systems, pneumatic devices, optical

sensors, heating/cooling equipment and a computer. If a computer or some other electronic
ci. siiit malfunctions because it is not cooled properly or a motor "burns out" because a gear
system is misaligned or "frozen," who is supposed to fix these problems? The electrical
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technician? The mechanical technician? The computer technician'? Today, the services of all
three would probably be required

Equipment has diversified but technical education and t, ainink proizrams st'll produce narrow

specialists Industry hires them because that's all that is available New technician curricula
should provide a broad base in electrical, electronic, mechanical, fluidic, thermal, optical and

computer technologies As student-technicians learn the interrelationships between these
fields, they acquire an orientation toward "systems "

2 Teach the principles Today's technicians are the bridge betwesin theory and hardware They

know equipment, tools and instrumentation, and they can work well with their hands. But

they also must be able to work intelligentlywith their minds. To solve problems in today's

complex world of technology, merely knowing how something works is not enough, knowing

why is equally important Knowing why means understanding the operating principles of the
technology as demonstrated in real applications.

'reaching principles calls for a substantial curriculum emphasis in cloned math and science.

Applied academic courses should not be "watered down" academics. Rather. "applied" means

that they are taught with relevant examples and applications labs wherever possible.

Departments of vocational education in forty -six states have already begun addressing the

need for applied academic courses Joining together, these state departments sponsored the

development of a high school course in applied physics called Principles of Technology This

course has been developed, tested, and revised By the fall of 1987, it will have been

implemented in 500 to 1000 schools. Developed at a cwt of approximately $3 4 million, this

cooperative project has proven that many low-achieving high school students in the general

track can perform very well in an academically rigorous course like physics if the principles are

taught through relevant, hands -on applications Development of similar courses in Applied
Math and Applied Communication are underway

3 Develop interpersonal skills Recently, a series of on-site interviews were conducted with

twelve major technical companies in a large midwest metropolitan area In the course of each

two-hour interview, the employer was asked, "If you could, what single characteristic would

you change in the technicians you currently employ?" All twelve employers strongly

emphasized that their technicians ought to have better interpersonal skills, and that these
skills are needed both inside the plant and outside the plant.

Inside the plant, the employers said, technicians need to be team players who can cooperate to

achieve common goals They also need to be able to communicate effectively through speaking,

writing and by using graphics. Externally, service technicians are the representatives of the

company to customersmany of whom may not have an appreciation to! the technical

problems with which they deal They just want things fixedin a timely and pleasant manner
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In addition to being experts, then, technicians are required, with increasing frequency, to serve
as public relations representatives

THE CORE CURRICULUM: AN :,FFICIENT AND COST-EFFECTIVE APPROACH

Fortunately in th:; decade, educational institutions have begun to recognize the need for
tei..nkai education that is broad-based and focused on teaching principles. The movement, however,
is slow and inconsistent and, in most cases, it lacks state leadership. The process would benefit
greatly from clearly identified statewide curricula in the various technologiesand curriculum
development should be guided by the concept of the common core.

A careful examination of the curricula needed for eight to ten different technical fields reveals
that over two-thirds of the courses are common to all fields. This suggests that a "common core"
curriculum could be implemented to serve the education and training requirements of nearly all the
technologies A curriculum designed to produce broad-based systems technicians should be made up
of two main parts a common core and a specialty sequence. This curriculum structure is shown in
Figure 1

Units in Chosen Technical Specialty

LasenE lectro Optics MicroelectronicS
instrumentation and Control Other New Fields
Robotics Automated Systems

Technical Core

E lectnoty Mechanics materials, therrmcs Controls
Electronics c lectromethaffics F lu aph.cs Computers

Mathematts
Science

Basic Core

r a tattuns

Computer literati
S C tleC it mics

Figure 1 Core curriculum structure

The common core has two components. a basic core and a technical core The basic -ore
consists of courses such as algebra, physical sciences and socioeconomics The technic -.I core provides
broad-based skills in areas such as electronic devices, fluid power and the propert;..,,, of materials.
This depth of study prepares the technician for concentrated coursework in a ',pecialty area

The second p,rt of the curriculum, the specialty sequen-- t. out es that the student attains a
level of expertise in a chosen high ,, , "i be specialty sequence usually consists of five
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or six courses Curriculum paths to become a technician in specific di eas of specialization are shown
in Figure 2
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COMMON BASE
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Figure 2 Advanced-technology curricula

The combination of the common core curriculum and specialty courses ensures that a

technician will have the broad knowledge base and flexibility needed to function efficiently in
advanced-technology occupations As can be seen in Figure 3, the common core makes up the greatest
part (more than '75%) of the technician's training

A partial listing of the high tech fields of specialisation that can be supported by the common
core curt iculuin includes. computers, telecommunications, computer-aided design,

robotics/automated manufacturing, instrumentation and control, laser/electro-optics, intelligent
building management, biomedical instrumentation, and biotechnology

The majority of the technical core is founded on a basic core course called Applied PhysicsA
Systems Approach It provides d broad knowledge base and directly supports high tech occupational
competency in four types of systemsmechanical, electrical, thermal and fluidic The emphasis :n
this course and other courses in the core curriculum is on practical applications, real-world examples,

and helpful, unifying analogies of physics principles that enable a technician to treat problems in all
these systems with the same relative ease and competence
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SKILLS

18%

TECHNICAL CORE
40%

Figure 3. Proportional view of core curriculum.

In traditional schools where several related engineering technology programs exist at the same
time and the core curriculum is not offered, courses equivalent to the technical core courses are
offered separately to each of the several types of technicians. This is not efficient In schools where
the core curriculum is offered, these same courses may be combined into common basic core and
technical core classes for all technologies. This consolidation reduces the number of such classes,
makes better use of teaching staff, and is more cost effective in terms of classroom and laboratory
facilities In other words, schools can provide a better product at a lower cost.

Curricula based on the common core concept provide students with a broad-based, systems
oriented education that opens up job opportunities not available to narrowly specialized technicians
This broad based preparation also opens doors to lateral transfer or promotion in industry and,
effectively, insures against job obsolescence and future unemployment

HOW STUDENTS ENTER TITIINICIAN TRAINING PROGRAMS

Persons seeking entry into technician training programs may be high school students, students
just out of high school, older adults who want to make a cal e.er change, or adults who need to be
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retrained because of job obsolescence

technician training programs
-I shows how these %cif IOUs types of students unto
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS noROTICSIAUTOMATE0 MEG 'SMART" BUILDING MAINTENANCE
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COMPUTERS COMPUTERS
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TECHNICAL COURSES
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PRINCIPLES OF TECHNOLOGY

OTHER APPLIED ACADEMICS

GRAPHICS

COMPUTERS
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OTHER HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAMS

ADULT WORKERS

Figure 4. How students enter advanced-technology programs

High School Students and Adults Seeking Career Changes

The path on the left side in Figure 4 is for high school students in the two-plus-two articulation
programs This process can provide students with more direction, better preparation for entry into

postsecondary colleges and time for co op or work experience The high school portion of the 2 +2
curriculum begins with a series of applied academiccow ses in math, science and communications. It
also includes coursLs in computer literacy and technical graphics, and an introduction to the
technology of interest

Persons who are not high school students participating in a two plus-two articulation program
may need testing, evaluation and "Lech prep" training, as shown in the center section of Figure 4

These students may have just graduated from high school, or they may be older adults wanting to
make a career change In either case, they probably did not prepare adequately for entry into
technician training and will have to take some portionor allof the tech-prep remedial program
The content of the "tech prep" program is essentially the same as the high school port ion of two -plus-
two articulation
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Retraining Displaced Workers for Technology

As our industries continue the metamorphosis that began early in this decade, more and more
semiskilled workers will find themselves in jobs that have or soon will become obsolete. Specific
examples of this situation are evident in the automotive, steel and communications industries. These
displaced adult workers will have to prepare for new careers. If they want to remain with their
present employer or with a related industry, some will seek to be retrained as technicians. Many of
these will have poor math and verbal skills and will have had little or no practice in using these skill
for the past ten to thirty years.

This past year, a "Retraining for Techno!ogy" program
a group of displaced workers in a copper mining processing ope

Transformations at Copperhill, presents a new approach for retr
in modern technology. It begins with testing and remediation in
400 hours of technical training. The curriculum is built on the foun
Technology physics program described earlier. It is supported by cou
computer use, electronics, fluid power and mechanical devices &lice 1
workers have received this training by attending classes and labs after
days a week. They are doing well. They plan to complete the program an
trainees in the surrounding area. Currently they are being interviewed by
Atlanta, representing fields of manufacturing, telecommunications, process
maintenance.

was tested in Southeast Tennessee with
ration. This program, called

wining displaced workers for careers
ath and verbal skills, followed by
dation of the Principles of

rses in technical graphics,
ast October, the first group of

ork, three hours a day, four
d take jobs as technician

employers in north
ontrol and industrial

After they are employed, these retrained workers will be able to continue their education in
technology at nearby postsecondary institutions. This path for retraining displaced adult workers is
shown on the right side of Figure 4.

What is emerging is a holistic approach to training technicians for advanced tech
careers involving:

I I igh school students

Adults involved in career change
Displaced workers

THE NEED FOR COOPERATIVE NETWORKS

no logy

The plan summarized in Figure 4 offers a long range :solution to the need fur the new type of
technicians, but it will not "pay off" until considerable resources me invested and several years have
passed In the interim, we must find efficient short term ways to retrain and update our technical
workers in the use of the latest equipment, materials, and processes
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Vocational, technical and community colleges provide update training and retraining, but they
are faced with set ious limitations in terms of faculty, up to date equipment, and curriculum
development In isolated cases, high-quality retraining courses have been developed and
administered in areas such as programmable controllers, statistical process control, laser welding
and fiber optics As long as schools work in isolation dead) other however, updating and retraining
will suffer from limited resources and duplication of efforts

What is needed, statewide and nationally, is a network of schools that develop new courses and
skills and then share with each other Consider this example Suppose School A in one part of the
state has developed a course in statistical process control and has a qualified teacher School 13 in
another part of the state has a request from a local industry for a similar course With a cooperative
network, School B can access a data base, find that School A has dev eloped the course, and effectively
"broker" the course to the industry in School 13's service area The course can be taught by School A
at School B's facility, taught at School A, or taught by School B using the curriculum developed by
School A

RECOMMENDATIONS

The most important group in production teams, the technicians, are in short supply i ,day In
addition, many of those that do exist are inadequately prepared to dual success, Miry with the forces of
change so that they can remain in modern technical employ ment As a result, they cannot participate
as effectively as they could or should in the delivery of high quality, cost efficient pr oduct,,, processes,
and services in the modern technological world. They cannot, in effect, cont bute effectiely to the
economic development of our nation

The following recommendations are offered to help solve this problem

I Program offerings for craft workers, assemblers and operators should be e% ablated frequently
to determine whether the supply is outrunning the demand Where the need is .al id, students
should learn principles as well as tools and procedures

2 Technical education and training should be focused on completer s at the t wo year
postsecondary level

3 Technician education/training curricula should be ; e,tr uctured along the following lines
a Core curriculum concept for a cluster of technologies
b Strong base in apphed math, science and communication'interpersonal skilk
c Systems-oriented courses and program:,
d Emphasis on interdisciplinary skills and principlu,,
Statewide models of core curricula should be dev eloped and test«1

4 I I igh school students should be counseled and persuaded to begin preparation for technician
education/training in the eleventh grade or earlier through two plus two al ticulat ion
progra ms
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5 Postsecondary technical programs should not be "watered down" to accommodate unprepared

students Instead, postsecondary institutions should L2st incoming students and place those
who need it in remedial "tech-prep" curricula

6 Long-term industrial training programsdesigned to urgrade the technical abilities of current
and displaced workers -- should concentrate on building a strong technical foundation instead

of concentrating on narrow training about. specific equipment or procedures that are likely to
become obsolete within a few months or years

7 Specific retraining/upgrading courses for industry should be offer ed by public technical

institutions through a cooperative statewide network to broker other institutions'courses and

eliminate duplication of curriculum development and other institution., I resources
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National Roundtable on Economic Development
Preface

Leades fn)) business, education, and goNeinment met in \asinine, Tennessee on .1111
17, 1987 to discuss the eNolNing iole t tea lint( al, and junto' a ()lieges in helping
meet the nation's haute human lesouti e needs To stimulate tile initial «MIN l'1`,(1(1()11,
p0i1C1 paPe \\ 1/1 i/1 Pat ('boat( .1.I Stoott IZosenteld, and Daniel M.
Ilull

The do ersit of regional, state, and local economic nts clutilenged ca 'census
ham:num, but IZotiniltable paitcipant,, did lea\ the meeting oriel a loog and spline('
olistii,,sion with an ,r,,,i.hioaiiing agt(ement in thrii,

First, participant, agned that «nninunit, tedmical. .,Ind junto! ()lieges should pupate
to play a significant role in the !notes:" of cleating as mole competitne and in otitictn \\

fin( c In order to do that the colleges will have to organize in a at ict as that best
reflect the needs of their local economic communit

1?oundtable co- chair, fottnei North Cazolina goNel not and state community college
president Robert Scott said, "('oninitinit colleges ate uniquel positioned to pla a inapt tole
in economic. lit' \ l'i()))1110111, 'I'1u' 'It' positioned geopitpliit'all. Theo one] lo\S ttntion. Tht., ha\
an open (10(11 phik)sopir,,, 9uul «)11111111110, technical, and Junioi olleg(s ate positioned to
respond quickly-

Do\ etailing his ieniiiiks \Sun those 01 Stott. fount,' NI,sissippi Go\ einoi William Viiite
of the cconoma stake-, in\ oked in then discussion, "We can

make substantial imestments ut phsic al structule , %Se c an bui:(I tout-Line IngliNNaN

( taut cic ate %valet and scNNet s:\stems, but unless v,e ha\ e Imestnu nt human beings
that %%ill enable them to compete lot 1101(9 skill jobs, gat ,111 not be competime at the
l'0111111l11111 \ Pi, the state leNel, the Iegional le\ el, in at the national lex el ... and it is

judgment that the dation's «niniumit, tea his!( al, and junto! college, tep esent a ke play et in

helping the .Inellcon ci (amnia communit; hailstorm the Nolk torte to meet plesent and
Finnic. challenges 1,, a 11(.N title tut most of the colleges, but it is a 111010' impoltant and
\ Hal role than then haditional tole

That position suppoited 1) \Vinton' I. Genet al Nlanaget of the
Tennessee Valle} ,\itholit N\ Ill) "1'h0' « )1Icgc,, ale In that tole The) don't ha\ e a
c loon e The .11 c 111\ ()IN l'd In Cd(ll II Ion and thiniing 111,11 inipat Is et onoinit tleNelopment and
the; an, going to find that itioh 1110 loosing \\lion a local ( mutton:\ sa-, 0, can't
match out tet linologies lilt 111)1 the lo( al college hos gut to be pall of the
solution to that Inoblyin
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Esther Schaeffer. Vice l'usident of the National Alliance of Bitsmess, cautioned that the
challenge of human tesootce tenew al was so great and so complex that the colleges should
seek bioad linkages act oss all lines to enhance than effectRene,s. Schaeffer beliees that
community, technical, and jitmot colleges mcleasingly w ill find themsehes nn the tole of
"«,nenet and "litoker:' seaming as key institutions nn matshalling the assets of the
community in the service of human resource renewal

Secondly, Roundtable patticipants agreed that the community, technical, and piton
colleges could fill a substantial portion of the ongoing education and (taming needs of a large
segment of the U.S. labot population. flow e%et, it continues to be impetatRe that the «dleges
accurately assess and respond to then local employe' community needs. This tepiesents no
small challenge as technology times and «miplitates business leadet de( isionmaking to the
point that long range projections are difficult to obtani

Roundtable patticipants determined that, when making de( tsions about 1,iy to organize
then assets as they set about deliveting instruction that prepares a competitRe and
producte wotk force, it is impottant that community, teclunt al, and Junto' college edtuatots
continue to respond to the changing needs of students who walk through the open loot. They
emphasized that care must be' taken to see' that the ''open door" does not become a
"reohtng- (loot by becoming academically selective of by becoming inolbitnely expensRe.
Moremer, Roberts '1' Jones, Assistant Secretary at the Department of !thol, pointed out,
"Thirty percent of the new wotkers ate going to be Black, Hispanic, or women The avet age
age of workers will be ()Het 35 '39 These folks will reflect inapt challenges in tel of

mobkation and minimum competency skills. Othet people ate going to be 'liming out of Jobs.
so some of you! clientele is going to be a glom) of people who aten't pat titularly excit«I
about being tettaed when. in fact, they're been strong union menthe's in high-paying Jobs
fot a numbet of years- These adults reptesent a new ( hallenge in tel of naming releancy
and curriculum development.

Roundtable patticipants indicated that «immunity. technical, and juniot co:leges ate a
logical deliety system lot technology ttansfet a(tRities, fin ((Thin( al (taming, lot litet acy

training, for customized !tinning fin liateei tiaming industi:, needs its work lotce to
have

Third, Roundtable patticipants ;tweed that the "nonttadttional- student bet ante the
traditional student at community, technical, and plum colleges a long time ago

"That's something we're ahead} dealt with and we\e been dealing with it to a
greater dew cc than most institutions," said Edw d "Sandy- Sanders, Whnlpool's inamigui of
government relations and trawing in Arkansas
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II mecer, as Flora Edwards, president of Middle. ex Count College, pointed out, "We
are faced now \ nh t\ 0 conflicting sets of pi ()positions We'xe expanded ,access, and we'xe
upped requirements. We're looking at students as «illege mate' nil whom we ei thought
were going to be college material.-

It was just this conflict that prompted many of the participants to tally behind the
concern~ of Philo Holland, president, Sears-Roebuck and Co. We need balance between
our basic educational mission and possibly economic (lex e 'opulent . . . I w ould hope' t hat w
do not conclude that as a prunar mission economic dexelopment should be required of
community colleges throughout the countr,,- he said, -because, in facttob prepaiation, In in3,
opinion, is a far more important role ... If we don't have youth, young adults and adults
basically um/led with a solid foundation of education skills, we' don't hate much of a chance
to go fuither in high tech kinds of skills"

James I. Adams, president of Southwestein Bell Telephone Company, «inclined with
Holland in saying, "I'm a business person, so I keep looking fin focus when wv ale talking
about economi«leNelopment... The objectiNe ought to be primarily job placement and job
training That doesn't rule out some of the more creative ecouonuc development
collaborations between the colleges and the economic communit It just means that suit of
activity ought to be kept in proper perspective.''

C'an community, technical, and Junior colleges accomplish the goals of economic
development that w ill ensure U.S. global compentkeness'! The concensus of Roundtable
participants was ''Yes, but it will be a difficult job.- As Sandy Salukis said, "Whethei or not
it's articulated as a goal or an established polieN, economic deNelopment is part of the
community college' activity. and part of the' community college movement.-

As fol w hat commumtN, technical, and Jumoi colleges are doing to pioxe their sincer0,
Nolen Ellison, president of Clitilioga CommunitN College, pointed out, "Commun* colleges
are 'bullish' on e«monne dexelopment With of ithout federal legislation, college presidents
are out there in the trenches workillg with businesses."

Roundtable participants were quick to reinfolee. how eer, that it isn't Just die
commun*, tedinical. and Jinni,' colleges lio must gem up to help out nation become mole
coinpetiti e and ',rutin( tixe. 1?oundtable paitu mains tecommended a "multi institutional-
appioach, setting as prim ities collaboration, p inlet ship, and netw tit king between «lin anon,
business, and government.

r.
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''Somewhere along the line, I hope we say this,- said Michigan State lniveisity
President John A. DiI3wggio "It (gear mg up for economic deelopmentl isn't soleh a

community college's function, or a utw .isit,'s function, in a foui-yein college's function, or a
secondary school's function Quite frankly, NN e're all in it togethe, and if we don't all pull
together, then the nation is going to be in difficult }. And diecth, 0 indirectly, an ot
institutions are going to be in difficulty.-

b, James F NIcKenney
Associate Director
Keep America Working Project
AAC.1('

W. Carroll Marsals
Program Manager
Iigh Technology Demonstration:,
Tennessee Valley A uthonty
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ROUNDTABLE OVERVIEW

EDUCATION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT:
MORE THAN A RHETORIC GAME

bt ('asst 13 .1(ndan

Ctitter fol Occupat Mal 11(",l'al ch
;111(1 1)('V411/1111e1(

"Dentogiaphics Is a fascutatnig game to all 01 Its,- ,,aul !utlet Ninth Catolina Goxeinot
Robert VI Scott as ot, 1Zotintitable on Education and Ea (mount 1)e\ tlopment began to w 111(1
down col the ita> T,ent_one edo, sabot. buie,,. and pidltu,d engaged ill a hard and
fast exchange of demograplut s and the tole of the «tinitinit,, technit al, anti Junton colleges
on economic development on .luly 17. 1987 in Nash\ ille. Tennessee And although
demographics are not alvas as cleat as clstal. clentoglitplut, ate about the only ,Noutul
that eclucatot,, politicians, and 1015111w55 people hate to inedict !mute trends. So it x\ as a (la\
Of clemoglaphics and propheses, sponsor c(1 by The Scat s-Rot.bitt k Foundation and the
Tennessee Valle Authority. It was also a day of branii(,asing and brani_tesiing

(list tission folltmed b I el'0111ffil'IllIal1011. 05(.41 1);11/C1 s V1 1 10111

education's trendsetters as catalyst, to their thscusslon.

Little talk x\ as (le\ mod to (lollats Some people might 111141 that cut tons among a glom)
of educator,. politician,. and inisinc,, pcoide 11,,ed e(iinoinic de\ chitin-lent Pethaps
the 1 S Assistant Secret aiv of Labot explained x\ 11 hest. Hulot is I .lones said that in the
next felt .ears. -There's likel to be an einharlassinent of tithes in the amount of training
dollars that ale ,iillable loncs. who (A el ;.,(.4's 1 he adnttnistiation of all Emploent ;Ind
"I's awing Adnittn,aration ptogralw, (Ha hiding the *lob Tt dining Pat tint ship At t ). continued.
Not oill do ve see naming bet ono g one of the top pilot It of t ollet tre bat gaming noA,

but at e hate this (11,Aussion 1T.1s and the tax incentt\ es lot (otpotate lux estment Iii
training- tcfer, to a ptoposal to inittaoe inclixidual naming act omits. sintilat to "IliAs."
indiidtud Ietirement accounts

"Congress gill pass a billion dollat naming ptogiam tot tenanting x\ tins eal iii
the midst of the x. oist budget is1, c.1 I think the list Mould bc st11)%411111a0 11)1Ige If

0( alUO11al 4(111( abut (1)111(1 l' el straighten up Its point( al at Jones sitid, adding that he
belices the amount of N. 1'll 111,111'(' \ V.111 111t lease In fat 1. .loner Ietlicted that "thew trill he
mole mone pet .1mein an w ()Ike, between innate and publit tesonit es in the nei 20 ears
titan x\e'xe cei seen before.- and that «nnintinity. let him al, and ( ()lieges ale going to
find themsekes -not x\ mulcting tth0 pas tot it but mole imoked in the issue of lide, and
function, and priiiitu ll\ Till' 11()11,11s 11(.10., b(4 \\ 4. ( an all lose in this national
struggle for global elinipeinixeness eilin ;toils. business poisons. and gmeinnient olfi ials
alike Tittle's something at stake I'm us all .loon(', concluded
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The focus of the lioundtable tall: %%its Oh %% hat lull, and 1.1111(110W,
10(11111ra', and OMOI `.+110111(1 111,1\ tin C«)0011111 de% 101011(0a ti% it and 11()%% the.%

can make thcinsehcs must it spolistt , I flit II lit. and in oda( ite in the piogless. "I'in,e old

again. 110' talk Wined to demoglaphn s and pteda lions. rot example, mant quoted statisti( al
soothsayers %.11() 10(411(1 that the lie%% entt ants into communit, tecliiin al. and ititimi ()lieges
are going to he Mack. IIispani( , and .0 female. that the aetage age ()I the %%():k tot( e be
:15-39 (older than the are um% 1, and that theft) %%ill he a sharp inivase ui inunigt ants

"Many of the people who %NW need training Vitt be angry. pinticulatly.- Jones said
emphatically, "if theN'ic being named to be %%Ago make's %%hen thet'%e been sttong union
members in high-paIng Jobs rot it numbet of }('al, Jones 100% ed himself a plain talker mot e
than once. "Stile, it's peat to ha%e campus. a «muntinit college, a technical
program, and sa; 'come On mer het(' hat e ve got a deal fot Rut it's a hatul tin ten ills
of that worket's security and the ability to stir\ 0,e in that litho: minket pinucultul if the
substantial portion of them (students) ale n11001 ities and %%omen and immigtants and people
who have not traditionall piuticipated III the ptogtants and nine a %\eitkei !isi( set of skills.

"I think %ve're going to have to change the plocess. A 1,t)ution of out societ, has itex
been looked upon as a signal( ant contributor to the labot foul. in this «,tilitt its been a
social issue, but not it political of e«,noini( issue. '.\;()%% its an e«)tionin issue Blink and
Hispanic populations are to a sufficient deglee not paiti( witting. The.NIe pot in bout
comintinit, colleges not benefiting h0ni the I/1 11«'',5 Ito III(' eat
your systems NA on't be full or these people %%ill be in there,- said Jones

Esther Schaeffei, %ice piesident of the National .\111)111(e 111 Business, leinlot«01 Jones
''\\'(''r' talking about students %%Ito !lax ('lit «tine (lose to getting into .1 «munittitit «)Ilege
(1100, %v11() n.% et' made tt to high s( lool 01 made it thiongh high school and ate. theteloie.
undeteduated Yet these ate the people that einplocis %%ill be needig. becittHe the pool is
(hying up in 'd 1.1 -IC\ CI 11011<l'I'S... slit' said

tit the da %%as spent detet mining 11()%% (oituntlitit. te( hilt( al, and ;ilium «)Ilege
'two the heeds of this .meting gioup (II students at the same time the ale

meeting needs of a more highly %%()11.(0. Whitt might he Ilk' tight (I( \ 111 101 Ohl'

MS101111011 (It One kind of student might be the %%mug ip ti% it lot anothet. The (
heeiune a leitlization that meeting e«,noinic de\elopment g(als %%mild le(mite hlgiii
sophisticated and diverse implementation stiategies

Scheafei remarked tI solution hes in ha\ing communit, technical and uniot
colleges continue to meet 1 nought a at iet 01 t ities Those in IR ities
include 2 2 and 2 - 2 4 2 Tlu 1111 Ride ustonnzed !hutting Tliet 11u litue smil«d the mime
elaborate or extended ( tistonnz:d naming tit %%haft% el one !eight cant to call the mule
genetic naming "I'd like 101 it nut to uttltult, remethattuu but it %%ill loot ,1%%1111e bet ate,e

hialt of the students itten't going to hate 11 ,is the (1)1111' tip h0111 I\ 12." St 11;1(11(1 salt!
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1)urnig the discussion, the problem of piepin ing a r of k foice to enstne e( ()mimic
competitiveness and ptodlicttut, , national piospetitN, became cleat. "flit plobleni,- as
SChaeffttl. 'bed it, "IS much Ingge than an unc Instnution. much bigger than all the
puhhc institutions combined, mach bigge than the )1 I\ at(' ',COW can handle III (1111(.1 CFO

C01111111111It it 5, there are dffeent institutions, both public and pmate Institutions Iiiive
to get together and sort out roles and responsibilities' Schaeltet said

What are those roles and responsibilities') Scott set the stage fo those itlis%eis at the
discussion's outset lien he said, "Theie's a ieseitich !mingle that's '\ en more important than
the one in North Carolina Its the significant titangle of !Meta( tion that's exolxing actors the
country between government, business, and educatIon.

Communit, technical. and Junior colleges will pla a significant tole in that triangle
"An malanhe of responsibilit rot educating the U.S. population is going to be placed on
community coliegc,- waned 1,vashington, l"edetat Labof<ttii t win (in (.sentatp,
Lce R.\'erti.

Part of that malanche will be meeting the glowing need to reliant adult okers. As

Middlesex Ceunt College president Flora Ed% aids said, "Without the poper summit
educational institutions, he'll ha% e an awful lot of people competing tot jobs that don't exist,
and not enough people qualified for the jobs that (I() exist. The teinunal degree is a in.th in a
climate that requires lifelong learning B the peat 2000, an dlitet ate will not be one who can't
read An illiterate will be one who can't learn, unlearn, and learn

The ability to train and retain the necessary work force is the key to enticing
businesses into a «muntinit Forme! Goveinor William Willie! of Mississippi shined an
anecdote that illustiates this point. AS goxerno of Alississipp rxe been frustiated hiy haxing
seen a time lag that was catching up with us I fecal] with great disappointment the
experience I had Just weeks after I wa.-; inaugurated

"The director of out department of Economic Dexelopment called me at the mansion
and said, e got some good netts. Vou'ic going to be able to announce the location of a
major tonics plant a high-skilled, high-wage «impanN that's «lining to Mississippi' I
could sltor the experience of standing up in trout of all those TV ( mucias and talking about
this plant that I could take no (.1(410 for hat mg gotten, but v,lin It ,14, (owing foituitottsl,
Just as I was inaugurated as goveinor. hit I got another ( ill same man Who said, 'I
have some bad news The company I told you about isn't coming, Mittel stopped for a
moment to let the Roundtable simmer
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"1 called up the CEO I met with him. Ile said he liked everything about Mississippi
the business climate, the structine, the tiansportation, the community attitude, the location.
the distribution facility 'But we took a survey at the 1,0 ,"""t"' he said, and w(".vvren';
satisfied that Mississippi had an educational stiuctuie that was capable of pioducing the
skilled people we need,'" said Winter.

Ile paused again, and then added. "I came back to Mississippi. I called a meeting of the
heads of the junior colleges and Whets. I told them that story. Out of that expeuence, I think
we began to dodo!) an understanding of w hat's imohed We (an build foul -lane highways.
create water and sewer systems; make all kinds of imestments. But unless we haze an
investment in human beings out these' that will hell) them be competitue foi jobs that call fur
increasingly higher skills, we're not going to be competnwe

Most of the day, however. was devoted to discussion that hinged on finding ways to be
collaboiative. to be coopmatne. "'lane was talk of linkages. partnerships, and netw of 1(s, about
how the community college is uniquely positioned and is not an "Rory or maybe kudzu
covered' institution, as former Governor Scott described other institutions.

Cuyahoga Community College District president Nolen Ellison said this «mntry is not
a neophyte in terms of taking theory and applying it in practical context.. We've
demonstrated to the' N'Ol Id that we can take federal resources and make them state-focused
and community-based to nine theory to practice in converting human resources to meet
economic development needs." About his colleagues in the' American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges Ellison said, "We're not imbued with the' Rory -tower notion
that presidents ought not to be out in the trenches building partnerships.-

Edwards followed Elison's 1cm:irks with the question. "How do we forge partnerships.
not only with industry. but with our major research

Rivers cited a problem rating than gix mg an answer. "We can still generate plenty of
basic scientific know k dge. Ilow excl. I think one of the ci it ical problem~ that we haze finally
recognized is that the nation has an inability to conch knowledge into technology Ill the
form (II goods, pioducts, and sere ices to compete m the woild mar ketplace Community
colleges . . should position themseh es in the appluations end of the R&D spectrum"
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RI\ 1104,11 loll \1, ',C( (Hided 11\ ilhs, general manage( of the Tennessee \ alle
A(011010 Willis des( I Med ho T\ .1 0. ked it Ii lot al ( onuminit ( ()liege- 111 help 111 iili e a
mart' lughb (I! fot, In ,,,e, inn "g 1700 %,17)!1111... lit,

(11,1 I lbeti I pal Intl.:AM) 1101 \\ 1.`1`11 a tunllnunlly ()liege and Gener,(1 Nlotois 111 ,11ohanio

de\ eloI) a \\An k fote e that had the hash skull'. GNI \\ anted Willis plaised «miniunit ( ()lieges

lot meeting the (hallenge 01 (le\ eloping higlici le\ els of litchi( among \\ otkcis need

icinedial help "lint." Willis said. -\\.e're going to liae a look at the \\ hole do, ision 01 I (hul

het \voen our . . to see that program, (loetail and suppolt 010' ,1111/1 10'1 1 111-.

2-+-2 -4 2 thing is a \\a to get at that Its going to he a teilific political nib to (i\et( ,r1!,,
leXi',11114 bowels] to (lo 11 lint tolks v.,('o got to loll up mu slee\ es and go to \\ nl I,
because I he demands ha\ e been Ida( (41 on us, and We've got to get at it

Th(, models We Its(, adro tuition to ,a(111(,, (,(01,)1 (10,(1,1)1(1,1

\Nielc1:(,. Al Lot enzo, president of Niarolob Community ('ollege. cited duce icasons a n
polio' on \sas communO, technicat, and .111111(0 colleges ( ould adelicss c(olionii(

elopment needs \\ (mid be impossible to implement. ace oiehng to Loienzo,

-(011)1'111HO t oncges ctthe Ill oh antattuall efficient \Nas acioss the United sulk-, The si.i,
then roles elificientl, depending on then per«ption of then mission. Second, ea( II s1,11(''s

(01101111( stiategies ina be efficient Third, the soul nue of (d( h state go\-einnient nut} be
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One of those roles is in job creation, and in creating the right kind of worker to fill
those jobs. Jim Adams, president of Southwestern Bell's Texas operation, explained, "When
Bill Clements, our current governor, asked me to look at job creation in Texas, we found that
we didn't have the infrastructure that would yield trained employees. It's a much sexier topic
to talk about employees with graduate degrees, to have a certain atomic scientist that can do
this and this and that or a Nobel laureate. But businesses are looking for people who are
trained in biotechnology or lasers who know how to read and write who know how to
work with people with a business -like mind when they walk from door-to-door fixing
telephones."

Scott concurred with Adams, but pointed out that there were some interesting conflicts
in what business says it wants. lie referred to a series of small conferences held recently in
North Carolina with representatives of industries, metal working, agribusiness, chemicals,
electronics, and the textile industry. "I asked them to come sit with me and a couple of our
senior staff," Scott said. "What we found out was that our CEO's want people who can think
and who can make judgments. They said they can teach them skills. And middle management?
Middle management wants somebody to do damned well what he's told and not to think! But
they agree on one thing; they want us to stay in touch. Otherwise, they said, we'll be out of
the ball park and won't be doing them a service," Scott said.

Al Lorenzo cited a similar circumstance Over the last two-and-a-half years, Michigan
Bell Telephone Company has conducted 1600 face-to-face discussions with manufacturers in
Southeastern Michigan. "Sixty-nine percent of them said they don't require a high school
diploma for employment," said Lorenzo. "1 guarantee you that those same manufacturers will
be angry in five years because their work force isn't retrainable. So I think instead of asking
industry for dollars, we should be asking industry to begin requiring successful high school
completion so that there's at least some standard," he said.

Ralph Doshier, corporate education manager for Texas Instruments (TI), said,
"Technology turnover requires us to do continuous retraining. Our biggest problem right now
is finding qualified people, qualified technicians. We can find all the engineers we want."
Doshier pointed out that TI requires the Associate of Science degree and that company-
sponsored efforts to get the current work force at TI upgraded at local community colleges
met with problems. "The issue is how you get a vast pool of people who never even got
through high school to have the desire to not only finish high school, but go on to develop
marketable skills," he said
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Di Biaggi° said the problem isn't restricted to Michigan or Texas industries In my
discussions with Lee lococca, Roger Smith, and Don Peterson all of whom I know well
we talk about these matters ... the fact that they're employing someone on the assembly line
today who must have certain kinds of analytical ,2apabilities, be able to read intelligently, and
who must be able to deal with the technology they face.... Too many of our students
coming out of high schools do not have those abilities. I tell our students that the most
important skills they'll acquire while they're at our institution are the abilities to think clearly,
to view and to listen and read intelligently, and to be able to analyze information, synthesize
it, and be able to apply it to their lives because society is so dynamic that this is the only
way they're going to be able to survive The fact of the matter is that they do acquire that
capacity, no matter what discipline they study," said who added that young people
are now mature enough to make career decisions while they're in high school, and that our
society "has prolonged artificial childhood."

Chet Francke, general director of Joint Education Activities and responsible for joint
education programs administered by CAW and General Motors, said that he was "curious
about the absence of the word 'student' in any of the questions or any of the material.
There's a lot of concern about what our employers are interested in, and it seems to me that
ought to be an issue that's not missed when you're talking about the role of an educational
institution."

Responding to Frill-Rce's concern, Ellison stated, "That's yy here local college leadership
is going to arise," emphasizing that community colleges must keep then role as a service
provider to students sacrosanct.

Former Governor NN'inter shifted the discussion a few degrees by pointing out the
unique role and opportunity community. technical, of junior «,11( ges hay e in a rural setting.
Winter, citing the negative economic pressures in rural America, supported the position of
author Stuart Rosenfeld that there must lie a netyymik of assistance for rural area economic
dexelopment Wintei reiterated his conbmtion sex el al times during the day that a "community,
technical, and junior college role in economic deYelopment is one of the most essential
elements in the presen anon of the ital rural e«momy that, in win, supports numelous Huai
communities throughout the nation"

Edward Sanders, manage' of gox eminent relations awl Paining lot the Whirlpool
Corporation in Arkansas, Joined in the assessment. "In tin mural areas, mole so than um ban
areas, I think community colleges must be dnectly nixolyed in helping then local community,
The rural college has a lot of power that can contribute signthcantl to the ox thing
community strategy in lot al economic (lex elopment The mural «mutant* has an
obligation to be a dependable ,,,taltit agent hn e«monn«lt,xelopment and gi oyy t h." he said
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Nick Nichols. in his third term as executive vice president of the Communications
Workers of America, addressed the question of leadershq,. "I recently looked at a numbed of
grant requests from various c0110-11 ges. Nqie out of ten of them dealt IA nit setting up
new businesses. If you're going to increase students, you're going to have to hate something
that appeals more to the person who pays the taxes. I think setting up new businesses is
great .. but I think you have to be very, very careful that what you do benefits the
community and doesn't just make one entrepreneur rich while bringing in only low-wage
very low wage industries into some places. So what you're doing," said Nichols, is using
tax money to bring in an industry that w ould get one or two people rich while the rest of the
people continued to work at very low wages."

Like Nichols, Bill Willis talked about students, saying what we have now is basically
what we get, at least until the year 2000. "It will be the year 2000 before we will see the
results of an increase in the birthrate. We have a great task ahead of us to retool this work
force, the one we have now. If we're going to be competitive over the next 15 years, we're
already m the game. We have to concentrate on that," Willis stated.

Chet Franck° concurred. "Retraining your current work force becomes a very critical
issue. You can't always go out and hire the skills you want. You have to build them inside.
We have 600,000 employees. We have about 50 to 75 thousand who are illiterate, and that's a
problem we're concerned about. We're also facing a very seilous problem with dislocated
workers. We've announced plant closings that will idle about 40,000 employees between now
and 1990.... The budget for our [retraining] activity is about $200 million a year I think it's
about $600 or $700 million annually for the corporation as a whole.... The community
colleges have been very useful in helping us in our training, retraining efforts Our
headquarters is built on the campus of Oakland Community College and several of our other
UAW,'GM Centers are built on leased community college property. That's the beginning of a
close relationship, and a extends to more than just landlord:tenant," Francke explained.

Retraining adults was on every Roundtable participant's mind. In that regal d, Monty
Multanen said he hopes the concept of 2+2 and 2+2+2 "stays on the front burner as a
national focus because it's driy Mg the right kind of people local secondary and postsecondaiy
educators, business persons, goy eminent representatn es around the table, to end up making
more efficient use of resources. 1 think the students will respond... I think any time we can
make resources between the elementary, secondary, and postsecondary schools more efficient,
we're freeing up dollars to take care of what I see as this huge. inci easing need fur retraining
our adult population," Multanen said

I
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Al Lorenzo emphasized the priority to prepare students well At the risk 01 sounding
negative, I don't know of another industry in the w odd that's paid fully for products that
don't work well paid, in fact. K-12 districts (an get full-peuple funding w hen students go
back the second and third time through adult education piogias. We in the community
college sector don't get full-people funding for the people in our iegulai plop arns, so that's
an incentive to not make education work the first time," he said.

And so, amidst the demographics and the prophesies, the talk did eNentually dun to
dollars, with Nichols, Francke. and Doshier agreeing that industry and gm eminent must work
together to continue to ensure that the dollars for training are there. Because, the way they
see it industry always pays and is 'A illing pay, in one way of anodic!. It is simply a question
of making their investment count. It was business and government, after who financed the
Roundtable discussion. In the twilight of the discussion, Jim Adams of Southwestern Bell,
broached the topic of accountabili'y. "I'm cons inced that there ale two subjects that'll raise a
crowd anywhere you go sex ano economic developmcnt," quipped Adams. "It's just
something that we love to talk about these days ... The problem is, we end up talking about
it, a lot of words. The question is, is something happening') I'm aft aid .. ell end up doing
the same thing. It'll be more of a tut f issue than it will be dniding and taking a territory, the
way we do a war. You do this, another person does that. I think the job of community
colleges ought to be job placement, job training .. doing w hateNer seems to wink toward
creating a better-equipped work force," said Adams.

In the end, it was min e than a day of quoting demographic data, proclaiming
prophesies, or worrying about who pays. It was a day of planning, the kind 01 planning
generals do before a War And, as in war, the education, business, and goNernent leaders
sitting around the sable on Friday, July 17. 1987, focused on strategies. Now. they say,
tune for all good men and women in community, technical, and .iumin colleges to niaishall
local human resources and get down to deNcloping tactics in this forced mart li toward our
nation's economic development.
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INTRODUCTION

Two-year colleges can play a pivotal role in improy mg ow nation's in oducti;it.
Recognizing this fact, the Tennessee Valley AutInn ity and The Seal s-Roehtu. k Foundation
funded a national forum that was sponsored by the American Assoc cation of Community and
.Junior Colleges and the Centel for Occopatunial Reseal( h and Hey elopment. The purpose of
this coalition was to investigate ways in which two y cal colleges can help foster lnoductrvity
and economic development.

Prior to the Roundtable meeting, four authors wrote three companion papers that
pros ided a springboard to the group discussion (but did not limit discussion pai ann. ters). All
four authors, Pat Choate, J.K. Linger, Stuart Rosenfeld, and Han Hun, raised issues and
concerns. Choate and Linger painted the big picture in terms of national movements, trends,
and indicators. Rosenfeld focused on regional, state, and local initiatives in work force
education and training. Hull's impel spotlighted the needs for a holistic model training
strategy that addressed the interdisciplinary skills needed by tumor' ow's technicians.

Each author offered solutions and or recommendations to some' of the nation's future'
human resource challenges. Roundtable participants reacted to issues raised in the impels as
well as other pertinent issues. The Roundtable was comprised of national leaders fi om
government, the private sector, laboi , and education Roundtable partrc. wece encouraged
to draw upon their exper ience and expertise as they examined critical issues and fin mulated
solutions and recommendations.

This document contains the three papers used to spark Roundtable discitssion, an
overview of the Roundtable highlights, and the recommendations from the Roundtable
participants. The information and ideas generated at the' Roundtable w ill be featured at an
AACJC national Yule() teleconference on September 29, 1987 Additionally, the final report will
be distributed to map' economic development and education institutions througLout the
nation.

\V. Carroll Marsalis
'Tennessee Valiey Authority

James i McKenney

Amer wan Association
of Community and Junior Colleges

June 1987
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PREPARING FOR CHANGE

Pat Choate, Senior Economic Analyst
and

J . K . Linger
TRW, Inc.

Arlington , Virginia

This paper points out the need to adopt a U. S Comprehensive adjustment training strategy

Vocational educators are being called upon to define a comprehensive approach that will expand

training policies to encompass the needs of the entire work forcethe disadvantaged and impaired

worker, the new worker, the displaced worker, and all workers who will be needing lifetime skills

improvement. To assist in this effort, a greater financial investment by employers is required.

Choate and Linger suggest that it is time to clearly define who is responsible for training and the

resources necessary to fuifill this obligation.
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Executive Summary "Preparing For Change" by I'. Choate and J. K. Linger

The future of the U. S. labor sector will feel the impact of (1) the accelerating influence of
technology on work and jobs, (2) America's deepening involvement in the global economy, and (3)

irreversible global demographic shifts. Technological change is having its most dramatic impact un
the automation of production.

Foreign countries, such as Japan, Korea, Taiwan, etc., have presented a competitive challenge
the S business, financial, educational, government and labor sectors This challenge is directly

.:Tecting the U. S worker The appropriate response to this challenge is a better educated, trained,
and more productive work force.

Demographic factors involved include. (11 the post-World War 11 baby boom is maturing, (2)

older workers are choosing early retirement, (3) the growth of the work force is slowing as the average
age of workers is increasing (25 54), (4) approximately one million women per year will be added to
the work force for the balance of this decade, and (5) there is a shifting distribution of younger and
older workers.

Specific impacts that will be felt because of these demographic factors are (1) an increased
importance on retraining and adjustment for adult workers, (2) a greater demand for worker skills to
keep abreast of individual job demands, (3) the role of women in lifetime careers, (4) shortages in the
military and civilian labor force due to the decline in number of young people, (5) competition
between business and the armed services for entry-level workers, (6) the growing F essure for people
to continue working past retirement age, and (7) necessary attitude changes and employment
policies.

Older workers face several unique p oblems, (1) job discrimination, (2) inadequate preparation
to find work ur meet the challenges of new jobs, and (3) an inability to adequately handle the rejection
that accompanies their plight. In addition, few employers adequately educate their executives on
how to best manage workers as they move through their forties, the legal age to be considered a
displaced person, their fifties, sixties, and beyond.

The keys to economic change rest with the creation of enough jobs for all who wish to work and

if these people can be prepared for these jobs. If this can be accomplished, new technologies can be
quickly introduced and U. S. involvement in the global economy can be expanded To accomplish this,
workers must be able to secure lifetime education and training All sectors involved must be able to
flexibly provide financing and creative ways to bring about this training

One place to start is with small firms and entrepreneurs. They wilt provide 70% of the new
jobs and are noted for looking outside for their education, and training needs. All workes will need
"booster shots" of education and training throughout their careers. It is certain that many workers
already face the prospect of occupational obsolescence and displacement Other workers can expect to
change occupations three times and jobs six to seven times during their careers.
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The ultimate goal should be to adopt a U S. comprehensive adjustment and training strategy
Vocational educators can a 3sume a pivotal role in this quest by defining a comprehensive approach

Training policies must expand to encompass the needs of the entire work force of (1) disadvantaged
and impaired workers, (2) new workers, (3) workers needing lifetime skills improvement, and (4)

displaced workers To assist in this effort, a greater financial investment by employers is required.
Most of all, a clear allocation of who is responsible for training is required. Only then will the

obligations and resources reside with those who are best prepared to meet this challenge.
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PREPARING FOR CHANGE

Pat Choate and J. K. Linger*
TRW, Inc.

From the vantage point of the 1980s, the sweeping changes wrought by the Industrial
Revolution are obvious. But even a century ago, knowledgeable Victorians were able to anticipate
much of what was to come.

Jules Verne predicted submarines and trips to the moon. Edward Bellamy, the nineteenth-
century futurist and author of Looking Backward 2000 1887, foresaw in 1886 a twentieth-century
America radically transformed by credit cards, supermarkets, occupational safety, a short work week,
assured pensions, early retirement, Walkman-like listening devices, free education for the masses,
and women working outside the home on an equal basis with men.

Just as discerning Victorians could anticipate many of the realities of the twentieth century, so
too we can foresee many of the economic, political, and social shifts that will shape people's lives in
the twenty-first century. In fact, three of the most powerful forces that will shape our future are
already apparent. the accelerating influence of technology on work and jobs, America's deepening
involvement in the global economy, and irreversible global demographic shifts.

Individually and collectively, these are the economic, social, and political equivalents of
icebergs on the moveonly partially visible, yet enormously powerful and capable of altering or
destroying all that lies in their path.

The convergence of these forces has far-reaching implications for business, unions and

government, for financial institutions, and most important, for the people who are doing the work and
the educational institutions that must prepare them for that work.

THE TECHNOLOGY FACTOR

Technology is the wild card of the future. At an accelerating pace, it is creating dazzling
improvements in goods and services, generating millions of new jobs, revitalizing old industrieE, and
spawning entirely new ones. It is rendering established products and processes obsolete, eliminating
millions of existing jobs, and rapidly transforming millions of others.

*Pat Choate and J. K. Linger are authors of the new Look, The I I igh-Plex Society Shaping
America's Economic Future (Alfred A Knopf, Inc , 1986), from which this article is adapted
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Improvements in optical fibers, for instance, have created a communications cable that can
carry ten thousand times more information than one made of copper, eliminate almost all noise, and
make unnoticed monitoring virtually impossibleall at a reduced cost Advances in space-based
telecommunications have also produced better, less costly service In 1965, a single satellite carried
only 240 telephone circuits at a cost of $22,000 per circuit, today's satellite carries more than twelve
thousand circuits at a cost of less than $800 per circuit.

Technological change is having its most dramatic impact on the automation of production. It is
bringing remarkab'e improvements in quality and immense savings in labor costs. on average, one
robot can replace six workers, and every $1 dollar invested in robots saves $3 in other production costs
by improving product quality and by increasing output, material savings and flexibility.

The widespread availability of technology is also shirting competitive advantage among
industries, firms and locations worldwide. When the Yamazaki Machinery Works in Japan
introduced its highly automated flexible management and manufacturing system in 1983, for
example, its Minokamo plant was already one of the world's most advanced machine tool factories.
With less than one-tenth of the nearly 3,000 workers needed in comparable conventional facilities in
the United States, the plant could turn out a compact numerically controlled lathe in two weeks,
compared with three to four months for Yamazaki's foreign competitors.

Using the new super automatic system, however, the Minokamo plant can now match its
previous output with only one-fifth the personnel (39 employees compared with 195 using the old

system), less than half the equipment (43 pieces compared with 90), two fifths of the floor space (6,600
square meters compared with 16,500), and one-third the process time (30 days compared with 91).
The new plant requires no engineering drawings, moreover, because the new production system is
connected to the CAD/CAM Center at Yamazaki headquarters nearby

If American manufacturing operations are to regain their competitiveness, they too must have
the cost savings, flexibility, and qualitative improvements that automation makes possible Many
workers will lose their jobs in the process and require retrainin for other work. At the same time,
millions of other workers will require new and improved skill. to build and operate the factories of the
future.

THE TRADE FACTOR

During the past 25 years, the United States has shifted from relative economic isolation to
global interdependence By the mid-1980s, trade accounted for 20 percent of the U S GNP, up from
10 percent in 1960

As a result, work in America has become increasingly dependent on world trade American
farmers, for instance, sell 30 percent of their grain production overseas American industry exports
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more than 20 percent of its manufacturing output, and the job of one of ever, six manufacturing
workers depends on foreign sales

At the same time, a fifth of all goods sold in the United States comes from abroad. Americans
buy 36 percent ofJapan's exports and 33 percent of Latin America's. They also purchase 60 percent of
the manufactures that Singapore, Hong Kong, South Korea, and Taiwan export to the industrialized
countries. Any significant reduction of U. S. trade would create havoc in the American economy and
pitch our trading partners into economic, political and foreign-policy upheavals.

America's trade competitors ale competent and sophisticated. Most have mounted aggressive
efforts that represent nothing less than a new form of societal competition in which a nation's full
economic resources are marshalled in the global economic sweepstakes Japan, Korea, Taiwan,
Brazil, France, West Germany, and other industrial and developing nations haae created national
economic combines of government, business and labor. They select a few key industries which will be
favored, reduce the risks of investing in these enterprises by giving them infant industry protection,
and facilitate large-scale economies of research, development and production.

Virtually no national effort is spared. Promising foreign technologies are identified and
secured. Basic research is cosponsored and shared A leading foreign company such as U. S Steel,
Texas Instruments, General Motors, or IBM is selected as a model and economic pace horse. Nati final
cartels are formed. Generous long-term capital subsidies are provided Workers are trained and
retrained, often with government subsidies. Product prices, specifications and standards are jointly
determined. Aggressive export drives are launched when the industry achieves world-class
competitiveness.

The U. S. Department of Commerce reports that while only 20 percent of America's goods-

producing industries were subject to foreign competition two decades ago, more than 70 percent are
today. American business, government and workers have failed to recognize this competitive
challenge and make appropriate responses.

Consequently, one U. S. industry after another now finds itself with its back to the wall. Most
of the losses are in sectors where the United States has long been dominantmanufacturing, services
and high-tech goods. Foreign firms have captured more than half the U. S domestic sales of
computer-controlled machine tools. Since 1960, foreign manufacturers have been able to reduce U. S
world market share in auto production from 48 percent to 26 percent, in chemicals, from 66 to 35
percent, in pharmaceuticals, from 62 to 35 percent, and in metal products, from 67 to 43 percent.

For American companies and workers, the growing importance of trade and the rise of strong

foreign competitors creates both problems and opportunities The problems are centered around the
fact that both America's basic and its neweiJ., inost advanced and most productive industries are

targeted in the 1980s and 1990s by the cooperative government-industry labor combines of other
industrial nations. Thus, many American companies and jobs are at risk.
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Yet deepening involvement in the world economy also offers numerous opportunities for
generating new wealth, income and jobs, but only if American business can become more competitive
and workers better educated and trained and more productive

THE DEMOGRAPHIC ['ACTOR

Although the future of work, here and abroad, remains largely unclear, much is known about a
key component of the future, the demography of the work force

We know that because the post-World War 11 baby boom is maturing at the same time that
many older workers are choosing early retirement, the growth of the American work force is slowing

dramatically This means that today's workers will constitute more than 85 percent of the work force
in the year 2000 Although the aging of the work force will alleviate some of the pi oblems of youth

unemployment, it will increase the importance of retraining and adjustment for adult workers.
Indeed, for at least the next two decades, employers will be forced to draw primarily from today's pool
of workers to fill pressing job vacancies

We also know that the average age of workers is increasing. Specifically, the portion of the
population aged 25 54considered the high productive core of the wo k forceis growing. This vital
segment of the population, which constituted 61 percent of the work force in 1970 and 66 percent in
1984, is projected to constitute 74 percent by 1990. This unique demographic advantage creates a

rare national opportunity for greater productivity, but only if the skills of American workers are kept
abreast of the demands of their jobs.

Another key demographic fact that we now know is that women will be the major source of new
workers in the American economy fur the next ten years Almost °tit, million additional women will
enter the work force each year for the balance of this decade. Until 1995, they will comprise two of
every three entrants.

Moreover, women are prepared for much more than traditional low-paying "women's work"

such as retail sales or clerical jobs. Increasingly, women are as well trained for work as their male
counterparts, or better trained Since the late 1970s, more women than men have enrolled in college
Women are now awarded half of undergraduate degrees, and the overwhelming majority of female
college graduates enter the labor force.

Equally significant, a growing number of women are rejecting traditional areas of study, such
as literature, social sciences, and elementary and secondary education Instead, many are earning
degrees in areas once almost totally dominated by men. Between 1970 and the mid 1980s, the portion
of engineeringdegrees earned by women increased from less than 1 percent to almost 11 percent, the
share of women medical school graduates leaped from 8 to 25 percent, and the portion of law degrees
awarded to women rose from 5 to 33 percent These shifts indicate that women are deeply committed
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to their careers and are likely to remain in the work force for must of their lives. This is a new reality

for employers and educators alike.

Perhaps the most far-reaching co ,equences of demographic change will be found in the
shifting distribution of younger and older workers. The decline in the number of young people
portends shortages not only in the military but in the civilian labor force as well. In fact, many
businesses are sure to find thems&ves competing with the armed services for entry level workers,

and educators will be forced to concentrate increasingly en adult education

But the aging of America will have its most dramaticand potentially most disruptive
effects as workers retire in the early twenty-first century Already, for the first time in history, there
are more Americans over sixty-five than teenagers.

As the number of young people entering the work force declines and the number of elderly

Americans increases, there will be growing pressure for people to continue working once they reach
retirement age. However, this will require a major reversal of attitudes and policies by employers.

The American Society for Training and Development reports that few employers adequately
educate their executives on how to best manage workers as they move tin ough their forties, fifties,

sixties, and beyond

Faced with discrimination and inadequately prepared to find work or meet the challenges of
new jobs, older workers are more than twice as likely as younger ones to give up searching for a job

In 1984, nearly 330,06u older displaced workers had stopped looking and were no longer counted as

unemployed

For these and other reasons, older workers are retiring early. While 33 percent of men aged
sixty-five and over were working in 1960, only 16 percent were employed by 1984.

Almost half of these workers retire voluntarily, they are neither in failing health nor being

forced out of their jobs because of mandatory age requirements. Some are retiring because of limited
opportunities, others to escape dehumanizing work environments, and still others because their skills

are limited or they no longer find work satisfying.

Yet the Labor Department reports that workers over fortythose legally defined as older
under the Age Discrimination in Employment Actare as productive as their younger counterparts,
and even more so in most occupations. Enticing older workers to stay on the job and assuring that
they are equipped with state-of-art skills is a major means to meet the nation's long -term

employment needs.
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THE ARITHMETIC OF CHANGE

Jobs and worker flexibility are the keys to the great economic change that is transforming
work and life in the United States. If ee.ough jobs can be created for all who wish to work and if all
who wish to work can be prepared for these positions, then new technologies can be introduced
quickly and U. S. involvement in the global economycan be expanded But if the nation cannot meet
the challenge of job creation or cannot help workers secure the lifetime education and training they
will require, trade protectionism and resistance to change are certain to escalate, regardless of long-
term personal, national, or global consequences.

This turbulent economic metamorphosis, therefore, is likely to be dominated by two pivotal
questions. Can the U. S. economy produce enough jobs for all Americans who wish to work? Can
today's workers be prepared for tomorrow's jobs?

The answer to both questions is yes. Whether there are enough jobs depends on how many
people want them and the ability of the economy to produce them. We can now see that because of the
maturation of the baby boom generation, the job-creation challenge will be far less formidable in the
future than it was during the past quarter century, when the U. S. economy produced more than forty
mill ion new jobs.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics, using a set of moderate assumptions, predicts that between
1984 and 1995 the American economy will create almost 16 millionnew jobs, enough for virtually all
who wish to work.

What will be different in the future is that most of these new jobs will come from small business
and entrepreneurs. In the 1950s and 1960s, big business and expandinggovernment generated 75
percent of all new employment. But the surge of entrepreneurship, coupled with a slowdown in the
growth of government, has changed this pattern. David Birch of MIT estimates that small business is
now creating more than 70 percent of all new jobs.

This fundamental shift in the economy is critical to educators since large business conducts
most of its own training, while small firms and entrepreneurs have traditionally looked outside their
organizations when they need to educate and train their workers.

Another important consequence of these shifts in the economy is that workers face the prospect
of occupational obsolescence and displacement. Workers can already expect to change occupations
three times and jobs six to seven times during their careers. This high rate of occupational and job
mobility will increase as the speed of change accelerates and its scope widens.

12



IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS

The United States faces a future in which the shift to the technologies, production processes,
and management styles of the twenty -first century will proceed with few certainties and in an

environment of fierce, often predatory, global competition. The mo:,t, practical way to confront the

challenges of rapid, uncertain, unrelenting change is to improve the nation's ability to adapt to the
future, whatever it brings.

If America is to adjust successfully in the years ahead, it requires workers who can secure
training, find jobs, be productive, advance and shift between jobs and occupations with ea..ie and
confidence.

Improving the flexibility of American workers requires many actionscreating personal,
portable pensions; eliminating work-related discrimination, and providing safe, convenient,
affordable child care services.

Equally important. virtually all workers will need "booster shots" of education and training
throughout their careers. The United States requires a comprehensive adjustment and training
strategy to boost Lhe skills of its workers, preparing them for a lifetime of change in the workplace.
There must be ways and means to provide remedial education and pre-entry level training for
disadvantaged and impaired workers, entry-level training for more than a million new workers
coming into the labor folce each year, continuing training and education for the vast majority of
workers who will need a lifetime of skills improvement, and retraining and adjustment assistance for
the 2 million people who are displaced from their jobs each year.

Just as American educators played a pivotal role in helping the nation shift from an
agricultural to an industrial economy, they now are key participants in helping American workers
shift from today's to tomorrow's economy.

If education, particularly vocational educators, are to play this role, special attention is
required to several pivotal issues.

The first is the need for a comprehensive approach. Today education and training programs
are heavily concentrated on a small portion of the population, most of whom are young or

disadvantaged. While attention to these groups is unquestionably needed, most adults and employed
workers will also require additional education and training Thus, training policies must be
expanded to encompass the needs of the entire American work force.

Financing is another issue In the present era of limited financial resources, greater
investment by employers is required Today, public policy discourages such investment. Although
there are three principal factors of productioncapital, technology, and work force perform-
ancethe federal government pros ides incentives for investment in only capital and R&D. The lack
of comparable incentives for investment in worker performance reinforces the bias of most firms
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against training and retraining Investment in technology and modern machines becomes the
property of the firm, while improved worker skills do not. Gi cote' employer investment in training
skills can be stimulated by either eliminating the incentives for capital and R&D or establishing
comparable incentives for worker training.

Finally, a clear allocation of responsibilities is required. Today, responsibility for training is
haphazardly allocated among public institutions, business, labor unions, government agencies, and
private community o-rganizations. This needs to be sorted out so that obligationsand
resourcesreside with those who are best prepared to meet them

In sum, Am3rica's success in meeting the challenges of swift, far reaching, uncertain change
depends primarily on how well we develop and apply the knowledge, skills, wisdom, enthusiasm, and
versatility of the nation's prime resource, the American people.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1 Strengthen the customized training programs of states through. (a) new tax incentives to
stimulate m. re private-sector donations of monies and training equipment, (b) state-owned
and operated pools of training equipment that can be moved from school to school,

(c) cooperative equipment-sharing arrangements with private firms, (d) incentive pay plans to
encourage faculty upgrading, and (e) public training programs that are linked to identified
needs of employers.

2 Create a Block Investment Credit (BIC) that would equalize federal tax treatment of
investments in machinery, R&D, and worker training.

3 Create Individual Training Accounts for displaced workersa venture-based displaced worker
training program modeled on the GI 13111 with self-financed, savings-and-equity-based
financing analogous to the Individual Retirement Accounts (IRA).

4 Reform the unemployment insurance system so firms that give advanced notification of plant

closings pay lower payroll taxes than those that close with little or no notice.

5 Reform the unemployment insurance system so tax collections are based on a company's record
in contributing to unemployment
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Release the one billion dollars of payroll taxes the federal government levies on employers to
operate the state job service and use these monies to. (a) modernize testing and counseling
services, and (b) computerize data exchange so the job service can better match workers
seeking employment with employers seeking workers.

Establish local child-care information and referral services and provide federally funded child-
care vouchers for low- and moderate-income families with mothers who work.
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TECHNICAL AND COMMUNITY
COLLEGES: CATALYSTS FOR

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

Stuart A. Rosenfeld
Director of Research & Programs
Southern Growth Policies Board

Research Triangle Park, North Carolina

This paper identifies the two-year college emerging as the institution best suited to bridge the gaps
between theory and practice, research and commerce. Change is in order to bridge the gapa change
in the curricula and internal structure of the educational programs of two-year colleges A new
mission is in ordera mission that addresses not just human resource development but economic
development. Rosenfeld thinks it is time for states to re-examine the ways their schools are organized
and funded to see if they have the flexibility needed to effectively serve their communities, states, and
regions.
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Executive Summary "Technical and Community Colleges: Catalysts for Technology
Development" by Stuart A. Rosenfeld

State and local officials are beginning t,0 comprehend the growing importance of technology,
education, and information to job ft. - motion, increased productivity, and economic development.

They are depending on two-year colleges to pros ide technical skills for the growing number of

occupations that require more than the basics but less than a baccalaumate. More and more, they are
depending on them for technical assistance to small businesses The two-year college emerging as
the educational institution best suited to bridge the gaps between theory and practice, research, and
commerce.

Two-year colleges are aware that they must redesign their curricula and the internal structure
of their educational programs to better fit anticipated changes in the workplace. By so doing, they
will create a new mission that provides the economic context for high quality technical education and
addresses not just human resource development but economic development

The number of schools taking on this new mission is still quite small and the number doing it
effectively is still smaller. This paper presents a legislative history of the development of two-year

colleges and examines some innovative ways that they are contributing to the development,
application, and use of new technologies

As far back as 1961, the vocational education system was charged with meeting both industrial
and military needs. It was concluded, at that time, that advancing technology was causing many jobs
to require more technical proficiency and a greater knowledge of mathematics and science Also, jobs
often required a more mature person than high school age youth In 1963, postsecondary schools
became unequal partners in vocational education as the elementary and secondary school education
agencies retained control of the federal funds and programs The postsecondary schools' curricula
became more vocational but not necessarily more technical

In the 1960s and '70s, state economic development efforts were predominantly industrial

recruitment. Customized training for industry became the goal The ultimate measure of success
was value to the employer, not the employee Critics called this effort a zero sum strategy because it
was based on recruiting jobs rather than creating jobs

It took a rapid contraction of labor- intensive manufacturing in the 1980s due to foreign
competition to bring about changes in the structure and mission of technical colleges. Employers in
emerging industries demanded higher and more flexible skills than those that could be provided in
short-term, customized training.

As two-year colleges have always been the first educational institution to be called on to react
to technological change, they have become more responsive to changing labor market needs than any
other public educational institution. Their mission already includes economic development allowing
them to focus their efforts on meeting and balancing the employment needs of the individual and the
development needs of the local economy

Today the technical colleges are becoming a catalyst for economic development and growth.
Their principal function is still to prov ide individuals with marketable skills but much of their



activity centers on the application of new technology. Community colleges and technical institutes
are becoming holistic technology resource centers who educate, facilitate, and broker technology
transfer They are becoming independent of other educational agencies, obtaining increasing support
from economic development agencies, economic development legislation, and the private sector for
their financial resources and organizational strength. They are evolving from vocationally oriented
postsecondary schools to comprehensive technical resource centers.

The rapid pace of technological change and rising costs of keeping up with the latest advances
in equipment and methods are causing technical colleges to become more selective about programs for
which they can maintain high standards. A college has to identify its technology niches and
concentrate its resources At the same time, potential and expanding businesses expect more help at
each stage of the new business of the product development cycle planning, research and
development, funding, marketing, and training.

This paper explains and illustrates current models being used by two-year colleges that allow
them to provide a more diverse and extensive array of services for new and expanding businesses as
well as continue a technology focus. Models and services discussed are. (1) technology resource
centers; (2) partnerships; (3) technology transfer, (4) technical assistance, (5) brokning, (6) new
business incubators, (7) research, development, and testing, and (8) high-tech learning environments.

To assist the facilitation of technology transfer, colleges are revising and revitalizing their
(a) technical associate degree programs, (b) skill upgrading programs, which include but go beyond
customized training; and (c) continuing education, which ranges from adult literacy to management
seminars and highly technical courses for graduate engineers.

The technical associate degree program had to be revised as potential technicians can no longer
acquire what they will need in twelve years of formal schooling. Skill upgrading programs were
revitalized to promote technology advances and economic development. The best antidote to technical
obsolescence is continuing education, and the colleges and universities, which are able to stay abreast
of technological changes are best prepared to be providers. Continuing education for other faculty
and instructors from other schools as well as for local businesses is a high priority of the technical
colleges.

Recommendations suggested for future deliberation were. (1) states should reexamine the
ways their schools are organized and funded to see if they have the flexibility needed to effectively

serve their communities, states, and regions, (2) pinpoint opportunities that lie in bridging the
chasms that still exist between education and economic development, particularly in ruralareas that
lack sophisticated technological infrastructures, (3) continue to review existing programs to be sure
that the balance between the educational mission and that of the new economic development goal:
stays in check, (4) determine if anything can be done to encourage the passage of Part D of the Carl I)
Perkins Vocational Education Act of 1984 that is explicitly intended to support the kinds of

technology transfer activities technical colleges are undertaking, (5) study the need for target
programs for women, (6) continue to review programs for remedial training, and (7) discuss the
possible need to enroll and educate the increasing number of nontraditional students. The
implications for vocational education are immense. There is little doubt that technical colleges will
play a larger role in technology-based development in the future.
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TECHNICAL AND COMMITNITY COLLEGES:
CATALYSTS FOR TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

Stuart A. Rosenfeld

Southern Growth Policies Board

In November 1986, more than 11,600 people came to the convention center in Greenville,

South Carolina, to see and discuss the most advanced manufacturing technologies. Vendors,
manufacturers, college faculty, and students from Florida to California mingled about 224
exhibits that represented the latest advances in automated equipment for the factory floor,
exchanging ideas, information, and business cards Ray Marshall, Lester Thurow, and Governor
Dick Riley were only a few of the featured speakers. The event, AM86: Man and Machine, The
New Partnership, was sponsored, arranged, and hosted by four of the state's technical colleges,
part of their growing efforts to introduce the latest technologies to the states' industries, to make
sure that there are people educated to use them effectively, and to showcase South Carolina's
technology transfer capabilities. Some might be surprised to find two-year colleges putting
together a program as technically sophisticated as AM86. Not only did AM86 happen, even
more successfully than anticipated, but equally sophisticated programs by two-year colleges to
encourage technology transfer are taking shape in all parts of the country.

INTRODUCTION

A decade or more ago state economic development policy generally meant industrial parks,
revenue bonds, and tax abatements. Technology was known to be important to growth but was
considered outside of the purview of state government Today, however, state policies are rapidly
being redesigned as economic development policy as state and local officials begin to comprehend the
growing importance of technology, education, and information to job formation, increased
productivity, and economic development. These officials realize that public policies can he used to
facilitate technology advances and transfers, but they are still exploring their options and searching
for the most promising programs.

Most new state efforts to build on technology depend in one way or another on education and

educational institutions. States look to their research universities to provide scientific and technical
expertise and i esearch, to their public schools to provide youth with the knowledge and attitudes that
later will allow them to produce and use technology, and to their two year colleges to provide both
technical skills for the growing number of occupations that require more than the basics but less than
a baccalaureate, and technical assistance to small businesses.
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Each tier plays a critical role in technological growth. There are constraints, I hough, on just
how much priority educational institutions can and ought to give to economic goals., when contrasted
to their basic mission of education Further, there are structural barriers. Public high schools are
unable to adapt very quickly to changes in local labor marketneeds caused by technology,
universities are accessible to too few communities and often too removed from the needs of small
businesses (although there is growing support among four-year colleges for involvement in local
development) The two-year college, however, as the new kid on the block" may be the institution
least constrained and best positioned to bridge the gaps between theory and practice, research, and
commerce With more flexibility in faculty hiring decisions than either high schools or universities,
two-year colleges may be best able to respond quickly to changes in occupational demand and
advances in technology.

Most col leges in the nation are not yet taking full advantage of their opportunities to stimulate
growth And many may not wish to rearrange their priorities to include economic development. But
in other places the technical college already has become both the major conduit for technological
advances and the glue that binds together the various components of a comprehensive technology-
based development program the research and development that leads to new products and processes,
the employers who will invest in and apply the technologies, and the employees who must be able to
use and understand them 1 Dr Karl Jacobs, president of Rock Valley Technical College in Illinois,
has succinctly stated the newest position of the colleges.

Community colleges can make a major contribution to the transfer of technology by
bringing together area businesses and outside resources We have the infrastructure to
provide the arena and the networking systems to bring puople together This is
especially important for smaller manufacturing operations because they cannot
leverage the informatiGn on their own.2

The full extent to which the technical college can become an instrument for technological
progress is only now emerging Across the country, technical colleges are experimenting with new
and innovative programs to discover just how they can best contribute to technology-based growth

A 1986 survey of technology transfer activities at 254 institutions of higher education
conducted for the Appalachian Regional Commission illustrates the extent to which technical
colleges are becoming involved in technology transfer 3 Fifty-one of the 103 responses to the survey

1 To avoid confusion, two-year postsecondary institutions will be called "technical colleges"
throughout the paper u.iess reference is made to a particular school

2 Laura Taxe I, "Community colleges taking a major role in shaping region's economic renewal,"
mid American Outlook, 8 (Spring 1985).

3 Analysis of data by Louis Blair, Falls Church, Virginia, based on his report prepared for the
Appalachian Regional Commission, Strategies and Approaches for Appalachian High
Educational Institutions to Diffuse Technology for Regional Economic Development,
December 1986.
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were from two-year colleges The results showed not only that the two year colleges are pros iding <A

wide range of services but that they are actually providing a greater array of services than the four

year colleges. For example,

84% of the two-year schools solve technical problems,

67% train managers to use technology;
65% have partnerships with industry to diffuse technology;
47% provide special assistance to entrepreneurs to use technology; and
43% provide some type of infrastructure support, such as incubators or innovation centers.

When asked how important technology diffusion is to their mission

62% believe that clearly defined roles and missions ;n technology diffusion are "essential",
55% replied that an office or center dedicated to technology diffusion is "essential", and
52% believe that funds to subsidize technology diffusion services to small firms are

"essential."

Although there are no comparative data for an earlier time, it is safe to say that the activities
mentioned are relatively new activities at technical colleges.

Technical colleges also are redesigning their curricula and internal structures of their
educational programs to better fit anticipated changes in the workplace As Robert Reich asserts in
his latest book, Tales of a New America, "To compete on the basis of rapid improvements in product

and process, rather than on the basis of the scale economies of miss production, means a new
emphasis on the innovative skills of workersthe productive services they deliverand en the
organizational structure of production."4

The reorientation of the technical college to actively encourage and support technology-based
growth rather than react to change may well prove to be its most important new mission, one that
provides the economic context for high quality technical educati3n and addresses not just human
resource development but also economic development. The number of schools taking on this new
mission, however, is still quite small and the number doing it effectively is still smaller.

There are valuable lessons to be learned, which generally can be replicated elsewhere, from
those colleges that have successfully integrated their new mission with their educational goals.
These lessons are particularly important to rural areas, which may have few other sources
of technical nonagricultural education, expertise, and information.

4 Robert B. Reich, Tales of a New America (New York: Times Books, 1987).
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This paper examines innovative ways in which states' public techn;cal colleges
contribute to the development, application, and use of new technologies. There is still a great
deal of "hype and hope" concerning the true effectiveness of any institutions in technology transfer,
in .luding the technical colleges Descriptions of programs reported in tills paper were impression-
istic. Becauqe they are still so newu their succcs.; as have been accepted a priori and their true
value can only be measured over ,ime But even if the innovative programs yield half of what they
promise, they portend to be wise investments in economic development

THE ROAD TO UNIVERSAL POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION:
THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE TECHNICAL COLLEGE

The history of the two-year postsecondary school, the latest of the nation's public education
institutions to reach maturity, is a story of a search for an identity. Even the name of the institutions
has been a source of confusion, two-year schools are called community colleges, junior colleges,
technical colleges, technical institutes, vocational-technical centers,or simply colleges.

For the first half of this century, the goal of public two-year colleges was to make community-
based postsecondary education, "people's colleges," available to the large share of the youth
population who were not pursuing a baccalaureate degree.5 The first surge of growth occurred during
the Depression when, for financial reasons, students had to remain nearer their homes an i attend
less expensive schools. Two-year colleges were both terminal institutions of higher education,
providing a credential for semiprofessional or paraprofessional occupations, and transitional
institutions providing an entry into baccalaureate programs for students not rich enough or not well-

epared enough to directly go to a university from high school.

Critics, however, have labeled two-year junior colleges pale imitations of four-year colleges,
failing to live up to their claims of prcviding increased semiprofessional job opportunities for low-

income students. They became a safety valve on pressures to educate lower-achieving students.6 In
1941, 75 percent of a large sample of educators and administrators believed that the Let ninal
function of the two-year college was much greater than its preparatory (for college) function.?

Sputnik, more than any other single event since World Wu II, piqued public interest in
technology and in improving technical education, and it eventually reshaped the nation's two-year
colleges Public policy moved swiftly to alleviate the nation's shortage of technicians and Congress

5 Charles R Monroe, Profile of the Community College (Washington DC. Jossey-I3ass, Inc ,

1972).

6 Fred L Pincus, "The False Promises of Community Colleges. Class Conflict and Vocational
Education," Harvard Educational Review, 50 (3, 1980)

7 David 0 Levine, The American College and the Culture of Aspirations, 1918-1940 (Ithaca.
Cornell University Press, 1986)
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passed the National Defense Education Act of 1957 That bill included an amendment to the federal
vocational education legislation that authut ized funds for at ea Nocational centers to &IR el technical

education. Vocational education up until that time was a high school program, and technical
education was offered either in the high school or in the growing number of proprietary programs,

often found advertised on bus panels, matchbook covers, and the back pages of popular magazines

The two-year colleges had lobbied for federal vocational education funds and legitimacy as vocational
educators since 1937 without success.

In 1961, President Kennedy convened a Panel of Consultants on Vocational Education and
charged it with recommending changes in the vocational education system to better meet both
industrial and military needs One of the conclusions of that Panel was that

Because of advancing technology, many jobs require more technical proficiency and
greater knowledge of mathematics and science. These jobs also often require more
mature persons than youth of high school age As a result, attention is increasingly
focused on postsecondary vocational and technical educations

As a result of the Panel's report, new federal legislation passed in 1963, providing a second
wave that radically altered the structure of vocational education. The result was that postsecondary
schools became partners, though not equal partners, in vocational education In most states,
elementary and secondary school education agencies retained control of the federal funds and
programs, doling out the prescribed set asides to postsecondary schools

The law also established new occupational areas including one called Technical Occupations,
which was offered almost exclusively in postsecondary institutions The postsecondary schools'
curricula did become much more vocational, but not necessarily more technical In 1979, only 15 5

percent of all postsecondary students were enrolled in technical occupations and less than one in five
of those was female Tile greatest occupational demand, however, was still for nontechnical
occupations and that's where most postsecondary institutions put their resources In 1982-83, the
last school year for which the U. S. Department of Education released the information collected in the
Vocational Education System, only 11 percent of all postsecondary enrollments wet e in the technical

ogram areas that arc most explicitly technology related. Communical ions Technology, Computer
and Information Sciences, Engineering and Related Technologies, and Science Technology Further,
only eight percent of all postsecondary completers were in those four categories

As technical colleges became more vocational any of the complaints that were lodged against
high school vocational education were transferred to the colleges, including the charge that
postsecondary vocational education represented tracking mechanisms to "cool out" the aspirations of

8 Panel of Consultants on Vocational Education, Education for a Changing World (Wushington
DC. Government Printing Office, U S Department of I lealth, Education, and Welfare, 1963) p,

230.
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lower class youth The fact that the two-year schools were pu.a.secondary simply made the tracking
seem all the more Insidious Youth believed the} :% ere getting a "college" Cihleci L:0 il that would open

doors in the labor market, but in reality there was little to distinguish many of the postsecondary

programs from high school vocational education programs, and their graduates did not fare much
better in the job markets An analysis of program enrollments in southern states prepared in 1980 for
the Southern Growth Policies Board9 showed that the majority of postsecondary enrollments were in
programs that are also considered high school programssecretarial occupations, auto mechanics,
and typing.

With the success of the U.S. space program and fading fear of Russian space superiority, and
with automation arriving more slowly than predicted, postsecondary vocational education turned its
attention to industrial growth State economic development efforts in the late 1960s and 1970s were
predominantly industrial recruitment, and states, particularly in the South, began to use their two-
year college systems to deliver customized training for industry

Some states, e.g , North and South Carolina and Oklahoma, began early in the 1960s to tailor
programs to the specific needs of new plants These programs were short-term, explicitly aimed at

facilitating economic development, and they usually led to employment. The goal of customized
training, however, was to minimize industry's start-up costs, not necessarily to provide individuals
with transferable and marketable technical skills The ultimate measure of success was value to the
employer, not the employee The technical college became part of an industrial recruiting strategy,
but one which critics called a zero-sum strategy because its goal was to recruit jobs rather than create
jobs There were high quality technical programs in the nation, but they were not abundant.

It took a rapid contraction of labor-intensive manufacturing in the 1980s due to foreign
competition to bring about changes in the structure .cud mission of technical colleges Employers in
the emerging industries demanded higher and more flexible skills thar. those that could be provided
in short-term, customized training.

Technical colleges have undergone many changes in structure, curriculum, and mission since
the early part of the century. As mentioned previously, the weakness of their historical grounding,
and school culture, and entrenched vested interests also are its strengths. These factors enable
technical colleges to be more responsive to changing labor market needs than any other public
educational institution And because the missions of the technical colleges include economic
development, they can focus their efforts on meeting and balancing the employment needs of the
individual and the development needs of the local economy

9 Southern Growth Policies Board, Setting Goals for Vocational Education, Report prepared
for Executive Committee Meeting, Atlanta, Georgia, Governor George Nigh, Oklahoma,
presiding, June 1,1984
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THE THIRD WAVE: NEW ROLES IN TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

Today the technical college is entering a third phase, moving from serving as an important
but passive ingredient of economic development to becoming a catalyst for economic
development and growth. The principal function of the school is still to provide individuals with
marketable skills, but schools are adding an impressive variety of new and innovative functions to

revitalize businesses and expand the number of jobs. Much of this activity centers on the applications
of new technology. Community colleges and technical institutes are becoming holistic technology
resource centers, not only educating individuals to use and understand technology in the workplace
and to make decisions regarding its use but facilitating and brokering technology transfer in ways
that are as innovative as the technological advances themselves.

New Partnerships: Governance and Structure

As the purposes and functions of the technical colleges have changed, so have governance and
structure. Technical colleges are becomir.g independent of other education agencies in more states
and are obtaining increasing support from economic development agencies, economic development
legislation, and the private sector for their financial resources and organizational strength. The
institutions themselves are evolving from vocationally oriented postsecondary schools to
comprehensive technical resource centers.

State Organizations

The organization of technical colleges at the state level varies considerably from state to state.
If there is a trend, however, it is toward greater autonomy, more fiscal independence, and more
collaboration among colleges.

Both policy and administrative authority in most states rest with the agencies responsible for
higher education. In eight other states, however, the Board of Education or Department of Public
Instruction runs the technical colleges and five states have Boards of Vocational Education or their
equivalent with responsibility for two -year schools. Five states have set up independent Boards of
Community Colleges to set policy for the schocls, and eight states have Boards of Community
Colleges to administer schools' programs.

Despite the growing recognition of these colleges' roles in technical education, they still have
trouble competing for educational funds. In North Carolina between 1973 and 1983, technical college
enrollment increased 89% while state per pupil funding declined 27% in constant dollars. Half of the
states in the country depend in part on local taxes to support their technical colleges, and technical
colleges have been left behind in many states' education budgets. Consequently, some have had to
rely on innovative fundingwhich may have been a blessint, in disguise because it opened doors to
new economic development functions. In many states, technical colleges look to departments of
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economic development to support program improvements In Iowa, fur instancy,, the Department of
Economic Development established a network of Regional Satellite Centers and designated the

technical colleges as those centers Most of the customized training programs and many of the new
technology resource centers are funded through state economic development programs.

States with formal technology programs generally include their technical colleges In Ohio,
the technical colleges are part of the state's Thomas Edison Program, and in Pennsylvania, the
colleges are an integral component of the Ben Franklin Partnership Programs. Pennsylvania's four
advanced technology centers collaborated with community colleges on 23 separate technology
development projects in 1986-87.

Technical colleges are also increasingly willing to collaborate with each other--even across
state bordersto be able to provide high quality programs or services in support of technology
development. For example:

four colleges in South Carolina jointly organized a regional automated manufacturing
show, AM86;

a consortium of four colleges conduct training under Western Pennsylvania's Advanced
Technology Center,

your different colleges in New Jersey support a sophisticated Computer Integrated
Manufacturing Center; and
ten colleges located in Iowa, Wisconsin, Illinois, Michigan, and Ohio form the Mid-America

Technology Training Group, a systematic network for comprehensive technical training
and information exchange

Technology Resource Centers

Technical colleges are rearranging themselves internally as well as externally, in ways that at
first blush may seem inconsistent The rapid pace of technological change and rising costs of keeping

up with the latest advances in equipment and methods are causing techniL.il colleges to become more
selective about programs for which they can maintain high standards To be a source of technical
knowledge, expertise, and innovation, a college has to identify its technology niches and concentrate
its resources At the same tame, potential and expanding businesses expect more help at each stage of
the new business or product development cycle. planning, research and development, funding,
marketing, and ,raining. Thus colleges must provide a more diverse and extensive array of services
for new and expanding businesses at the same time that they are expected to be more focused
technologically.

An increasingly popular model is the technology resource center, which operates within the
structui .2 of the technical college but may actually be administered and run as a separate operation.

It draws students from outside the normal attendance area, attracts private sector dollars, is highly
sought by business and industry as a source of information and applied technology, conducts applied
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research and development for business, and generally provides skill upgrading as well as awarding
associate degrees The centers feature state of the al t equipment, maintain close ties to univei it
research centers, have support from industry and have cio links to employers, who use the facility
to retrain their own employees, to train new technicians, and as a laboratory to test new processes
and procedures

These technology resource centers are to the technician what the top-rate universities
ta, to the scientist or engineer. South Carolina has taken the most systematic and comprehensive
approach. The state has established eight major centers. the Robotics Resource Center at Piedmont
Technical College, Advanced Machine Tool Technology Center at Greenville Technical College, a
Microelectronics Resource Center at Tri-County Technical Institute, Computer Applications at York
Technical College, Office Automation at Midlands Technical College; Electronic Mechanical

Maintenance at Orangeburg-Calhoun Tech, Tourism at I lorry Georgetown Tech; and the
Environmental Training Center (and Water Quality Institute) at Sumter Technical College While
serving a local multi county area, as the resources and reputations of the resource centers grow, they
attract students from across and outside of the state

The second attribute of the technical resource center is the comprehensiveness and diversity of
the services provided. Technical colleges no longer end their responsibility for economic development
with education and training. Schools such as Moraine Valley Community College in Palos Hills,
Illinois, and College of DuPage outside of Chicago serve as one stop resource centers for prospective
entrepreneurs and expanding businesses

The result of this new internal structure is that the technical colleges provide stronger support
for local development but by specializing they also serve a much wider economic area The stronger
the program, the greater the distance students will come to enroll. Of the 30 associate degree
students admitted to the automated manufacturing programs at the Robotics Center at Piedmont
Technical College in South Carolina last year, ten were local, ten were from the state but not the
counties served by the center, and ten were from out-of-state

Partnersl. 1

Partnerships are perhaps the most highly publicized strengths of technical colleges. Virtually
all of the schools that have successfully stimulated economic development have strong ties to the
private sector and to other educational institutions. The list is too long to present in this paper and
the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges has an on going program called
Putting America Back to Work, which highlights the most innovative and successful programs in
the nation

One state-wide program that merits mentioning, however, is Florida's Centers of
Electronics Emphasis and Specialization. Electronics is both one of the state's fastest growing
industries and central to many of the state's other industries, such as aerospace. In 1983 the state
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had more than 100,000 people employed in the electronics field, but industrial recruiters were

dissatisfied enough with the quality of the electronics technicians gi aduating ft um the state's
vocational programs to look out of state for technicians In response, Florida's I I igh Technology and
Industry Council and the postsecondary vocational education system collaborated to establish ten
Centers of Excellencefive in community colleges and five in vocational technical centersthat are
intended not just to meet the stated needs of industry but to achieve excellence. The ten schools,
which work together as a consortium under the coordination of the University of Florida, are expected
to provide leadership and technical expertise to electronics education programs throughout the state
and to encourage high-tech companies to locate and expand within the state.

SOMETHING OLD, SOMETHING NEW: INNOVATIVE FUNCTIONS
OF TECHNICAL COLLEGES

Technical colleges are both doing new things and doing old things better They are supporting
technology advances in ways that historically were not part of their missions while continuing to
provide technical education and training. Their new agenda includes:

facilitating technology transfer and providing technical assi,tance to entrepreneurs and
existing businesses;

operating technology business incubators;
supporting research, development, and testing, and

providing a learning laboratory that simulates the most technologically advanced work
environment.

Old or traditional roles that are being revised and rethought, include.
revamping the technical associate degree program in light of technological advances and
new organizational styles,
upgrading the skills of the present and new work force; and

providing continuing education and professional development for supervisors and
management.

The following are examples of some of the more innovative approaches that technical college:,
are using to enhance both human resource and community economic development.
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Technology Transfer, Technical Assistance, and Brokering

In 1985, two local people brought a concept to the technology transfer agent at the

Cuyahoga Community College in northern Ohio. They found that fish are attracted to a hook
by a luminescent chemical materiala high-tech fishing lure. The material could be inserted in
any lure, but had a finite life and had to be replaced on a regular basis, creating a potentially
high volume business. The technology transfer office of the college worked with the prospective

business people to develop the compound they needed, to solve a contamination problem that had
been plaguing them, to perfect the production process, and to put together an investment
package. They used the resources of NASA, SBA, and private investors to get the business
underway.

One of the most vexing problems facing American industry is the need to move new products
and processes developed in the labs to the firm that can use them commercially. This tecnnology
transfer function has not been carried out very effeaively in the past by any institutions or agencies
Critical ingredients of a technology transfer system include an inventory of innovations, knowledge
of the needs of business, and close ties to the community. The first is a technical problem that is
quickly being solved with more accessible and more comprehensive databases. The second and third,
however, require strong working relationships with businesses and the community.

Technical colleges have in many ways modeled themselves after the cooperative extension
service, a federally supported county-level program that has served American agriculture so well for
eighty years. The services that technical colleges are providing include formal networks of
technology transfer agents who (a) maintain or have access to databases of technical information, (b)
provide technical assistance on request, particularly to small businesses, and (c) broker agreements
among agencies to solve technical problems.

Technology Transfer

South Carolina's State Board of Technical and Comprehensive Education (TCE) has
made technology transfer one of its top priorities. According to a working document from the Board,
"The reason community colleges have not assumed this role (technology transfer) has been their
perception of their role in education." Taking on the responsibility for technology transfer would
"expand our role to education in the broadest sense as purveyors of information, skills, knowledge,
and techniques." The state uses the technical colleges to market the services of the Southern
Technology Application Center (STAC) out of the University of Florida. The system contains over

1250 computerized databases, access to the Federal Laboratory Consortium and to NASA's field
centers, and to , _ nsulting services through the University of Florida system
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The state of Ohio also turned technology transfer into a statewide se v ice by creating the Ohio
Technology Transfer Organization (OTTO). Technology transfer agents are assigned to 28 sites,
including 24 technical colleges In 1986, 32 0'19`0 agents working in the two-year schools helped
start 118 new businesses and assisted 935 businesses in bringing new products to the market.
Approximately 70 percent of the program's clients last year were businesses of fewer than 20
employees, 32 percent are manufacturing businesses, and 31 percent oldie requests are for
engineering or scientific assistance,

Virginia's Center for Innovative Technology is establishing a Technology Transfer Agent
Pilot Program, funded by the Genera! Assembly, in eight technical colleges Theprogram objective is
to deliver "specific technology transfer services to local business and industry by selected community

colleges that contribute significantly to the economic stability and growth of the local area." The
sites were selected on the basis of the concentration of businesses with advanced technologies or
mature industries that could benefit from technological innovations, lack of access to a research
university, and the college's commitment to exploring new and innovative roles

Technical Assistance

The technical college, which is the main source of technical expertise in many communities, is
frequently called on for technical assistance by local planners and local business people. Last year,
for example, South Carolina's eight technology resource centers responded to 351 requests for

assistance from business and industry and 190 requests from other technical colleges, The Fox

Valley Technical Institute in Appleton, Wisconsin, had 684 contracts with business last year and
25 percent of them were for direct technical assistance Cuyahoga Community College in Ohio
handled 4,139 different requests from 2,790 companies in 1985.

One model for providing technical assistance through the technical college is the small

business development center (SBI)C) Though not limited to working with technology dependent
businesses, many of the most promising clients do use or market new technologies. The state of North
Carolina has set up SBDCs in 35 of its 58 community colleges and alIocated $50,000 to each to provide
for a director The SBDC at Guilford Technical and Community College is an example of the
extent to which the colleges can encourage and support new business start-ups The center has
provided assistance to a high tech manufacturer of aircraft blades, a word processing business, a
programming ser iic2 business, a firm that manufactures electronics hoards to enhance x-rays, and a
firm that builds electronic autoclaves used in medicine Services include developing business plans,
linking business people to Small Business limo% ation Research gi ants, export marketing firms, and
sales representatives, training employees, and providing workshops for the business owners
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The state of Illinois is trying a technical assistance model with a somewhat different emphasis
at a small number of its colleges. These colleges are primarily brokers of services in addition to
providing education and training. The Technology Commercialization Center works with the
prospective business to identify its needs and then bring management together with those who can
provide the services, either inside or outside of the school. Although most of the centers are in
universities or federal laboratories, the state has funded two in technical colleges. The center at the
College of DuPage in Glen Ellyn provides one-stop technical assistance for technology related
businesses that includes research assistance, feasibility studies, prototype development and product
testing, patent applications, technical education, identifications of funding sources, and marketing
assistance. By the end of January 1987, the new Center had served 17 clients, including developing
six prototypes, applying for two patents, and working with six businesses in the early stages of an
invention. One of the college's successes was a company that developed a technically advanced
rewinding system for rappelling equipment used in mountain climbing. The College linked the
potential business with the small business development center, research labs at the university to
perfect the mechanism, and sources of funding to get the business off the ground.

The New Business Incubator

Three years ago the Fantus Company, after analyzing the economy of Wausau, Wisconsin,

concluded that one of the area's major untapped economic assets was a two-year associate degree
program in Laser Technology at the North Central Technical Institute. That technology, the
company reported, could prove a valuable resource to new businesses if offered in conjunction
with a supportive environment. The Institute, the city, the county economic development
councils, the area regional "tanning office, the chamber of commerce, and a number of local
businesses began plans to convert a vacant industrial building into an incubator for businesses
that could use or benefit from laser technology. In spring of 1987 the incubator received a
$775,000 grant. from EDA to supplement the funds raised locally and the incubator was off the

ground ..udents from the laser technology programs and the small business management
program will work with the new businesses wherever appropriate.

North Central Technical Institute is an example of a technical college working with the
community for local development. The school modified an innovative and still experimental policy,
the business incubator, to fit the structure of the technical college. A new business incubator provides
a protective environment in which a new or expanding business can establish itself in the market at
minimum expense, receive technical assistance, and in the case of new technologies, work out some of
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the bugs before going into full production. It is one of the latest programs created to respond to the
realization that small businesses, not large corporations, ai e the nation's lin gest soul cc of new jobs

The Noble Center for Advancing Technology at Oklahoma State University's Technical
Branch has developed a similar specialized incubator around technology in waterjet cutting, a
computer positioned, abrasive, high-pressure stream of water Though not limited to that particular
technology, the Center is trying to use the new technology to solve special needs of industry for
cutting hard materials with minimal distortion. It is, for example, experimenting with the
technology on various materials for several corporations, includiog evaluating the use of waterjet
cutting to bore high tolerance holes for GM's Saturn plant.

The advantage of locating the incubator within a technical college, particularly for high-tech
businesses, is that businesses have access to faculty trained to work with small businesses and
familiar with new technologies, to advanced equipment, and to a technically trained work force It
gives the students the exposure to the problems associated with technological change, new business
start-ups, and provides opportunities for future employment. And it serves the community by
supporting budding entrepreneurs or existing businesses that are embarking on expansions.

A number of other technical colleges have set up incubators in recent years Des Moines Area
Community College in Iowa created the "Golden Circle Incubator" as a not-for-profit company for
new or expanding businesses. The incubator is one of three in the state but the only one at a technical
college: the other two are at state universities. Monthly overhead expenses for businesses in the
incubator are less than half of what they would be in the private sector, and businesses are eligible to
remain in the incubator for up to two years. The incubator gives priority to the most innovative
applicants and two of three manufacturing businessls currently in the facility are what the director
calls high-tech businesses

Niagara County Community College in Niagara, New York, also has opened a new
incubator Its first client will produce a circuit board once manufactured by a large corporation but
recently discontinued The company, .started by one of the corporation's engineers, will combine the
expertise of a Canadian company and an American company in Ohio to produce the board and market
it both to the corporation that once produced it but still needs it, and to others The firm will use the
electronics laboratories of the school for its R&D, the incubator as its plant, and students as staff to
help develop a prototype of the production process. The Technical Assistance Center of the school,
which has special state funding, will help the fledgling company find funding and markets

Rarely is an incubator an isolated activity within a college, those that provide incubators
nearly always do it in combination with a broad range of services. The Des Moines Area
Community College, for example, also provides consulting to businesses, a quality of work life
institute, a computer literacy institute, a conference center, as well as technical training, the
incubator in Wausau is part of the college's Technological Innovation Center, which pi vides an
array of services to local businesses, and the incubator in Niagara is under its Technical Assistance
Center
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Research, Development, and Testing

In 1984, Southwestern College in Chula Vista, California, entet ed into an agreement
with San Diego Gas and Electric Utility to serve as a test site for solar heating and a photo voltaic
cells power supply. Students assembled, installed, and maintained the experimental units and
recorded and analyzed data They discovered, among other things, that one solar panel was more
efficient than two.

Nothing demonstrates the new scientific sophistication of the technical colleges and their
students more than the willingness of industry to enter into agreements with two year colleges to
experiment and test new processes and products At the same time that colleges contribute directly to
technological advances, students learn first hand how to tackle technical problems and how to use
their skills and knowledge in innovative ways The research generally responds directly to the
practical problems associated with new or different production methods

Southwestern College's agreement with San Diego Gas & Electric to experiment with a new
product is not an isolated example Students at a ceramics technology program at Hocking Tech in
Ohio test and evaluate material ,submitted by industry on $500,000 worth of advanced equipment
donated by industry. At the Fox Valley Technical Institute in Appleton, Wisconsin, Miller Electric
has an on going arrangement with the automated manufacturing program to try out ne N processes,
test equipment, and work on special projects For this, the company has pi Os ided equipment

The Noble Center for Advancing Technology at Oklahoma State University, Technical
Branch in Okmulgee, Oklahoma, opened the doors of its multi million dollar facility in 1985 As the
reputation of its programs and resources spread, businesses increasingly looked to the Center for
assistance Recently one of a small number of companies that "re-manufactures" automotis e pal is
asked the Center for help in solving some of the technical problems associated with icbuilding
computerized automobile components The school will work with the firm to design a prototype
testing procedure and develop standards In addition, the Center is using its waterjet cutting
technology for expel intents with a number of clients, including General Dy mimics, General Motors,

and the U.S. Navy.

Moraine Valley Community College in Palos I !ills, Illinois, has a slightly different
arrangement for contributing to industrial research. Rather than provide the R&D at the school,
they link businesses that have technical problems to the scientific expo tise of the At gonne National
Laboratories. The school helps businesses establish cooperative R&D arrangement,, get inventions
or patents evaluated, and it provides consulting services to small businesses
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High-Tec h Learning Environment

In March 1984, Chattanooga State Technical College in Tenne.isee dedicated what was

then believed to be the most sophisticated automation training center in any two-year college
The three million dollar Center for Productivity, Innovation, and Technology housed advanced

equipment that included flexible manufacturing cells, robots, CAI) /CAM, and automated quality

control units. The investment was expected to both revitalize local businesses and attract

businesses that need help in staying on the cutting edge of new technologies. The Center's three-

pronged mission, according to its director, is to educate associate degree students in state-of-the-

art technology, retrain workers whose skills are being made obsolete by technology, and provide a

laboratory for industry to help them solve technological problems

Applied laboratories that simulate advanced technical workplaces are proving to be invaluable
to technical education and to the technologically advanced manufacturer This environment, once

prohibitively costly, now is affordable because the private sector and the state increasingly recogniz.

its value as an investment. Nearly every state of the-art college laboratory has equipment or funds
for the purchase of equipment donated by the private sector and some special funding from state
legislatures. In return, the school may provide the company with access to the facility for
develr, ment and training and provide the state with jobs. Each of the eight centers in South
Carolina described earlier has a technologically advanced lab that simulates an advanced workplace
but is designed for learning.

The Camden County College ii.New Jersey, with support from the state's Jobs, Science, and
Technology Bond Act of 1984, is constructing a $4 3 million facility to house an advanced Computer
Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) program The three objectives of the center, accordingto director
John D'Alessandro, are to educate a technical work force, conduct research on industries' needs for
advanced manufacturing, and provide non credit continuing education to upg,, ade manufacturing
skills When complete, the facility will include six automated manufacturing centers and serve six
technical colleges in the state Students can pursue technical associate degrees by taking the III Si
year of courses in their home schools and taking the second year at the Camden County College

As the centers begin to pay off, states become more willing to im est The state of Ohio pr ovided
$5 4 million for the construction and equipment of an Adl, anced Technologies Center at the Lorain
County Community College outside of Cleveland It is intended to provide an advanced LI dining
facility, serve as a technology transfer center, and provide a library of technical information
Industry already is taking advantage of the facility and pros iding equipment. Cincinnati Milacron,
one of the nation's largest producers of industrial robots, uses the Center to dermyrstrate its pr oducts
to customers, while at the same time training students.
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and quality in education. Prior experience includes: President, Hostos
Community College, City University of New York; Professor and Associate Dean
of Faculty, LaGuaidia Community College. Dr. Edwards currently serves as
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on Higher Education. She is Vice Chair, Board Committee on Federal Relations,
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Department of Education and the U.S. Department of Justice
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TRADITIONAL MISSIONS AND NONTRADITIONA L METHODS

As the colleges act to facilitate technology transfer, they provide a source of and environment
for educational opportunities that improve the technical education of the students Colleges ha
revised and revitalized their (a) technical associate degree programs, (b) skill upgrading programs,
which include but go beyond customized training, and (c) continuing education, which ranges from
adult literacy to management seminars and highly technical courses for graduate engineers

Educating the Renaissance Technician

At the Robotics Center at Piedmont Technical College in South Carolina, students in
the Automated Manufacturing Program take courses in Sensor and Systems Interface, Workcell
Design, Robotics System Operation, and Numerical Control Manufacturing in addition to the
more basic courses in scientific and mathematical conceots. The latter must include at least one
unit of calculus, two of algebra and geometry, three of physics or chemistry, and writing and
communications The program was designed on the assumption that the industrial workplace is
changing and that individuals need strong communications and problem solving skills and must
be prepared for interdisciplinary work, all of which require stronger fundamental skills.

One of the major forces driving changes in the technical colleges is the demand for technically
trained workers who have not only the skills to use new equipment but the ability to understand the
equipment and its place in the total manufactut ing operation They must be able to respond swiftly
and independently to the inevitable problems that occur whenever programmed technologies replace
craft and experience With modern technology and management methods and more fully integrated
production sy items, business relies more on its nonprofessional staff than ever before

This is a departure from the past when the title, technician, implied a high level of

specialization. Modern businesses seek the individual who, in addition to technical competence, is
able to understand how the entire production and business systems fit together, can tackle complex
technical, systemic, and interpersonal problems, can contribute to more effective use of new
technology, and is able to adapt to change In other words, businesses that depend on technology
want the modern equivalent of the Renaissance Man or Woman 10 Unlike the Renaissance Man of

10 Stuart A Rosenfeld, "The Education of the Renaissance Technician Postsecondary Vocational
Technical Education in the South," Foresight (Fall, 198(3), Research Triangle Park
Southern Growth Policies Board
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the (ifxenth and sixteenth centuries who could acquit c a wide iange of skills and diverse knowledge
because the world was simpler. the Renan,,,,,ince Technician of t oday tomorrow ,,, ,,,, CqUire

broader-based skills and knowledge because the world is more complex and changing more quickly
To the original Renaissance Man, diversity and adaptability were luxur ies, to thc Renaissance
Technician they are necessities, critical to the modernization of the economy

The implications for vocational education arc immense. Potential technicians can no longer
act-Niro what they will need in just twelve years of formal schooling As high schools concentrate
more on providing the fundamentals needed just to become technically competent, the technical
colleges will have to complete the education of the Renaissance Technician

The best way to do that is by providing a less specialized curriculum in an environment that
challenges the ingenuity and problem-solving ability of the student. A number of technical colleges
are revamping their programs to pi ide just those opportunities for students. A recent proposal for
curriculum reform submitted by the Technical Branch of Oklahoma State University at
Okmulgee states.

To accurc inn,-,;,,,;ft.i! employ ment ()pi tunity and w insure against early occupational
obsolescence graduates from all technical programs need to possess a broader
understanding of the applied sciences and technologies relating to their specialization
At the very least., they need an awareness that assures an understanding of the concepts,
technical vernacular, and relationship (past and potential) to their technology And
tlese graduates while students must have been challenged to listen, read, interpret,
analyze, synthesize, al d communicate their findings and conclusions in logical,
meaningful terms ldLally, they will also possess a business-economic acumen and
"people skills" to enhance their success as supervisors, and in managerial positions 11

One of the consequences of increased skill and knowledge requirements of the workplace is
improved coordination with both lower and higher educational institutions. The term "2+ 2," which
refers to a program in which the last two years of high school are designed to prepare students for two-
year associate degree programs, is becoming more popular and more common But the natural
extension, the "2 + 2+ 2," with the technical college curriculum articulated with a bachelor's degree
program is now beginning to gain sonic support Williamsport Area Community College in
Pennsylvania has such a.. agreement with Rochester Institute of Technology giving students the
option of transferring into a four-year program after receiving an associate degree Southwestern
College has a similar arrangement with San Diego State University in California,and Oklahoma
State's Technical Branch is recommending the same

" Oklahoma State University Technical Branch, Proposal for Curriculum Reform, Februai y
16,1987
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Retraining and Upgrading Skills

As automation transforms manufactur ing in the South, !nor:: and more of the workers will

be required to understand the microprocessors that control the equipment The Applied
Microelectronics Center for Innovation at Tri-County Technical College in Pendleton,

South Carolina, offers short courses on programmable controllers, essential to automated

industries, to upgrade the abilities of industry technicians and engineers enough W program

equipment and to be able to solve system problems that occur Courses are both customized to the

needs of specific clients such as Michelin and General Elect! ic, at much lower costs than they

would incur if conducted internally, and are offered to the general public as well About 200

people will go through the 25-30 different 22 1/2 hour programs this year

With all of the new and innovative things technical colleges at e doing to promote technology

advances and economic development, customized training remains the bread and butte of many

schools Technical colleges still exist in part to serve the training needs of new and expanding

businesses, a relic of economic development incentives rooted in the past but still very much ali% e and

at times very successful Where the occupations require technical skills, however, the technical

capacity and capabilities of the program and staff take on added importance

Skill upgrading, even when company-specific, however, is not quite the same as traditional

customized training Although most skill upgrading is a joint cnture witl- industry, courses are
intended to improve the skills of the individual rather than acclimate him or her to a par Licular fir m's

style Skill upgrading of displaced workers may require beginning with basic skills, which
means that technical colleges must have the capacity to provide adult basic education prior
to any technical education.

Digital Equipment Corporation worked with Southwestern College in Chula Vista,

California, to set up a minicomputer training IA ugrann The state eventually matched the value of

Digital's donated equipment with a grant of $135,000 The Biomedical Equipment Technology

Program at Stanly Technical College in Albemarle, Nor th Cal olina, operates a program fur

Sunlicalth, a leading hospital engineering firm.

The large influx of foreign owned companies in the South also is beginning to affect the

education offered in the colleges Durham Technical and Community College in I) Alum, North
Carolina, trains skilled workers for industries in the Research Triangle Par k area, including General

Electric and Mitsubishi With a growing number ofJapanese companies moving into the area, the

school has had to add courses in Japanese history, culture, and management style.
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Continuing Education

The Lintner Center at Portland Community College in Oregon was dedicated in 1985
to provide advanced education to the state's technical industries It represents a collaborative
arrangement with the state's universities and high-tech businesses The center providesa

convenient site for continuing educationall the way through graduate programsto employees
of high tech business It acts as broker for educational services that arc provided by the state's

Lpublic
and private universities

Technological change and continuing education are inseparable and critically important to a

growing economy The best antidote to technical obsolescence is continuing education, and the
colleges and universities, which are able to stay abr east of technological changes, are best prepared to
be providers Continuing education for other faculty and instructors from other schools as well as fur
local businesses is a high priority of the technical colleges The Technology Resource Centers in
South Carolina ran 164 programs for faculty and staff of the state's technical schools between July
1985 and July 1986

The advantage that, technical colleges have over universities, which also have continuing
education programs, is that they are within commuting distance of must businesses Many technical
colleges, however, attempt to provide the best of both worldsthe expertise of the universities and
the proximity of the collegeby using technical experts from the universities to conduct courses in
person and over telecommunications networks

Some technical colleges are able to provide both on-site courses and conferences and inter active
telecommunications The 1). J. Bordini Technical Innovation Center in Appleton, Wisconsin,
conducts professional seminars and conferences that can accommodate 225 persons and has a full
multimedia center with satellite teleconferencing capabilities. The school has just begun operating
Tech NET television, which brings live interactive training to businesses in the state on a regular, 35
hour per week, basis

COMMENTARY

Most new initiatives of technical colleges for promoting technology development are in their
early stages The schools are still testing the waters to see what they can do well and how extensive a

role they can and should play in local development Their greatest opportunities lie in bridging the
chasms that still exist between education and economic de velopmcni, par ticular ly in tural areas that
lack sophisticated technological infrastructure Many (Stile colleges that have taken initiatives to
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spur technology development have become major ..,11, es uf technology and expertise But 1 hey face a
number of challenges as well.

Despite rapid growth in enrollments and expansion of activities, funding has been a problem
The federal government has not yet discovered the economic value of the technical colleges and
federal funds still go predominantly to the high schools in most states. The fact that until 1984
federal legislation had to include a 15% set aside for postsecondary institutions attests to their
second-class citizen status. In 1984, new vocational education legislation was enacted that
eliminated that set aside and added a set aside for retraining of adults Yet the last time the
government released data, postsecondary schools received little more than the targeted amount in
many states. Part D of the Carl D Perkins Vocational Education Act of 1984, Industry-Education
Partnerships for Training in Nigh- Technology Occupations, which is explicitly intended to support
the kinds of technology transfer activities technical colleges are undertaking, has yet to be funded.
States and schools that are willing to invest in their technical colleges are finding that compared to
other levels of education, the payoffs are quick and measurable

14' v.n though the technic,o. colleges ha,lthetr :,tart students without the wherewithal tv
attend four-year schools, enrollments of minorities and women remain low in technical programs
There are few examples of programs that are targeted to women, such as Women in Technology at
Durham Tech in North Carolina.12 Most special efforts are highly depenJent on federal funds, and as
federal funding diminishes, the programs tend to disappear The projected decline of high school
graduates and increasing proportion of minority students suggest future skill shortages. Technical
colleges may soon find that they have to make greater efforts to enroll and educate nontraditional
students to meet the demand In addition, two-year colleges have to devote more resources to adult
basic education for those displaced workers lacking the basic skills to be retrained for technical work
The U S Department of Labor estimates that three-fourths of all displaced workers need bask
education prior to retraining

Another challenge that technical colleges may face is ensuring that strong support of economic
development does not displace their educational missions The balance between educational and
economic development goals, or between meeting the needs of the individual and the economy, is
tenuous There will undoubtedly be critics of the new roles of technical colleges if they do not retain .t
liberal arts curriculum, even in vocational institutions, and an academic environment that supports
free inquiry Although economic development is a more prominent goal in the two-year college than
in any other educational institution, it must remain subordinate to the intellectual development of
the individual

12 Stuart A Rosenfeld, "Expanding Options for Women in the Southern Work Vorce," Foresight 2
(July, 1984).
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There is little doubt that technical colleges will play a larger role in technology based
development in the future and that they will continue to !ear n from successes as well as failures

Based on what is known thus far, the full technology development potential of the technical college:,

has riot been approached and most programs are still in the embryo stage States ought to re examine
the ways their colleges are organized, governed, and funded to see if they have the flexibility and
resources they need to effectively serve their students, communities, states, and regions

RECOMMENDATIONS

Each two-year college ought to meet with !yeal or area econoraic development agencies,

chamber of commerce, and civi.- and labor organizations to reassess its mission and
establish the extent to which it wants to be involved in economic development

Each two-year college that wants to play a larger role in economic development ought to
prepare a long-range plan for how it can best achieve its goals, including what resources
it will reqnire, how it will h.lAn,P its liberal irtc progr.m, with i f ,, nrr, ipqinn,l prig-r--n,-,
and how it will respond to the needs of those segments of the population that have not fully

benefited from technical programs in the past.

States ought to recognize the unique features, needs, and contributions of two year colleges
and develop appropriate legislation that combines educational and economic
development goals.

Each state should examine its budgets to see if allocations to two year colleges have kept
pace with increases in enrollments and with expanded responsibilities

State agencies responsible for two year colleges ought to be included along with the boards
of higher education in all technology development programs.

States ought to evaluate 2 +2 +2 programs, looking at how the last two years of high
school, two-year programs, and bachelor degree programs can be linked to pr °vide both

employment and further educational opportunities for youth.

With increasing basic skills needs, two year colleges ought to coordinate adult basic
education as well as technical educa' on Though not necessai ily the most effective
delivery system for adult education, the college system could coordinate, administer, and
fund state-wide programs to seek out adults who Lick skills for technical work

Selected two year colleges should establish demonstration laboratories for businesses
to become acquainted with and experiment with the latest manufacturing
technologies, much as the vocational technical colleges of West Germany do Thu two
year colleges could do for industry what demonsti allot) far ins once did for far mink
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PREPARING TECHNICIANS FOR
A COMPETITIVE WORKFORCE

Daniel M . Null, President
The Center for Occupational Research and Development

Waco , Texas

This paper focuses on the role of the advanced level technicians as a key factor to higher productivity
and quality. Hull implies that most of our public institutions are inadequately prepared to
educate/train and retrain these new technicians. lie describes a model training strategy and
encourages two-year colleges to cooperate with high schools in a "two -plus -two" articulated

curriculum Hull tells us of the "Retraining for Technology" model being implemented in Tennessee.
Most of all, Hull reemphasizes what Choate and Linger point out and Rosenfeld confirms. the
competitiveness of America depends on the availability of a well trained work force who depend on an
effective, multifaceted, educational system.
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Executive Summary "Preparing Technicians For a Competitive Work Force"
by Daniel M. Hull

The competitiveness of America depends on the availability of a well-trained work force who
depend on an effective, multifaceted, educational system. To understand what the role of secondary
and postsecondary schools should be in their support of industry, we must (1) identify the abilities
needed in technical workers, (2) examine how technicians are prepared and updated by formal or
informal training; and (3) make recommendations thatensure the optimum use of our educational
system.

U. S. workers are not being properly prepared for the competitive challenges of a world
economy. Educational forces must help industry develop and maintain a competitive edge. We must
restructure our work force to be (1) diversified, (2) focused on quality, (3) problem-solvers, (4)
productive; (5) responsive to change; and (6) retrainable.

Currently, a production team is composed of (1) assemblers who are being replaced by robots or

workers from developing countries, (2) craftspersons who are being replaced by computer-controlled
machines, (3) operators whose need is increasing, and (4) technicians who will fill the void between
engineers and other production workers and machines.

The role of public education in preparing these groups should be reexamined Public education
and training institutions should deemphasize or eliminate training for assemblers or operators. Craft
training should be evaluated frequently to determine the supply-and-demand ratio. If a need is valid,
students should be taught basic scientific principles, as well as tools and procedures.

It is the training role for the new technician that requires the most scrutiny. We know
technicians are needed to build, modify, install, maintain, repair, and calibrate today's new, complex
equipment in fields such as, (1) manufacturing plants, (2) processing plants, (3) hospitals/clinics, (4)

communication systems, (5) power generating plants, (6) modern buildings, and (7) automobiles/
transportation. We have identified nine tasks that we know technicians must be trained to perform.
We also kaow that most of our public institutions are inadequately prepared to educate and train the
numbers or the quality of technicians needs.

Recommendations to solve these problems include. (1) technical education and training should
be focused at the two -year postseco.-.?.ary level, (2) technician education/training curricula shout be

restructured with statewide models developed, tested, and required, 3) high school students should
be counselled and persuaded to begin preparation for technician education/training in the eleventh

grade through 2+2 articulated curricula, (4) postsecondary institutions should test students and
place those who need it in remedial "tech-prep" curricula, (5) training programs designed to train
displaced workers should use adapted versions of the "Retraining for Technology" model, (6) short-
term retraining/upgrading courses should be offered by technical institutions, and (6) a cooperative,
statewide, computerized network for sharing curriculum and teacher resources should be established.
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PREPARING TECHNICIANS FOR A COMPETITIVE WORKFORCE

Daniel M Hull, President
The Center for Occupational Research and Development

INTRODUCTION

Economic health in a world market requires that business and industry develop and maintain
a competitive edge Succinctly stated, this means that desirable products and services must be
developed and delivered at attractive prices. Thanks to the ingenuity of scientists, engineers, and
other specialists, the U.S generates an abundance of ideas for and about new products, we lead the
world in the number of new inventions each year. The people who think up and design new products,

however, are not the ones who make them in mass quantities. This task falls to another group of
people: the production team.

If members of the production team do their jobs well, sound management and marketing
practices may parlay the products into national and international successes. If the production team
does its job poorly, they probably turn out products that are overpriced or that under-performor
maybe both Consumers, who are becoming increasingly disci :.oinating, are likely to reject what
they are offered, and competitiveness becomes a goal still to be achieved rather than a milestone of
success.

Since the nation's production teams play a critical role in determining the degree to which
competitiveness is realized, they are an important consideration in national planning for economic
development. Their training and education, therefore, are national concerns.

Who are these people who make up production teams? What do they do? How are they trained?
How can their performance be improved? Above all, what training and education issues does this
group raise, and how are these issues addressed? These are the questions that this paper explores,
with a particular emphasis upon one group of the production team. the technicians. They, among all
workers, are most able to leverage the talent and knowledge of scientists, engineers, designers, and
business strategists for they combine a knowledge of technical principles with hands-on skills How
we manage our educational resources to meet their training needs is a matter of utmost importance.

THE PRODUCTION TEAM

Products are produced by a team made up of four groups. assemblers, craftspersons, opet ators,
and technicians
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Assemblers are unskilled or semiskilled workers who are usually engaged in routine i,-ks
that require l i t t l e training I n man) cases. assembly work now is done by robots Whet e manual
labor still is required, employers look to workers from developing countries, at much lower wages.
Examples of such employers include manufacturers of shoes, clothing, furniture and electronic

equipment Assemblers are very susceptible to becoming displaced workers.

Craftspersons are highly skilled workers, trained in the use of tools and techniques for

specific processes and operations Craftspersons include machinists, drafters, welders, elect icians
and carpenters When an industry changes tools or techniques, its craftsperson:, may become obsolete
and require retraining The need for craftspersons is declining in areas where computer controlled
machines and processes are becoming more widely used

Operators provide the man-machine interface for tasks like word processing, laser cutting,
electric power generation, truck driving, and robotics Operators interpret manuals and
specifications to make a machine work properly. Generally speaking, they work with devices such as
buttons, knobs, and displays on the "outside" of the equipment. When necessary, they make
"external adjustments " In some fields. the need for operators is increasing

Technicians, the fourth group on the production team, are the most critically important
members In the broadest sense of ti._ word, a technician may be thought ofas a paraprofessional who
is educated and trained to extend the thoughts and hands of a professional in any one of a variety of
fields such as medicine, law, accounting, and engineering The focus here, however, ison engineering
techniciansthose technicians who build, modify, instr.II, maintain, repair and calibrate today's
complex new equipment that is found in places as diverse as manufacturing plants, intelligent

'gs, communication systems, hospitals, and power- generating plants Some technicians are
production workers and some are service workers.

In contrast to the operator, who works on the "outside" of equipment, the technician works on
the "inside" of the equipment, where gears, computer chips, motors, hoer optics, hydraulic actuators,
lasers, ultrasonic sensors and vision systems are found To build, install, operate, and keep
equipment working efficiently, technicians must know about all the different devices of a machine
and how they work together. The types of tasks that technicians perform are shown in Table 1

To be competitive in the world economy, production teams arc needed that may be
characterized as

* Diversified

* Focused on quality

* Oriented toward problem-solving

* Productive

* Responsive to change

* Retrainable
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Table 1. Tasks Performed by Engineering Technicians

Perform tests of mechanical, optical, hydraulic, pneumatic, electrical, thermal

and electronic/digital components or systems, prepare appropriate technical

reports covering the tests.

Obtain, select, compile and use technical information from computer-controlled

measuring, recording and display instruments

Use computers to analyze and interpret information

Prepare or interpret engineering drawings and sketches Write reports, working

procedures and detailed specifications of equipment

Design, help develop, or modify products, techniques, and applications in

laboratory and industrial settings

Plan, supervise or assist in the installation and inspection of complex technical

apparatus, computer equipment, and control systems

Operate, maintain and repair apparatus and equipment with computer-

controlled systems

Advise, plan and estimate costs as representatives of manufacturers or

distributors of technical apparatus, equipment, services and/or products

Apply knowledge of science and mathematics to data analyses while providing

direct technical assistance to scientists or engineers engaged in research,

experimentation and design.

All members of the production team must be trained to focus on quality and to be productive It
falls more to technicians than to other groups, howi.ver, to be diversified, (A ientd toward problem

solving, and responsive to change Also, technician:, are more retrainable than other groups on the

production team.

THE ROLE OF PUBLIC EDUCATION IN TRAINING THE PRODUCTION TEAM

Each group within the production team requires training, The support of public education ur

providing this training, however, should not be equal for all groups

Training Assemblers and Operators

The role of public educational institutions in pit:employ Inuit training of assemble' s and most

operators should be limited or nonexistent Since 1981, hundred, of public institutions developed

programs for training robot operators This is an example of a cost ly mistake Simi the ti dining
period is relatively short and the training content is specific to a company's equipment/process, the
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training provided by the employer is effective and adequate Many of the jobs for assemblers and
operators will likely be filled by dislocated workers.

Training Craftspersons

Craft training for youth and adults has been and probably will continue to be conducted in
secondary and postsecondary vocational programs I3ut craft training programs are changing, and
increasingly they are coming under scrutiny There's a growing recognition that students should
learn why, as well as how, something works, that they should know the principles as well as the tools
and procedures of their jobs So equipped, they become potential problem-solvers and, therefore, more
valuable workers In addition, they are more easily retrained when the job requires it.

Craft training programs also should be evaluated continually against the criterion of "supply-
versus-demand" to determine whether a program should continue and how large the enrollment
should be In the past five years, for instance, dozens of schools have created or upgraded welding labs
(typically costing approximately $300,000), while reports indicate that in the next few years
thousands of journeyman welders will lose their jobs, the result of implementing automated welding
processes

Training Technicians

Technicians require more than a high school educk lion, but less than that provided by four-
year postsecondary institutions They must be trained in a well-designed curriculum that is
comprehensive and, probably, demanding. In the past, many technicians have entered industry after
having been trained in the military. In the future, however, most of our technicians for advanced-
technology industries will come from two sources.

Postsecondary programs in community colleges and technical institutes

2 Special Retraining programs designed for workers from industi ial jobs that have becomeor
soon will become -- obsolete.

Stunts who enter public postsecondary technical programs typically fall into two groups
students eighteen to nineteen years old who enter immediately after high school graduation and older
adults who return to school because they are attempting to make a significant career change. The
public education programs that most successfully meet the needs of its students offer remedial
courses to those who are not sufficiently prepared eithet technically or academically

In cooperation with two-year postsecondary institutions, public high schools also serve a role m
training technicians through two plus two articulation programs Simply stated, two-plus-two
articulation is an agreement between a high school and a postsecondary institution that enables a
student to begin an associate degree or its equivalent while still in high school, beginning with the
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eleventh grade Under prescribed conditions, credit for certain high school courses is given by the
postsecondary, degree-granting institution.

TECHNICIAN TRAINING PROGRAMS

If today's technicians are to support the national competitive edge by being diversified,
problem solving workers who focus on quality and productivity and who remain retrainable and
responsive to change, they are being asked to assume roles with new significance and responsibilities
in business and industry. Consequantly, the curricula that train them need to be reconsidered and,
in many cases, redesigned.

Characteristics Employers Want in Technicians

The reports of hundreds of ernpl&yers have confirmed that they want technician.; wilt,

understand how systems and subsystems are interrelated.

possess a combination of knowledge/skills in mechanical, electrical, fluid, thermal, optical
and microprocessing devices.

have a strong base in applied math and science and are capable of learning new specialties
as the technology changes.

are adept in the use of computers for data acquisition, storage, manipulation and display,
for automated control of machines; for use in design.

have the ability to read, write, listen, speak and work with other peoplein technical
teams, with others in the organization, and with customers.

Curriculum Changes Needed

The characteristics that employers require in their technicians call for three fundamental
changes in technical curricula

1 Increase the interdisciplinary content of curriculum materials If we examine what's inside
most modern technological equipment, we find combinations of deviceselectronic circuits,
gears, belts, mechanical linkages, motors, hydraulic systems, pneumatic devices, optical

sensors, heating/cooling equipment and a computer. If a computer or some other electronic
ci. siiit malfunctions because it is not cooled properly or a motor "burns out" because a gear
system is misaligned or "frozen," who is supposed to fix these problems? The electrical
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technician? The mechanical technician? The computer technician'? Today, the services of all
three would probably be required

Equipment has diversified but technical education and t, ainink proizrams st'll produce narrow

specialists Industry hires them because that's all that is available New technician curricula
should provide a broad base in electrical, electronic, mechanical, fluidic, thermal, optical and

computer technologies As student-technicians learn the interrelationships between these
fields, they acquire an orientation toward "systems "

2 Teach the principles Today's technicians are the bridge betwesin theory and hardware They

know equipment, tools and instrumentation, and they can work well with their hands. But

they also must be able to work intelligentlywith their minds. To solve problems in today's

complex world of technology, merely knowing how something works is not enough, knowing

why is equally important Knowing why means understanding the operating principles of the
technology as demonstrated in real applications.

'reaching principles calls for a substantial curriculum emphasis in cloned math and science.

Applied academic courses should not be "watered down" academics. Rather. "applied" means

that they are taught with relevant examples and applications labs wherever possible.

Departments of vocational education in forty -six states have already begun addressing the

need for applied academic courses Joining together, these state departments sponsored the

development of a high school course in applied physics called Principles of Technology This

course has been developed, tested, and revised By the fall of 1987, it will have been

implemented in 500 to 1000 schools. Developed at a cwt of approximately $3 4 million, this

cooperative project has proven that many low-achieving high school students in the general

track can perform very well in an academically rigorous course like physics if the principles are

taught through relevant, hands -on applications Development of similar courses in Applied
Math and Applied Communication are underway

3 Develop interpersonal skills Recently, a series of on-site interviews were conducted with

twelve major technical companies in a large midwest metropolitan area In the course of each

two-hour interview, the employer was asked, "If you could, what single characteristic would

you change in the technicians you currently employ?" All twelve employers strongly

emphasized that their technicians ought to have better interpersonal skills, and that these
skills are needed both inside the plant and outside the plant.

Inside the plant, the employers said, technicians need to be team players who can cooperate to

achieve common goals They also need to be able to communicate effectively through speaking,

writing and by using graphics. Externally, service technicians are the representatives of the

company to customersmany of whom may not have an appreciation to! the technical

problems with which they deal They just want things fixedin a timely and pleasant manner
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In addition to being experts, then, technicians are required, with increasing frequency, to serve
as public relations representatives

THE CORE CURRICULUM: AN :,FFICIENT AND COST-EFFECTIVE APPROACH

Fortunately in th:; decade, educational institutions have begun to recognize the need for
tei..nkai education that is broad-based and focused on teaching principles. The movement, however,
is slow and inconsistent and, in most cases, it lacks state leadership. The process would benefit
greatly from clearly identified statewide curricula in the various technologiesand curriculum
development should be guided by the concept of the common core.

A careful examination of the curricula needed for eight to ten different technical fields reveals
that over two-thirds of the courses are common to all fields. This suggests that a "common core"
curriculum could be implemented to serve the education and training requirements of nearly all the
technologies A curriculum designed to produce broad-based systems technicians should be made up
of two main parts a common core and a specialty sequence. This curriculum structure is shown in
Figure 1

Units in Chosen Technical Specialty

LasenE lectro Optics MicroelectronicS
instrumentation and Control Other New Fields
Robotics Automated Systems

Technical Core

E lectnoty Mechanics materials, therrmcs Controls
Electronics c lectromethaffics F lu aph.cs Computers

Mathematts
Science

Basic Core

r a tattuns

Computer literati
S C tleC it mics

Figure 1 Core curriculum structure

The common core has two components. a basic core and a technical core The basic -ore
consists of courses such as algebra, physical sciences and socioeconomics The technic -.I core provides
broad-based skills in areas such as electronic devices, fluid power and the propert;..,,, of materials.
This depth of study prepares the technician for concentrated coursework in a ',pecialty area

The second p,rt of the curriculum, the specialty sequen-- t. out es that the student attains a
level of expertise in a chosen high ,, , "i be specialty sequence usually consists of five
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or six courses Curriculum paths to become a technician in specific di eas of specialization are shown
in Figure 2

LASER/

ELECTRO-

OPTICS

TECHNICIAN

LASER/

ELECTRO-

OPTICS

COURSES

+

INSTRUMENT

8, CONTROL

TECHNICIAN

R013011CS/

AUTOMATED

SYSTEMS

TECHNICIAN

At I
INSTRUMENT

8, CONTROL

COURSES

+

ROBOT ICS 8

AUTOMATED

SYSTEMS

COURSES

+

COMPUTER

TECHNICIAN

I
COMPUTER

COURSES

I I

1 1

I I

1 1

L_____ ___I

I
L _J

+ +

COMMON BASE

TECHNICAL CORE BASIC CORE

Figure 2 Advanced-technology curricula

The combination of the common core curriculum and specialty courses ensures that a

technician will have the broad knowledge base and flexibility needed to function efficiently in
advanced-technology occupations As can be seen in Figure 3, the common core makes up the greatest
part (more than '75%) of the technician's training

A partial listing of the high tech fields of specialisation that can be supported by the common
core curt iculuin includes. computers, telecommunications, computer-aided design,

robotics/automated manufacturing, instrumentation and control, laser/electro-optics, intelligent
building management, biomedical instrumentation, and biotechnology

The majority of the technical core is founded on a basic core course called Applied PhysicsA
Systems Approach It provides d broad knowledge base and directly supports high tech occupational
competency in four types of systemsmechanical, electrical, thermal and fluidic The emphasis :n
this course and other courses in the core curriculum is on practical applications, real-world examples,

and helpful, unifying analogies of physics principles that enable a technician to treat problems in all
these systems with the same relative ease and competence



ECONOMIC,
INTERPERSONAL

AND COMMUNICATION
SKILLS

18%

TECHNICAL CORE
40%

Figure 3. Proportional view of core curriculum.

In traditional schools where several related engineering technology programs exist at the same
time and the core curriculum is not offered, courses equivalent to the technical core courses are
offered separately to each of the several types of technicians. This is not efficient In schools where
the core curriculum is offered, these same courses may be combined into common basic core and
technical core classes for all technologies. This consolidation reduces the number of such classes,
makes better use of teaching staff, and is more cost effective in terms of classroom and laboratory
facilities In other words, schools can provide a better product at a lower cost.

Curricula based on the common core concept provide students with a broad-based, systems
oriented education that opens up job opportunities not available to narrowly specialized technicians
This broad based preparation also opens doors to lateral transfer or promotion in industry and,
effectively, insures against job obsolescence and future unemployment

HOW STUDENTS ENTER TITIINICIAN TRAINING PROGRAMS

Persons seeking entry into technician training programs may be high school students, students
just out of high school, older adults who want to make a cal e.er change, or adults who need to be
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retrained because of job obsolescence

technician training programs
-I shows how these %cif IOUs types of students unto

2 YE AEI POSTSECONDARY PROGRAMS
ASSOCIATE DEGREE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS noROTICSIAUTOMATE0 MEG 'SMART" BUILDING MAINTENANCE

COMPUTERS LASE R/FLECTRO OPTICS INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL

ENTER POSTSECONDARY PROGRAMS

TECH PREP PROGRAM

PRINCIPLES OF TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFORMATIONS

BElf PARE() OTHER APPLIED ACADEMICS PRINCIPLES OF TECHNOLOGY
GRApittCS GRAPHICS

COMPUTERS COMPUTERS
2 2

TECHNICAL COURSES

TECHNICAL SPECIALTY AREA

PRINCIPLES OF TECHNOLOGY

OTHER APPLIED ACADEMICS

GRAPHICS

COMPUTERS

SECONDARY-POSTSECONDARY
ARTICULATED PROGRAMS

- - HIGH SCHOOL -
GRADS

-- SENIOR

UNIOR

UNPREPARED

PRETEST /EVALUATION
GUIDANCE COUNSELING

GENERAL PROGRAMS

INVOLVING

COMPREHENSIVE HIGH SCHOOLS
AND

AREA VOCATIONAL CENTERS

OTHER HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAMS

ADULT WORKERS

Figure 4. How students enter advanced-technology programs

High School Students and Adults Seeking Career Changes

The path on the left side in Figure 4 is for high school students in the two-plus-two articulation
programs This process can provide students with more direction, better preparation for entry into

postsecondary colleges and time for co op or work experience The high school portion of the 2 +2
curriculum begins with a series of applied academiccow ses in math, science and communications. It
also includes coursLs in computer literacy and technical graphics, and an introduction to the
technology of interest

Persons who are not high school students participating in a two plus-two articulation program
may need testing, evaluation and "Lech prep" training, as shown in the center section of Figure 4

These students may have just graduated from high school, or they may be older adults wanting to
make a career change In either case, they probably did not prepare adequately for entry into
technician training and will have to take some portionor allof the tech-prep remedial program
The content of the "tech prep" program is essentially the same as the high school port ion of two -plus-
two articulation
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Retraining Displaced Workers for Technology

As our industries continue the metamorphosis that began early in this decade, more and more
semiskilled workers will find themselves in jobs that have or soon will become obsolete. Specific
examples of this situation are evident in the automotive, steel and communications industries. These
displaced adult workers will have to prepare for new careers. If they want to remain with their
present employer or with a related industry, some will seek to be retrained as technicians. Many of
these will have poor math and verbal skills and will have had little or no practice in using these skill
for the past ten to thirty years.

This past year, a "Retraining for Techno!ogy" program
a group of displaced workers in a copper mining processing ope

Transformations at Copperhill, presents a new approach for retr
in modern technology. It begins with testing and remediation in
400 hours of technical training. The curriculum is built on the foun
Technology physics program described earlier. It is supported by cou
computer use, electronics, fluid power and mechanical devices &lice 1
workers have received this training by attending classes and labs after
days a week. They are doing well. They plan to complete the program an
trainees in the surrounding area. Currently they are being interviewed by
Atlanta, representing fields of manufacturing, telecommunications, process
maintenance.

was tested in Southeast Tennessee with
ration. This program, called

wining displaced workers for careers
ath and verbal skills, followed by
dation of the Principles of

rses in technical graphics,
ast October, the first group of

ork, three hours a day, four
d take jobs as technician

employers in north
ontrol and industrial

After they are employed, these retrained workers will be able to continue their education in
technology at nearby postsecondary institutions. This path for retraining displaced adult workers is
shown on the right side of Figure 4.

What is emerging is a holistic approach to training technicians for advanced tech
careers involving:

I I igh school students

Adults involved in career change
Displaced workers

THE NEED FOR COOPERATIVE NETWORKS

no logy

The plan summarized in Figure 4 offers a long range :solution to the need fur the new type of
technicians, but it will not "pay off" until considerable resources me invested and several years have
passed In the interim, we must find efficient short term ways to retrain and update our technical
workers in the use of the latest equipment, materials, and processes
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Vocational, technical and community colleges provide update training and retraining, but they
are faced with set ious limitations in terms of faculty, up to date equipment, and curriculum
development In isolated cases, high-quality retraining courses have been developed and
administered in areas such as programmable controllers, statistical process control, laser welding
and fiber optics As long as schools work in isolation dead) other however, updating and retraining
will suffer from limited resources and duplication of efforts

What is needed, statewide and nationally, is a network of schools that develop new courses and
skills and then share with each other Consider this example Suppose School A in one part of the
state has developed a course in statistical process control and has a qualified teacher School 13 in
another part of the state has a request from a local industry for a similar course With a cooperative
network, School B can access a data base, find that School A has dev eloped the course, and effectively
"broker" the course to the industry in School 13's service area The course can be taught by School A
at School B's facility, taught at School A, or taught by School B using the curriculum developed by
School A

RECOMMENDATIONS

The most important group in production teams, the technicians, are in short supply i ,day In
addition, many of those that do exist are inadequately prepared to dual success, Miry with the forces of
change so that they can remain in modern technical employ ment As a result, they cannot participate
as effectively as they could or should in the delivery of high quality, cost efficient pr oduct,,, processes,
and services in the modern technological world. They cannot, in effect, cont bute effectiely to the
economic development of our nation

The following recommendations are offered to help solve this problem

I Program offerings for craft workers, assemblers and operators should be e% ablated frequently
to determine whether the supply is outrunning the demand Where the need is .al id, students
should learn principles as well as tools and procedures

2 Technical education and training should be focused on completer s at the t wo year
postsecondary level

3 Technician education/training curricula should be ; e,tr uctured along the following lines
a Core curriculum concept for a cluster of technologies
b Strong base in apphed math, science and communication'interpersonal skilk
c Systems-oriented courses and program:,
d Emphasis on interdisciplinary skills and principlu,,
Statewide models of core curricula should be dev eloped and test«1

4 I I igh school students should be counseled and persuaded to begin preparation for technician
education/training in the eleventh grade or earlier through two plus two al ticulat ion
progra ms
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5 Postsecondary technical programs should not be "watered down" to accommodate unprepared

students Instead, postsecondary institutions should L2st incoming students and place those
who need it in remedial "tech-prep" curricula

6 Long-term industrial training programsdesigned to urgrade the technical abilities of current
and displaced workers -- should concentrate on building a strong technical foundation instead

of concentrating on narrow training about. specific equipment or procedures that are likely to
become obsolete within a few months or years

7 Specific retraining/upgrading courses for industry should be offer ed by public technical

institutions through a cooperative statewide network to broker other institutions'courses and

eliminate duplication of curriculum development and other institution., I resources
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National Roundtable on Economic Development
Preface

Leades fn)) business, education, and goNeinment met in \asinine, Tennessee on .1111
17, 1987 to discuss the eNolNing iole t tea lint( al, and junto' a ()lieges in helping
meet the nation's haute human lesouti e needs To stimulate tile initial «MIN l'1`,(1(1()11,
p0i1C1 paPe \\ 1/1 i/1 Pat ('boat( .1.I Stoott IZosenteld, and Daniel M.
Ilull

The do ersit of regional, state, and local economic nts clutilenged ca 'census
ham:num, but IZotiniltable paitcipant,, did lea\ the meeting oriel a loog and spline('
olistii,,sion with an ,r,,,i.hioaiiing agt(ement in thrii,

First, participant, agned that «nninunit, tedmical. .,Ind junto! ()lieges should pupate
to play a significant role in the !notes:" of cleating as mole competitne and in otitictn \\

fin( c In order to do that the colleges will have to organize in a at ict as that best
reflect the needs of their local economic communit

1?oundtable co- chair, fottnei North Cazolina goNel not and state community college
president Robert Scott said, "('oninitinit colleges ate uniquel positioned to pla a inapt tole
in economic. lit' \ l'i()))1110111, 'I'1u' 'It' positioned geopitpliit'all. Theo one] lo\S ttntion. Tht., ha\
an open (10(11 phik)sopir,,, 9uul «)11111111110, technical, and Junioi olleg(s ate positioned to
respond quickly-

Do\ etailing his ieniiiiks \Sun those 01 Stott. fount,' NI,sissippi Go\ einoi William Viiite
of the cconoma stake-, in\ oked in then discussion, "We can

make substantial imestments ut phsic al structule , %Se c an bui:(I tout-Line IngliNNaN

( taut cic ate %valet and scNNet s:\stems, but unless v,e ha\ e Imestnu nt human beings
that %%ill enable them to compete lot 1101(9 skill jobs, gat ,111 not be competime at the
l'0111111l11111 \ Pi, the state leNel, the Iegional le\ el, in at the national lex el ... and it is

judgment that the dation's «niniumit, tea his!( al, and junto! college, tep esent a ke play et in

helping the .Inellcon ci (amnia communit; hailstorm the Nolk torte to meet plesent and
Finnic. challenges 1,, a 11(.N title tut most of the colleges, but it is a 111010' impoltant and
\ Hal role than then haditional tole

That position suppoited 1) \Vinton' I. Genet al Nlanaget of the
Tennessee Valle} ,\itholit N\ Ill) "1'h0' « )1Icgc,, ale In that tole The) don't ha\ e a
c loon e The .11 c 111\ ()IN l'd In Cd(ll II Ion and thiniing 111,11 inipat Is et onoinit tleNelopment and
the; an, going to find that itioh 1110 loosing \\lion a local ( mutton:\ sa-, 0, can't
match out tet linologies lilt 111)1 the lo( al college hos gut to be pall of the
solution to that Inoblyin
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Esther Schaeffer. Vice l'usident of the National Alliance of Bitsmess, cautioned that the
challenge of human tesootce tenew al was so great and so complex that the colleges should
seek bioad linkages act oss all lines to enhance than effectRene,s. Schaeffer beliees that
community, technical, and jitmot colleges mcleasingly w ill find themsehes nn the tole of
"«,nenet and "litoker:' seaming as key institutions nn matshalling the assets of the
community in the service of human resource renewal

Secondly, Roundtable patticipants agreed that the community, technical, and piton
colleges could fill a substantial portion of the ongoing education and (taming needs of a large
segment of the U.S. labot population. flow e%et, it continues to be impetatRe that the «dleges
accurately assess and respond to then local employe' community needs. This tepiesents no
small challenge as technology times and «miplitates business leadet de( isionmaking to the
point that long range projections are difficult to obtani

Roundtable patticipants determined that, when making de( tsions about 1,iy to organize
then assets as they set about deliveting instruction that prepares a competitRe and
producte wotk force, it is impottant that community, teclunt al, and Junto' college edtuatots
continue to respond to the changing needs of students who walk through the open loot. They
emphasized that care must be' taken to see' that the ''open door" does not become a
"reohtng- (loot by becoming academically selective of by becoming inolbitnely expensRe.
Moremer, Roberts '1' Jones, Assistant Secretary at the Department of !thol, pointed out,
"Thirty percent of the new wotkers ate going to be Black, Hispanic, or women The avet age
age of workers will be ()Het 35 '39 These folks will reflect inapt challenges in tel of

mobkation and minimum competency skills. Othet people ate going to be 'liming out of Jobs.
so some of you! clientele is going to be a glom) of people who aten't pat titularly excit«I
about being tettaed when. in fact, they're been strong union menthe's in high-paying Jobs
fot a numbet of years- These adults reptesent a new ( hallenge in tel of naming releancy
and curriculum development.

Roundtable patticipants indicated that «immunity. technical, and juniot co:leges ate a
logical deliety system lot technology ttansfet a(tRities, fin ((Thin( al (taming, lot litet acy

training, for customized !tinning fin liateei tiaming industi:, needs its work lotce to
have

Third, Roundtable patticipants ;tweed that the "nonttadttional- student bet ante the
traditional student at community, technical, and plum colleges a long time ago

"That's something we're ahead} dealt with and we\e been dealing with it to a
greater dew cc than most institutions," said Edw d "Sandy- Sanders, Whnlpool's inamigui of
government relations and trawing in Arkansas
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II mecer, as Flora Edwards, president of Middle. ex Count College, pointed out, "We
are faced now \ nh t\ 0 conflicting sets of pi ()positions We'xe expanded ,access, and we'xe
upped requirements. We're looking at students as «illege mate' nil whom we ei thought
were going to be college material.-

It was just this conflict that prompted many of the participants to tally behind the
concern~ of Philo Holland, president, Sears-Roebuck and Co. We need balance between
our basic educational mission and possibly economic (lex e 'opulent . . . I w ould hope' t hat w
do not conclude that as a prunar mission economic dexelopment should be required of
community colleges throughout the countr,,- he said, -because, in facttob prepaiation, In in3,
opinion, is a far more important role ... If we don't have youth, young adults and adults
basically um/led with a solid foundation of education skills, we' don't hate much of a chance
to go fuither in high tech kinds of skills"

James I. Adams, president of Southwestein Bell Telephone Company, «inclined with
Holland in saying, "I'm a business person, so I keep looking fin focus when wv ale talking
about economi«leNelopment... The objectiNe ought to be primarily job placement and job
training That doesn't rule out some of the more creative ecouonuc development
collaborations between the colleges and the economic communit It just means that suit of
activity ought to be kept in proper perspective.''

C'an community, technical, and Junior colleges accomplish the goals of economic
development that w ill ensure U.S. global compentkeness'! The concensus of Roundtable
participants was ''Yes, but it will be a difficult job.- As Sandy Salukis said, "Whethei or not
it's articulated as a goal or an established polieN, economic deNelopment is part of the
community college' activity. and part of the' community college movement.-

As fol w hat commumtN, technical, and Jumoi colleges are doing to pioxe their sincer0,
Nolen Ellison, president of Clitilioga CommunitN College, pointed out, "Commun* colleges
are 'bullish' on e«monne dexelopment With of ithout federal legislation, college presidents
are out there in the trenches workillg with businesses."

Roundtable participants were quick to reinfolee. how eer, that it isn't Just die
commun*, tedinical. and Jinni,' colleges lio must gem up to help out nation become mole
coinpetiti e and ',rutin( tixe. 1?oundtable paitu mains tecommended a "multi institutional-
appioach, setting as prim ities collaboration, p inlet ship, and netw tit king between «lin anon,
business, and government.

r.
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''Somewhere along the line, I hope we say this,- said Michigan State lniveisity
President John A. DiI3wggio "It (gear mg up for economic deelopmentl isn't soleh a

community college's function, or a utw .isit,'s function, in a foui-yein college's function, or a
secondary school's function Quite frankly, NN e're all in it togethe, and if we don't all pull
together, then the nation is going to be in difficult }. And diecth, 0 indirectly, an ot
institutions are going to be in difficulty.-

b, James F NIcKenney
Associate Director
Keep America Working Project
AAC.1('

W. Carroll Marsals
Program Manager
Iigh Technology Demonstration:,
Tennessee Valley A uthonty
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ROUNDTABLE OVERVIEW

EDUCATION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT:
MORE THAN A RHETORIC GAME

bt ('asst 13 .1(ndan

Ctitter fol Occupat Mal 11(",l'al ch
;111(1 1)('V411/1111e1(

"Dentogiaphics Is a fascutatnig game to all 01 Its,- ,,aul !utlet Ninth Catolina Goxeinot
Robert VI Scott as ot, 1Zotintitable on Education and Ea (mount 1)e\ tlopment began to w 111(1
down col the ita> T,ent_one edo, sabot. buie,,. and pidltu,d engaged ill a hard and
fast exchange of demograplut s and the tole of the «tinitinit,, technit al, anti Junton colleges
on economic development on .luly 17. 1987 in Nash\ ille. Tennessee And although
demographics are not alvas as cleat as clstal. clentoglitplut, ate about the only ,Noutul
that eclucatot,, politicians, and 1015111w55 people hate to inedict !mute trends. So it x\ as a (la\
Of clemoglaphics and propheses, sponsor c(1 by The Scat s-Rot.bitt k Foundation and the
Tennessee Valle Authority. It was also a day of branii(,asing and brani_tesiing

(list tission folltmed b I el'0111ffil'IllIal1011. 05(.41 1);11/C1 s V1 1 10111

education's trendsetters as catalyst, to their thscusslon.

Little talk x\ as (le\ mod to (lollats Some people might 111141 that cut tons among a glom)
of educator,. politician,. and inisinc,, pcoide 11,,ed e(iinoinic de\ chitin-lent Pethaps
the 1 S Assistant Secret aiv of Labot explained x\ 11 hest. Hulot is I .lones said that in the
next felt .ears. -There's likel to be an einharlassinent of tithes in the amount of training
dollars that ale ,iillable loncs. who (A el ;.,(.4's 1 he adnttnistiation of all Emploent ;Ind
"I's awing Adnittn,aration ptogralw, (Ha hiding the *lob Tt dining Pat tint ship At t ). continued.
Not oill do ve see naming bet ono g one of the top pilot It of t ollet tre bat gaming noA,

but at e hate this (11,Aussion 1T.1s and the tax incentt\ es lot (otpotate lux estment Iii
training- tcfer, to a ptoposal to inittaoe inclixidual naming act omits. sintilat to "IliAs."
indiidtud Ietirement accounts

"Congress gill pass a billion dollat naming ptogiam tot tenanting x\ tins eal iii
the midst of the x. oist budget is1, c.1 I think the list Mould bc st11)%411111a0 11)1Ige If

0( alUO11al 4(111( abut (1)111(1 l' el straighten up Its point( al at Jones sitid, adding that he
belices the amount of N. 1'll 111,111'(' \ V.111 111t lease In fat 1. .loner Ietlicted that "thew trill he
mole mone pet .1mein an w ()Ike, between innate and publit tesonit es in the nei 20 ears
titan x\e'xe cei seen before.- and that «nnintinity. let him al, and ( ()lieges ale going to
find themsekes -not x\ mulcting tth0 pas tot it but mole imoked in the issue of lide, and
function, and priiiitu ll\ Till' 11()11,11s 11(.10., b(4 \\ 4. ( an all lose in this national
struggle for global elinipeinixeness eilin ;toils. business poisons. and gmeinnient olfi ials
alike Tittle's something at stake I'm us all .loon(', concluded
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The focus of the lioundtable tall: %%its Oh %% hat lull, and 1.1111(110W,
10(11111ra', and OMOI `.+110111(1 111,1\ tin C«)0011111 de% 101011(0a ti% it and 11()%% the.%

can make thcinsehcs must it spolistt , I flit II lit. and in oda( ite in the piogless. "I'in,e old

again. 110' talk Wined to demoglaphn s and pteda lions. rot example, mant quoted statisti( al
soothsayers %.11() 10(411(1 that the lie%% entt ants into communit, tecliiin al. and ititimi ()lieges
are going to he Mack. IIispani( , and .0 female. that the aetage age ()I the %%():k tot( e be
:15-39 (older than the are um% 1, and that theft) %%ill he a sharp inivase ui inunigt ants

"Many of the people who %NW need training Vitt be angry. pinticulatly.- Jones said
emphatically, "if theN'ic being named to be %%Ago make's %%hen thet'%e been sttong union
members in high-paIng Jobs rot it numbet of }('al, Jones 100% ed himself a plain talker mot e
than once. "Stile, it's peat to ha%e campus. a «muntinit college, a technical
program, and sa; 'come On mer het(' hat e ve got a deal fot Rut it's a hatul tin ten ills
of that worket's security and the ability to stir\ 0,e in that litho: minket pinucultul if the
substantial portion of them (students) ale n11001 ities and %%omen and immigtants and people
who have not traditionall piuticipated III the ptogtants and nine a %\eitkei !isi( set of skills.

"I think %ve're going to have to change the plocess. A 1,t)ution of out societ, has itex
been looked upon as a signal( ant contributor to the labot foul. in this «,tilitt its been a
social issue, but not it political of e«,noini( issue. '.\;()%% its an e«)tionin issue Blink and
Hispanic populations are to a sufficient deglee not paiti( witting. The.NIe pot in bout
comintinit, colleges not benefiting h0ni the I/1 11«'',5 Ito III(' eat
your systems NA on't be full or these people %%ill be in there,- said Jones

Esther Schaeffei, %ice piesident of the National .\111)111(e 111 Business, leinlot«01 Jones
''\\'(''r' talking about students %%Ito !lax ('lit «tine (lose to getting into .1 «munittitit «)Ilege
(1100, %v11() n.% et' made tt to high s( lool 01 made it thiongh high school and ate. theteloie.
undeteduated Yet these ate the people that einplocis %%ill be needig. becittHe the pool is
(hying up in 'd 1.1 -IC\ CI 11011<l'I'S... slit' said

tit the da %%as spent detet mining 11()%% (oituntlitit. te( hilt( al, and ;ilium «)Ilege
'two the heeds of this .meting gioup (II students at the same time the ale

meeting needs of a more highly %%()11.(0. Whitt might he Ilk' tight (I( \ 111 101 Ohl'

MS101111011 (It One kind of student might be the %%mug ip ti% it lot anothet. The (
heeiune a leitlization that meeting e«,noinic de\elopment g(als %%mild le(mite hlgiii
sophisticated and diverse implementation stiategies

Scheafei remarked tI solution hes in ha\ing communit, technical and uniot
colleges continue to meet 1 nought a at iet 01 t ities Those in IR ities
include 2 2 and 2 - 2 4 2 Tlu 1111 Ride ustonnzed !hutting Tliet 11u litue smil«d the mime
elaborate or extended ( tistonnz:d naming tit %%haft% el one !eight cant to call the mule
genetic naming "I'd like 101 it nut to uttltult, remethattuu but it %%ill loot ,1%%1111e bet ate,e

hialt of the students itten't going to hate 11 ,is the (1)1111' tip h0111 I\ 12." St 11;1(11(1 salt!
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1)urnig the discussion, the problem of piepin ing a r of k foice to enstne e( ()mimic
competitiveness and ptodlicttut, , national piospetitN, became cleat. "flit plobleni,- as
SChaeffttl. 'bed it, "IS much Ingge than an unc Instnution. much bigger than all the
puhhc institutions combined, mach bigge than the )1 I\ at(' ',COW can handle III (1111(.1 CFO

C01111111111It it 5, there are dffeent institutions, both public and pmate Institutions Iiiive
to get together and sort out roles and responsibilities' Schaeltet said

What are those roles and responsibilities') Scott set the stage fo those itlis%eis at the
discussion's outset lien he said, "Theie's a ieseitich !mingle that's '\ en more important than
the one in North Carolina Its the significant titangle of !Meta( tion that's exolxing actors the
country between government, business, and educatIon.

Communit, technical. and Junior colleges will pla a significant tole in that triangle
"An malanhe of responsibilit rot educating the U.S. population is going to be placed on
community coliegc,- waned 1,vashington, l"edetat Labof<ttii t win (in (.sentatp,
Lce R.\'erti.

Part of that malanche will be meeting the glowing need to reliant adult okers. As

Middlesex Ceunt College president Flora Ed% aids said, "Without the poper summit
educational institutions, he'll ha% e an awful lot of people competing tot jobs that don't exist,
and not enough people qualified for the jobs that (I() exist. The teinunal degree is a in.th in a
climate that requires lifelong learning B the peat 2000, an dlitet ate will not be one who can't
read An illiterate will be one who can't learn, unlearn, and learn

The ability to train and retain the necessary work force is the key to enticing
businesses into a «muntinit Forme! Goveinor William Willie! of Mississippi shined an
anecdote that illustiates this point. AS goxerno of Alississipp rxe been frustiated hiy haxing
seen a time lag that was catching up with us I fecal] with great disappointment the
experience I had Just weeks after I wa.-; inaugurated

"The director of out department of Economic Dexelopment called me at the mansion
and said, e got some good netts. Vou'ic going to be able to announce the location of a
major tonics plant a high-skilled, high-wage «impanN that's «lining to Mississippi' I
could sltor the experience of standing up in trout of all those TV ( mucias and talking about
this plant that I could take no (.1(410 for hat mg gotten, but v,lin It ,14, (owing foituitottsl,
Just as I was inaugurated as goveinor. hit I got another ( ill same man Who said, 'I
have some bad news The company I told you about isn't coming, Mittel stopped for a
moment to let the Roundtable simmer
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"1 called up the CEO I met with him. Ile said he liked everything about Mississippi
the business climate, the structine, the tiansportation, the community attitude, the location.
the distribution facility 'But we took a survey at the 1,0 ,"""t"' he said, and w(".vvren';
satisfied that Mississippi had an educational stiuctuie that was capable of pioducing the
skilled people we need,'" said Winter.

Ile paused again, and then added. "I came back to Mississippi. I called a meeting of the
heads of the junior colleges and Whets. I told them that story. Out of that expeuence, I think
we began to dodo!) an understanding of w hat's imohed We (an build foul -lane highways.
create water and sewer systems; make all kinds of imestments. But unless we haze an
investment in human beings out these' that will hell) them be competitue foi jobs that call fur
increasingly higher skills, we're not going to be competnwe

Most of the day, however. was devoted to discussion that hinged on finding ways to be
collaboiative. to be coopmatne. "'lane was talk of linkages. partnerships, and netw of 1(s, about
how the community college is uniquely positioned and is not an "Rory or maybe kudzu
covered' institution, as former Governor Scott described other institutions.

Cuyahoga Community College District president Nolen Ellison said this «mntry is not
a neophyte in terms of taking theory and applying it in practical context.. We've
demonstrated to the' N'Ol Id that we can take federal resources and make them state-focused
and community-based to nine theory to practice in converting human resources to meet
economic development needs." About his colleagues in the' American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges Ellison said, "We're not imbued with the' Rory -tower notion
that presidents ought not to be out in the trenches building partnerships.-

Edwards followed Elison's 1cm:irks with the question. "How do we forge partnerships.
not only with industry. but with our major research

Rivers cited a problem rating than gix mg an answer. "We can still generate plenty of
basic scientific know k dge. Ilow excl. I think one of the ci it ical problem~ that we haze finally
recognized is that the nation has an inability to conch knowledge into technology Ill the
form (II goods, pioducts, and sere ices to compete m the woild mar ketplace Community
colleges . . should position themseh es in the appluations end of the R&D spectrum"
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RI\ 1104,11 loll \1, ',C( (Hided 11\ ilhs, general manage( of the Tennessee \ alle
A(011010 Willis des( I Med ho T\ .1 0. ked it Ii lot al ( onuminit ( ()liege- 111 help 111 iili e a
mart' lughb (I! fot, In ,,,e, inn "g 1700 %,17)!1111... lit,

(11,1 I lbeti I pal Intl.:AM) 1101 \\ 1.`1`11 a tunllnunlly ()liege and Gener,(1 Nlotois 111 ,11ohanio

de\ eloI) a \\An k fote e that had the hash skull'. GNI \\ anted Willis plaised «miniunit ( ()lieges

lot meeting the (hallenge 01 (le\ eloping higlici le\ els of litchi( among \\ otkcis need

icinedial help "lint." Willis said. -\\.e're going to liae a look at the \\ hole do, ision 01 I (hul

het \voen our . . to see that program, (loetail and suppolt 010' ,1111/1 10'1 1 111-.

2-+-2 -4 2 thing is a \\a to get at that Its going to he a teilific political nib to (i\et( ,r1!,,
leXi',11114 bowels] to (lo 11 lint tolks v.,('o got to loll up mu slee\ es and go to \\ nl I,
because I he demands ha\ e been Ida( (41 on us, and We've got to get at it

Th(, models We Its(, adro tuition to ,a(111(,, (,(01,)1 (10,(1,1)1(1,1

\Nielc1:(,. Al Lot enzo, president of Niarolob Community ('ollege. cited duce icasons a n
polio' on \sas communO, technicat, and .111111(0 colleges ( ould adelicss c(olionii(

elopment needs \\ (mid be impossible to implement. ace oiehng to Loienzo,

-(011)1'111HO t oncges ctthe Ill oh antattuall efficient \Nas acioss the United sulk-, The si.i,
then roles elificientl, depending on then per«ption of then mission. Second, ea( II s1,11(''s

(01101111( stiategies ina be efficient Third, the soul nue of (d( h state go\-einnient nut} be
(111T0re111, 111,1k1014 the \\ 11\ S 111 \N 111(11 1 11C\ deal 1,1,1111 colleges different hom state to state

Roundtable pow( 'pants 111~11 (its( Lissy(' the need lot Philo Holland stated. "\Vc
need holan«. het \seen out hasi«.(1(i( ational mission and (.( onotni( (le\ clopment if \\ c don't
ha\ ( people \N 111) al 1' 1 1,111'd 1,1,1111 a solid foundation of skill and undeistanding. e don t

01 (ham, to go nullici in 1)44111e( II kin+, of homing

Paint \\ ere 1(.1(11 tato to hoot the s( ope of «miniunit (olleges. pct (ten( k to point
out that «iiiiiinak0. n.(111110,11. and junior ( ()liege,. should v, oik to ie( ognize that the ate onl
pail ()I the lianie\\ ith tlu. ( dim( It to eiltu ate NlotO NIultanen. Immediate past
p.sielent oil till National lotion ()I Slate hie( lois of \ e)( ational Education. pointed out
that the "net \\uk of «numunit «dleges ohm .1 stole ( on Ile I tieinendons tesotit(e lot
doing things like small business (le\ elopment centeis,"

Est 111'1 Si 11,11'1101 ,1(1(1141 "V1 I' 'A11)11111 ,1 \ 1)111 tile \ 10 look at the ( oninumit
ssteni III isolation ami not to le«ignize the \\ hole host ()I institutions

«1111111111111 It's, he t10\ 11111\ els11 les 10 1/1 11c1 11a1111102 LI( 1111 Ilss 11.. 1111 111111W1i1 111/401 1 011111111111 \

Ie11uu1,11 and 'wool (allege lepieseoldh\ cs to (1(.1111e lieu ode lo leholoo to \\ 11,1«,\ el else is

out thew 111 !hell 11nt\" 'aid tiellaellel
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One of those roles is in job creation, and in creating the right kind of worker to fill
those jobs. Jim Adams, president of Southwestern Bell's Texas operation, explained, "When
Bill Clements, our current governor, asked me to look at job creation in Texas, we found that
we didn't have the infrastructure that would yield trained employees. It's a much sexier topic
to talk about employees with graduate degrees, to have a certain atomic scientist that can do
this and this and that or a Nobel laureate. But businesses are looking for people who are
trained in biotechnology or lasers who know how to read and write who know how to
work with people with a business -like mind when they walk from door-to-door fixing
telephones."

Scott concurred with Adams, but pointed out that there were some interesting conflicts
in what business says it wants. lie referred to a series of small conferences held recently in
North Carolina with representatives of industries, metal working, agribusiness, chemicals,
electronics, and the textile industry. "I asked them to come sit with me and a couple of our
senior staff," Scott said. "What we found out was that our CEO's want people who can think
and who can make judgments. They said they can teach them skills. And middle management?
Middle management wants somebody to do damned well what he's told and not to think! But
they agree on one thing; they want us to stay in touch. Otherwise, they said, we'll be out of
the ball park and won't be doing them a service," Scott said.

Al Lorenzo cited a similar circumstance Over the last two-and-a-half years, Michigan
Bell Telephone Company has conducted 1600 face-to-face discussions with manufacturers in
Southeastern Michigan. "Sixty-nine percent of them said they don't require a high school
diploma for employment," said Lorenzo. "1 guarantee you that those same manufacturers will
be angry in five years because their work force isn't retrainable. So I think instead of asking
industry for dollars, we should be asking industry to begin requiring successful high school
completion so that there's at least some standard," he said.

Ralph Doshier, corporate education manager for Texas Instruments (TI), said,
"Technology turnover requires us to do continuous retraining. Our biggest problem right now
is finding qualified people, qualified technicians. We can find all the engineers we want."
Doshier pointed out that TI requires the Associate of Science degree and that company-
sponsored efforts to get the current work force at TI upgraded at local community colleges
met with problems. "The issue is how you get a vast pool of people who never even got
through high school to have the desire to not only finish high school, but go on to develop
marketable skills," he said
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Di Biaggi° said the problem isn't restricted to Michigan or Texas industries In my
discussions with Lee lococca, Roger Smith, and Don Peterson all of whom I know well
we talk about these matters ... the fact that they're employing someone on the assembly line
today who must have certain kinds of analytical ,2apabilities, be able to read intelligently, and
who must be able to deal with the technology they face.... Too many of our students
coming out of high schools do not have those abilities. I tell our students that the most
important skills they'll acquire while they're at our institution are the abilities to think clearly,
to view and to listen and read intelligently, and to be able to analyze information, synthesize
it, and be able to apply it to their lives because society is so dynamic that this is the only
way they're going to be able to survive The fact of the matter is that they do acquire that
capacity, no matter what discipline they study," said who added that young people
are now mature enough to make career decisions while they're in high school, and that our
society "has prolonged artificial childhood."

Chet Francke, general director of Joint Education Activities and responsible for joint
education programs administered by CAW and General Motors, said that he was "curious
about the absence of the word 'student' in any of the questions or any of the material.
There's a lot of concern about what our employers are interested in, and it seems to me that
ought to be an issue that's not missed when you're talking about the role of an educational
institution."

Responding to Frill-Rce's concern, Ellison stated, "That's yy here local college leadership
is going to arise," emphasizing that community colleges must keep then role as a service
provider to students sacrosanct.

Former Governor NN'inter shifted the discussion a few degrees by pointing out the
unique role and opportunity community. technical, of junior «,11( ges hay e in a rural setting.
Winter, citing the negative economic pressures in rural America, supported the position of
author Stuart Rosenfeld that there must lie a netyymik of assistance for rural area economic
dexelopment Wintei reiterated his conbmtion sex el al times during the day that a "community,
technical, and junior college role in economic deYelopment is one of the most essential
elements in the presen anon of the ital rural e«momy that, in win, supports numelous Huai
communities throughout the nation"

Edward Sanders, manage' of gox eminent relations awl Paining lot the Whirlpool
Corporation in Arkansas, Joined in the assessment. "In tin mural areas, mole so than um ban
areas, I think community colleges must be dnectly nixolyed in helping then local community,
The rural college has a lot of power that can contribute signthcantl to the ox thing
community strategy in lot al economic (lex elopment The mural «mutant* has an
obligation to be a dependable ,,,taltit agent hn e«monn«lt,xelopment and gi oyy t h." he said
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Nick Nichols. in his third term as executive vice president of the Communications
Workers of America, addressed the question of leadershq,. "I recently looked at a numbed of
grant requests from various c0110-11 ges. Nqie out of ten of them dealt IA nit setting up
new businesses. If you're going to increase students, you're going to have to hate something
that appeals more to the person who pays the taxes. I think setting up new businesses is
great .. but I think you have to be very, very careful that what you do benefits the
community and doesn't just make one entrepreneur rich while bringing in only low-wage
very low wage industries into some places. So what you're doing," said Nichols, is using
tax money to bring in an industry that w ould get one or two people rich while the rest of the
people continued to work at very low wages."

Like Nichols, Bill Willis talked about students, saying what we have now is basically
what we get, at least until the year 2000. "It will be the year 2000 before we will see the
results of an increase in the birthrate. We have a great task ahead of us to retool this work
force, the one we have now. If we're going to be competitive over the next 15 years, we're
already m the game. We have to concentrate on that," Willis stated.

Chet Franck° concurred. "Retraining your current work force becomes a very critical
issue. You can't always go out and hire the skills you want. You have to build them inside.
We have 600,000 employees. We have about 50 to 75 thousand who are illiterate, and that's a
problem we're concerned about. We're also facing a very seilous problem with dislocated
workers. We've announced plant closings that will idle about 40,000 employees between now
and 1990.... The budget for our [retraining] activity is about $200 million a year I think it's
about $600 or $700 million annually for the corporation as a whole.... The community
colleges have been very useful in helping us in our training, retraining efforts Our
headquarters is built on the campus of Oakland Community College and several of our other
UAW,'GM Centers are built on leased community college property. That's the beginning of a
close relationship, and a extends to more than just landlord:tenant," Francke explained.

Retraining adults was on every Roundtable participant's mind. In that regal d, Monty
Multanen said he hopes the concept of 2+2 and 2+2+2 "stays on the front burner as a
national focus because it's driy Mg the right kind of people local secondary and postsecondaiy
educators, business persons, goy eminent representatn es around the table, to end up making
more efficient use of resources. 1 think the students will respond... I think any time we can
make resources between the elementary, secondary, and postsecondary schools more efficient,
we're freeing up dollars to take care of what I see as this huge. inci easing need fur retraining
our adult population," Multanen said
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Al Lorenzo emphasized the priority to prepare students well At the risk 01 sounding
negative, I don't know of another industry in the w odd that's paid fully for products that
don't work well paid, in fact. K-12 districts (an get full-peuple funding w hen students go
back the second and third time through adult education piogias. We in the community
college sector don't get full-people funding for the people in our iegulai plop arns, so that's
an incentive to not make education work the first time," he said.

And so, amidst the demographics and the prophesies, the talk did eNentually dun to
dollars, with Nichols, Francke. and Doshier agreeing that industry and gm eminent must work
together to continue to ensure that the dollars for training are there. Because, the way they
see it industry always pays and is 'A illing pay, in one way of anodic!. It is simply a question
of making their investment count. It was business and government, after who financed the
Roundtable discussion. In the twilight of the discussion, Jim Adams of Southwestern Bell,
broached the topic of accountabili'y. "I'm cons inced that there ale two subjects that'll raise a
crowd anywhere you go sex ano economic developmcnt," quipped Adams. "It's just
something that we love to talk about these days ... The problem is, we end up talking about
it, a lot of words. The question is, is something happening') I'm aft aid .. ell end up doing
the same thing. It'll be more of a tut f issue than it will be dniding and taking a territory, the
way we do a war. You do this, another person does that. I think the job of community
colleges ought to be job placement, job training .. doing w hateNer seems to wink toward
creating a better-equipped work force," said Adams.

In the end, it was min e than a day of quoting demographic data, proclaiming
prophesies, or worrying about who pays. It was a day of planning, the kind 01 planning
generals do before a War And, as in war, the education, business, and goNernent leaders
sitting around the sable on Friday, July 17. 1987, focused on strategies. Now. they say,
tune for all good men and women in community, technical, and .iumin colleges to niaishall
local human resources and get down to deNcloping tactics in this forced mart li toward our
nation's economic development.
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